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Introduction
A Digital Janus: Looking Forward, Looking Back
Dennis Moser
With each year, cyberculture and cyberspace become an increasingly integrated
part of our realities. Their digital technologies have come to underpin many aspects
of our lives, and ever more importantly, our history and our future. This is of
concern to us as it has begun, and will increasingly continue, to exert considerable
influence upon the institutions and structure of our societies, including those that
define our future concepts of art and aesthetics, of our social interactions, of
societal and individual remembrance, even how we will govern and be governed.
As scholars and critics observing these changes, we seek out opportunities to
discuss how to understand them, to ask questions about them, and to share our
research about them. And these phenomena have been around long enough, and we
have been discussing them long enough now, that an historical record has begun to
emerge around the discussions and the phenomena themselves.
But even at this stage of our existence, memory is itself imperfectly understood
and history, too, is the subject of its own long-standing discussions. When our
embrace of technology suggests that we can save ‘everything’ and that human
memory can be enhanced, if not supplanted, by the use of that technology, then we
must look carefully and try to understand what the implications are. To remember
everything, indeed, to SAVE everything – is it a blessing or a curse? Is the
‘perfect’ memory of the history of armed conflict a desirable thing, if the breaches
within the society so affected are to heal? Is the promise of digital ‘immortality’
possible, and if so, is it even desirable? When do we cease our time of mourning, if
the dead are memorialised in digital perpetuity?
And we must also consider the impact of cyberculture’s ubiquity – its reach
raises questions of our concepts of being and aloneness. How can we experience
solitude if we are all connected? Is the natural state of being soon to be ‘always on,
always connected?’
These are but a few of the questions and considerations that presenters and
attendees addressed at the 8th Global Conference, Cybercultures – Exploring
Critical Issues, held in Prague, Czech Republic, in May, 2013. The conference also
included a number of papers previously selected for the previously scheduled, but
cancelled, 5th Global Conference, Digital Memories, that was to have been held
earlier in the year. While that conference’s cancellation was unfortunate, the
inclusion of a number of the scheduled papers fortunately made for a broader range
than might previously have been possible. What follows, then, are the selected
papers that effectively represented both conferences and present the even broader
intellectual range covered.
The book has been arranged into two parts along lines of intellectual focus that
reveal the inter-connectedness within the conference. Part 1 entitled ‘Community,
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Memory, History, Art and Culture in Cyberspace,’ comprises eleven chapters and
consists of six subsections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Theories and Concepts of Cyberspace and Cyberculture
Cyber-Subcultures
Digital Memories: Concepts in Digitising Individual and
Community Memory
Digital Memories: History and (Digital) Memory
Digital Memories: Cyber-Archaeology
New Designs, Platforms and Art Practices

Part 1 examines the relations that continue to develop between those who
collect, create, curate, care for, and provide access to the manifestations of memory
and history in our cultures today and the evolving digital technologies that offer
new ways of working with the sources of that history and memory. It also explores
what we are learning about memory and history, as the digital technologies of
cyberculture give us the ability to capture events, seemingly in perpetuity.
We begin with a subsection entitled ‘Theories and Concepts of Cyberspace and
Cyberculture.’ In her chapter, ‘The Virtual Leash: Connected at Every Intersection’
Teigan Kollosche considers the impact of ubiquitous connectivity on navigation
and travel and just how we may see less while being connected more. How does
this new ‘virtual leash’ play out when the traveler is using social media networks
and technology to traverse the globe? We continue by considering a different kind
of journey as Margaret Gibson and Marga Altena explore the idea of
‘cybermourning’ in their chapter entitled ‘The Digital Lives of the Dead: YouTube
as a Practice of Cybermourning.’ Investigating numerous videos on YouTube, they
explore the idea of YouTube as a public place of mourning in a way that makes us
reconsider our concepts of how we choose to memorialise the passing of other
lives in a context that is filled with commercials and advertisers. They suggest that
there changes taking place in how we deal with grief in public and how this space
may serve to empower those who might have previously been denied that power.
In the following subsection, ‘Cyber-Subcultures,’ we explore the heterogeneity
of cyberculture and the subcultures to be found there. Alberto José Viralhadas
Ferreira writes of a group with historical roots reaching back to the beginnings of
digital media in his chapter ‘The Arpeggio of Fragmentation: Music Bricolage in
the Tracker Scene.’ His research reveals a highly structured community of artists
working in electronic sound. His analysis of their sociology reflects a very nuanced
set of practices and ethics that mark them as a definite subculture.
Kyong James Cho follows with a chapter entitled ‘24 People Do Not Like the
Horse Dance: YouTube as Community?’ Cho also looks at the vastness of
YouTube, considering how community might arise there, and what that might
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mean. His approach of discursive analysis focuses upon the text comments posted
in response to the videos there and discusses some directions for further research.
In her chapter in the subsection, ‘Digital Memories: Concepts in Digitising
Individual and Community Memory,’ Elena-Alis Costescu discusses concepts of
identity among the virtual communities of Romanian gamers. In ‘Virtual
Communities and Identity Reconfiguration,’ she examines these communities and
analyses the extent to which ‘post-humanist gender and identity manifestations’
can be observed.
In the following subsection, ‘Digital Memories: History and (Digital) Memory,’
the three authors raise questions about the often-uneasy relationship between
memory and digital technology, looking at the manner in which we create objects
of heritage, examining how the memory of events relates to the digital record of
the same events, and how these technologies can be harnessed to positively present
memory and heritage. Dennis Moser starts off this subsection, declaring that
‘“Memories Are Just Dead Men Makin’ Trouble”: Digital Objects, Digital
Memory, Digital History.’ He explores how the art forms arising from new digital
media are challenging concepts of aesthetics and history and questions how the
institutions traditionally charged with the stewardship of such objects – galleries,
libraries, archives, and museums – may or may not be rising to the challenge that is
presented to them.
The subsection continues with Segah Sak’s ‘Encoding through Digital Memory
and Our Remembrances.’ In this chapter, she looks at how the tools that digital
media provides can create an ‘external’ memory that may be at odds with the
memories of those who were present at an event and how this effect can deeply
influence our remembrances of the past.
Patrick McEntaggart and Paul Wilson conclude this subsection with a case
study in the chapter ‘The Member’s a Virtual Gentleman.’ Heritage institutions
must grapple with how to present remembrances of people, places and events and
this chapter explores how an art installation that recreated a British WorkingMen’s Club by utilising not only three dimensional objects and images, but sound
as well. The work examines how interactivity was achieved, how a sense of ‘place’
was evoked through the interplay of the physical and the digital in an aesthetic
experience.
In ‘Digital Memories: Cyber-Archaeology,’ the next subsection, Asen O.
Ivanov’s chapter examines the ‘use of digital interactive media platforms for
access to audiovisual archival collections.’ In this chapter, ‘HyperScreens: The
Presentation of Audiovisual Cultural Heritage through Interactive Media
Platforms,’ Ivanov compares this approach, which must be considered as a glimpse
of how heritage institutions are likely to be providing access to collections in the
future, to the historical installation by Charles and Ray Eames years earlier at the
American National Exhibition in Moscow, in 1959.
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The final subsection, ‘New Designs, Platforms and Art Practices,’ consists of
two chapters: ‘Interface: The Actual Story’ by Funda Şenova Tunalı and ‘The
Virtualisation of Architecture in the Digital Era,’ by Vassilis Papalexopoulos and
Artemis Psaltoglou.
Ms. Tunali proposes that the interfaces of new media are integral elements of
the story and, as such, reveal significant clues about the story. By serving as the
gateway to the story it reflects a part of the story and the user interacting with that
content.
Papalexopoulos and Psaltoglou examine the changes that digital technologies
have wrought in the processes of architectural theory and practice by discussing
two projects by Arata Isozaki and Mutsuro Sasaki, citing them as examples of an
emergent paradigm incorporating the idea of the ‘objectile.’
The eleven chapters of Part 2, ‘Places, Spaces, Politics, Society and
Cyberculture,’ pick up from where Part 1 concluded and continues the exploration
by examining the societal embrace – or the lack thereof – of cyberculture. This
second part of the book comprises five subsections, as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Emerging Practices in Social Networking
Data Analysis
Cyber-Policy and Cyber-Democracy and Their Impact on
National and Global Politics
Narrative Architectures
New Media Literacies

Sabine Baumann and Ulrike Rohn lead off this second half of the book and its
first subsection, ‘Emerging Practices in Social Networking,’ with their chapter
entitled ‘Still a Long Way to Go: Media Branding in Social Network Sites’
examining the ‘corporate’ use of social media in media branding. Their work
concludes that organisations are still catching up in the use of social network sites
for media branding.
‘From Trolling for Newbs to Trolling for Cheezburger: An Analysis of the
Transformation of Trolling’ by Catherine van Reenen follows with a look at the
phenomenon of ‘trolling.’ The issue of trolling as an expression of agency is
considered here and its historical development is examined.
Jake Hobbs concludes this subsection in his chapter, ‘Crowdfunded Film
Campaigns: Drivers of Success’ and looks at the use of crowdfunding with in the
specific context of securing financial support for film projects. He articulates a
number of critical success factors in this under-studied area, providing insights for
‘creative practitioners’ who might well benefit from such guidance.
‘Data Analysis’ is the next subsection, consisting of a chapter entitled ‘Big
Data and Governance’ written by Maude Bonenfant, Marc Ménard, André
Mondoux and Maxime Ouellet. The authors explore the phenomena of ‘big data’
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and consider some of potential consequences of models that are developed utilising
it. Their perspective is that of their concern of issues of information and
surveillance in daily life. It is part of a larger exploration and represents the initial
stage of ‘problematisation.’
The third subsection, ‘Cyber-Policy and Cyber-Democracy and Their Impact
on National and Global Politics,’ comprises three chapters. In a chapter entitled ‘Is
Political Participation Online Effective? A Case Study of the Brazilian Federal
Chamber of Representatives’ E-Democracy Initiative’ Patrícia Gonçalves C.
Rossini analyses the Brazilian government’s e-democracy initiative by discussing
the Internet Bill of Rights, which regulates the citizenry’s use of the Internet. The
platform is evaluated as to whether or not the initiative is actually having an impact
on political decision-making. This is achieved by examining if suggested
amendments are being considered by the legislative committee concerned.
Next, Harris Breslow and Ilhem Allagui discuss the results of three years of
surveys of the United Arab Emirates’ ‘Emirates Internet Project.’ In this chapter,
entitled ‘The Apparatus of Mobility and the Restriction from Cyberspace,’ they
explore the reasons given as to why survey respondents chose not to access the
Internet. Looking especially at UAE guest workers, they argue that the lack of
‘network capital required’ prevents the guest workers’ engagement that might
otherwise occur.
Miquel Rubio Domínguez concludes the subsection with a chapter entitled
‘Cyber-Popular Pressure Can Improve Society’ and explores first-hand experiences
with the use of various social media tools to support activism. The particular tool
utilised was an initiative on Change.org. He specifically looks at the impact it had
on the behaviour of the Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat Catalana in Spain during
August of 2012.
‘Narrative Architectures’ is the fourth subsection, with two chapters that
explore issues of digital ‘literacy,’ and the roles that fans and fan fiction play in the
world of publishing.
Jennifer Roth and Monica Flegel’s chapter, ‘Filthy Lucre and Test Audiences:
Fan Debates about Publishing Fan Fiction,’ continues our cyber-literary metaphor.
In it, they consider some of the questions raised within fan fiction communities.
Issues of the role of the fans as ‘test audiences,’ the move into more professional
publishing, and identifying a misogynist construction of women who seek to
support themselves by their efforts are examined and discussed here.
Susan Dun and Dina Mutassem close out this subsection with a chapter that
focuses on issues of cross-cultural information literacy in ‘Digital Literacy in
Arabic Speakers: The Role of Bilingualism in Effective Use of Web Resources.’
This preliminary report looks at how Arabic-English bilingualism impacts effective
use of online resources, specifically in Qatar. They evaluate the online search skills
of monolingual Arabic speakers and bilingual (English, second language) speakers
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and how those language skills can shape or influence the particular cyberspaces the
users utilise.
We conclude with the final subsection, entitled ‘New Media Literacies’
comprising two chapters. Ersan Ocak, in his chapter entitled ‘New Media
Documentary: Playing with Documentary Film within the Database Logic and
Culture,’ explores how new media technologies are having an impact on
documentary filmmakers. Not only do the changes in the technologies at hand
allow for new forms of documentaries, but they are also forcing the filmmakers to
consider ‘new forms of representation and new modes of documentary film
production.’ Further, Ocak argues, they are transforming how we experience the
documentary, achieving a level of interactivity that was not previously possible.
Finally, he introduces us to two of his key concepts: the openness to non-linear
story-telling through database structures and how the production processes are
being drive by what he calls ‘database logic.’ He sees this as a positive
development, as the significance of the database grows in a cultural dimension.
Olga Cristina Sousa and Abílio Oliveira complete the subsection and the book
with their chapter entitled ‘Visit(s) to the Museum: Visitors and Official
Information Available on the Web.’ Apropos our overarching theme of
cyberculture and its interplay with heritage, memory, politics, space, and place,
their work explores the new realities that museums, in particular, are facing. Their
study of four Portuguese museums and their use of the web provide us with a
glance inside the process of these institutions embracing changes. In doing so, we
better understand the relationship between visitors, museum websites, and the
museums themselves.
One can only hope that the present book, A Digital Janus: Looking Forward,
Looking Back, provides the reader with a sense of the interconnectivity that
continues to evolve, touching all of our lives in sometimes subtle ways,
challenging us with new ways of creating our own history and conducting
business. Or that we will come to an ever-greater appreciation of the aesthetic
concerns that artists, for example, or literally build our futures through new senses
of architecture. For we, like Janus, stand facing both our past and our future.

Part 1
Community, Memory, History, Art and
Culture in Cyberspace

Section 1.1
Theories and Concepts of Cyberspace and
Cyberculture

The Virtual Leash: Connected at Every Intersection
Teigan Kollosche
Abstract
As we move about the globe we increasingly use digital media technologies to
navigate and remain connected to other parts of the planet. Travelling often equates
to new and sometimes challenging experiences related to movement, knowledge
and communication. Today, these experiences are enhanced by access to portable
technologies such as laptops, tablets or smartphones, which simultaneously
facilitate and undermine participation within new cultures, their languages and
information sources. Using these portable devices we can be guided through
foreign cities and landscapes and yet maintain a connection to home and the
known. To capture the essence of technology enhanced travel I explore the
metaphor of the virtual leash. The dictionary defines a leash as a control or
restraint. A virtual leash, therefore, is understood as both a tether to home and a
control to what we can perceive and expect while traversing the ‘unknown.’
Technological travel thus produces a combined on/offline world touring
experience, adventurous and new, while at the same time safe and familiar. How
might the ‘virtual leash’ serve to support or dissociate our experience? Is it no
longer so important for us to adapt to new cultural settings, where as social animals
we must try and seek meaning in facial expressions and gestures? Or perhaps we
are more likely to uncover deeper connections with people who share common
interests and motivations through social media and online networks. Obviously,
there is not a distinct dichotomy, but the research examines the trends and the
impacts on both personal and societal levels. Guided by interviews, literature
review and personal travelling experiences, I explore the use of technology and
social media networks as one travels and how this use differently structures
participation with other cultures, languages and information sources.
Key Words: Technology, global media, culture, language, geography, mediated
realms, Internet.
*****
1. Introduction
Today many of us walk around with a mini computer in our pocket. We can
connect to the Internet, find locations via Global Positioning System (GPS), take
photos and videos and download personalised software applications as we go about
our day. A recent study in Time Magazine stated the most used aspect of a mobile
phone was not talking, but text messaging, followed by connecting to the Internet,
taking photos and finding our way around via GPS. 1 The mobile mediated realm
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has created a virtual leash to instantaneous communication, information and
knowledge as we travel around the globe.
This chapter explores movement through unknown cities and landscapes while
trusting mobile technological mediated sources to guide, inform, interpret and
maintain connection to home. What was once an adventure into the unknown can
now be efficiently and independently travelled as we increasingly rely on these
devices to guide and shape our experience. Where previously we took the time to
reflect on a place, writing postcards or sitting in a piazza watching the locals go
about their daily chores, travellers can now be seen bent over a screen engaged in
visual imagery and communication with family and friends back home.
2. Cocooned in Mediated Realms
The virtual leash is a metaphor I use in this chapter to explore both the
connection and the constraint that technology offers to simultaneously enhance or
diminish a travelling experience. As we continue to integrate mediated technology
into our lives questions arise as to some of the trade offs or benefits the virtual
leash offers. A key focus of the chapter is to consider whether the traveller is
cocooned in a taken-for-granted comfort zone while connected to the mediated
realm versus being exposed to dangerous, isolated, unpredictable and challenging
realities without it. Does one become more personally immersed in a culture or
space when the technology is disconnected and face-to-face interactions become
the primary source of communicating? 2 The instantaneous nature of
communication technologies such as Facebook, Twitter, blogs and emails, as well
as visual sites such as Skype, may expand our spatial imagination and push us to
rethink the notion of geographical boundaries, however the trade off can create a
simultaneous belonging between the here and there – being within a foreign culture
while maintaining a reliance to home.
Previously travellers visited a travel agent to collect brochures on a location;
today this is largely done through the Internet, which offers an enormous array of
pictorial and textual information. Virtually exploring a city or environmental
landscape through visual imaginary permits us to, and I quote Google Earth, ‘Fly
anywhere on Earth and view satellite imagery, maps, terrain, 3D buildings, from
galaxies in outer space to the canyons of the ocean.’ 3 Virtually travelling may
greatly expand our imagination and global comprehension of places and spaces,
but also present the possibility of exposure to the manipulation of commercial
interests. How this commercial imagery is interpreted and how it may influence the
travellers experience and understanding of a culture or geography therefore needs
to be examined. Cultural theorist Paul Virilio states the ‘industrialisation’ of
images is changing the way we see cultures and landscapes. 4 Virilio believes we
are being drawn to the most banal of objects and our perception is confused by the
constant ‘barrage of random informational imagery.’ 5 Is the commercialisation of
the flattened images confusing an interpretation of a culture including how
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physical interactive signs are understood? Are the influences from advertising
within information sites polluting our perception of a culture and its surroundings
including where we may visit, invest time and money? Social commentators
Michael Jenson and Sherry Turkle state advertising integrated within the skins of
popular sites leads to a standardisation and narrower expectation from a culture and
place. 6 It is well documented that online advertising, a more affordable option for
many advertisers, 7 is capable of efficiently matching particular markets and geotracking to ensure local content is delivered to local customers. 8
This sets up the traveller to a network that targets them through the technology
as they move about the globe. As mediated networks continually integrate,
influence and immerse users to rethink traditional notions of travel, Turkle and
Jenson both believe our perception of the world is becoming smaller as we are
grouped through social media networks and other interest sites to view
standardised commercial imagery of cultures and landscapes. 9
3. Volume and Velocity
Moving through Internet imagery, consulting GPS maps and applications, the
modern nomad allows the screen to direct movement. Where once it took days or
weeks to find a path through a foreign place the traveller connected to GPS moves
with an authoritative self sufficiently supported by the technology. Hurtling down
the super information highway, the speed of discovery increases, as we are directed
through a maze of streets and lanes by the mediated realm. Previously travellers
consulted books and paper maps for the best route and communication was
attempted through hand gestures and charades. The slower paced discussions and
interactions with the local community and the inherently human nature of time
spent interacting through verbal face-to face conversation may well be lost in the
high speed pace to absorb and be guided within the networked medium. With so
many applications to translate, interpret, qualify and inform at the travellers
fingertip, decision-making and movement is further enhanced by the immediacy of
the technology. As our gaze is fixed to the screen is something lost to Turkle’s
‘technology induced pressure for volume and velocity’ 10 with less time to reflect,
consider and spend time within a culture or geography? The virtual leash connects
the traveller to a speedy discovery process with instantaneous expectation from our
surroundings and interactions. Further simultaneously tweeting or facebooking our
every move to connections back home may lead to less time in personal reflection
of the travel experience 11 Turkle states the more we lean on the technology the less
we turn to each other for cultural, aesthetical and ethical meaning. 12
4. Couches for Free
Numerous global studies illustrate the positive aspects social networks have on
increasing feelings of well being amongst users, especially for those suffering low
self-esteem. One example is Couchsurfing, a website which offers cash strapped
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travellers the opportunity to stay on a strangers’ couch for free. Members sign up
either looking for a couch, or offering theirs. The Couchsurfing site states, ‘It’s
about social networking’ 13 and many people I have spoken to agree that it is a great
way to meet people and experience a localised immersion in a place. A recent
traveller told me he had a fantastic time moving around the world from one couch
to another. When asked if he had any bad experiences he said, ‘The worst couch
was at the home of an alcoholic who got very drunk and began to cry.’ 14
Couchsurfing is just one of many social networks that bring people from
multiple cultures together. What networks such as this require is a significant
investment of trust from both the social network, to safely and accurately file data
on membership, and trust between the host and traveller when sharing cultural
information such as personal perspectives on local practices. For the traveller this
may differ greatly from what they have read or viewed online and it is at this point
the traveller needs to make a choice between trust in the human interaction versus
the technology, which got them to the couch in the first place.
As access to Wi-Fi and data networks increases so too does the traveller’s trust
in the accuracy of the information provided online. Applications and websites act
as tour guides, translators and currency traders however to what level can the
traveller be assured of the accuracy of information provided? One of the most
widely viewed websites, Wikipedia, an online encyclopaedia written
collaboratively in multiple languages worldwide, 15 provides geographical,
historical and cultural information used by the travel application, Geotravel. 16
Given that this information is contributed through anonymous sources, Geotravel
users are required to consider not only the reliability of the contribution but the
extent it represents local participants and is culturally, racially and ethically sound.
Naturally, a local tour guide will also give a personal interpretation to a place
which may not be culturally, racially or otherwise correct, however a technological
application does not allow for the interactive participation that face-to-face
interactions and nuances, body gestures and other visual and oral cues do in
determining trust, understanding and allegiance, or the contrary.
Social theorist Susan Greenfield states physical interactions are essential in
building emotional capacity such as empathy, understanding of difference and
intuitive skills and these may not be as clearly understood or learnt with online
technology. 17 Further Turkle believes that much of what we source online results
in a shallower perspective, which is less considered or thought through. 18
5. Spontaneous Encounters
The virtual leash constrains and connects, informs and influences, keeps us
feeling safe, stops us from pushing ourselves outside the comfort zone. Travelling
through San Francisco last year I was constantly connected via Wi-Fi to home. For
two weeks I existed with both a connection to the city and a connection to
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Australia. My virtual leash made it possible for me to relate to two cultures and
two identities simultaneously.
Travelling in foreign places, while simultaneously navigating through networks
such as Skype, allows a continuous engagement with friends and family. The
regular interactions we establish with those that share our views has the potential to
disassociate the traveller from key experiences, such as feeling isolated whilst in a
foreign country. What we benefit from family interactions is a degree of selfaffirmation and comfort. What we miss out on is time for self-reflection and
absorption into a place without outside influences. This can further develop into a
type of ‘anti’ with ‘otherness.’ Turkle writes,
We used to equate growing up with the ability to function
independently. These days always-on connection leads us to
reconsider the virtues of a more collaborative self. All questions
about autonomy look different if, on a daily basis, we are
together even when we are alone. 19
What do we learn if we rely less on humanity, through asking for help or
advice, and more on using the technology? 20 Sitting in a café surrounded by people
but absorbed in the non-present world of technological communication leaves the
traveller, in the space physically, but mentally elsewhere. German writer Wolfgang
Sachs wrote of ‘piazzas or streets, mountains or seashore, locations….imbued with
experience past and present,’ 21 but if our perceptions are strongly influenced by a
virtual leash to home has the travellers possibility for spontaneous encounters been
marred by technological access to home influences?
6. In Conclusion
In this chapter I pose the question is the face-to-face experience taking second
place to the technology? Having trust in mediated spaces and maintaining
connection while travelling, particularly if alone, will increase feelings of
confidence and self-sufficiency to traverse through foreign cultures and landscapes.
The flip side is trusting too heavily on mediated networks to guide and neglecting
the face-to-face possibilities being lost in a foreign city, arguably can detract from
an important element of the travel experience. Interacting with ‘otherness’ permits
integration into what makes a culture and place unique. Though the information
locals share might not necessarily be completely true or unbiased the experience of
relating between languages, cultures and difference is essential to participating and
maximising the human and cultural elements of adventure. Trusting devices for
information must be interlaced with asking a stranger the best way to get from A to
B. Using applications to connect back to home and posting stories and pictures
online should be balanced with time to mix with external influences, whether they
are locals or other travellers. Constantly maintaining a strong connection to home
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can restrict the openness necessary for chance encounters, discovering new aspects
of a culture and even personal identity development.
Getting the two to work together may mean the virtual leash must be severed at
times. The addictive nature of consulting our screens while we stand in a queue, sit
on a bus or walk down the street has to be contained much like any addiction and
this may require we turn off the devices and give ourselves time to reflect and
absorb. Travel is about exploring cultures and developing identities by immersing
in difference and the unknown. For many younger travellers it is a developmental
growth period. Using mediated networks does connect users and many experience
real feelings and belonging which crossover into real life 22 but it must be balanced
to be of true benefit. Jenson writes,
The real and the virtual must co-exist as 21st-century modernity
becomes a matter of simultaneous existence – part situated in the
“real time of our immediate activities overlayed by a mediated
realm that privileges the now… to the detriment of the here.” 23
Our cultural embrace to combine technology and culture and connect the
real/virtual spaces has become part of the challenge of a modern technological
culture and it is important that we learn and teach future generations the
importance of using the technology and taking hold of the leash and not the other
way around.
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The Digital Lives of the Dead: YouTube as a Practice
of Cybermourning
Margaret Gibson and Marga Altena
Abstract
This chapter investigates YouTube contributions about, death and memorialisation
and how these are experienced. We are fascinated by the ways YouTube benefits
dying and mourning people, their motives to leave personal thoughts and feelings
about death on this very public and commercial platform; the content of their
contributions; and how are these framed by the sites format. Also, we are interested
in the ways YouTube functions as cultural archive of communication about death
and dying. Our argument is that protagonists of YouTube sites – video makers,
editors, advertisers and commentators – negotiate the boundaries of acceptable
behaviour, making these boundaries explicit through provoking public debate.
Also, the possibility to create new communities is prominent: a memorial film we
analysed creates a community of fellow mourners that publicly recognise the
identities of the deceased and his bereaved; and a film of dying activist creates a
community of activists that together empower an otherwise powerless dying
woman to gain access to a drug. Although the ethics of depicting a dying man and
woman as well as the publication of these pictures are discussed, these problems
are overruled by the need to contact fellow sufferers and supporters, which is
illustrated by the comments archive where appreciative reactions dominate.
Although it could be suggested that cybermourning de-formalises and flattens out
death rituals with its emoticons, informal expression and symbols, the presentation
and perception of the memorial film and the activist film show that the YouTube
framing, because it is not in line with traditional codes on death and dying,
challenges visitors to rethink existing notions and ethical boundaries.
Key Words: YouTube, social networking, identity construction, representation,
cultural archive, death, mourning, memorial culture, private life, public debate.
*****
The Internet and online social networking culture is now a significant part of
death, dying, mourning and memorial culture. Increasingly researchers in the broad
field of death studies analyse the social practice of documenting and archiving
personal experiences of dying, grieving and memorialising on the Internet as a
global public sphere of communication and social exchange. 1 On YouTube a range
of expressions about dying, death and memorialisation are available for
identification and interpretation by viewers and social analysts. Searching through
words like death, 2 dying 3 and memorial 4 produces a massive volume of video
material that is both real and fictional in terms of lived experience and biographical
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authenticity. When typing in ‘In loving memory’ on the Netherlands site 9,970,000
hits are the result ranging from videos commemorating the famous such as Michael
Jackson and Pope John Paul II, people who died in traumatic incidents like at
Utoya, but also fictitious deceased such as Harry Potter characters are
commemorated. Although dying and bereavement are often perceived as highly
intimate subjects, on YouTube films on death and related subjects are easy to find;
a paradox that contributors of postings as well as visitors show themselves aware
when they support or condemn such video content.
Since its beginning in the early 1990s the Internet has created a new form of
publicness beyond national boundaries, traversing historical privileges of
authorship and public archival documentation usually accorded to men, the
wealthy, educated and historically famed. The video sharing website YouTube
began in 2005 with its economic value quickly realised through its acquisition by
Google in February 2006. 5 In 2013 YouTube’s popularity and significance as a
household name can be measured by an estimated 800 million users, that is, people
who post videos and/or comments, with a further estimated 4 billion views of
videos made per day. While global, YouTube is hosted nationally, allowing for
differences in advertisements and in the ways posts are edited; although everyone
has access to make contributions or provide comments, insulting or cruel postings
may be deleted or made invisible.
In our project, we are fascinated by the ways dying and mourning people
benefit from YouTube. What motivates them to leave their personal thoughts and
feelings about death on this very public and commercial platform? What do their
contributions consist of and how are these framed by the sites format including
advertisements, likes and dislikes, links to related videos, and visitor comments?
How are these videos given meaning? Furthermore, we are interested in the ways
YouTube functions as cultural archive 6 of communication about death and dying.
In critically analysing YouTube posts, we focus on the performativity of
identity construction with participants interacting in particular ways. In this
process, we regard the Internet as part of contemporary civil society 7 where social
norms and morally acceptable behaviours are both tested and contested. We argue
that protagonists of YouTube sites about death and dying – video makers, editors,
advertisers and commentators – negotiate the boundaries of acceptable behaviour,
making these boundaries explicit through provoking public debate. Here, we
explore YouTube as a practice of ‘cybermourning’ by analysing the shape,
function and perception of two YouTube videos and their related contributions and
the many ways these were appreciated during the years following these postings. 8
Although a modest selection of cases, one a memorial film made by a deceased’s
daughter and the other an activist statement made by a dying woman, the cases
concerned shed light on how two genres of YouTube films on dying and death are
employed to create new communities.
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In order to discover how an ordinary man is memorialised on YouTube we will
look at a video titled ‘To an amazing Son, Brother, Father, Godfather and Uncle
Todd Boudreaux.’ 9 The film was made by the deceased’s daughter Ashley Nicole,
as indicated on one of the sixteen title boards which, like a silent movie, structure
the still pictures the video consists of. 10 Some thirty photos (snap shots mostly)
show images of a man in his twenties with his girlfriend, at his wedding, as the
father of two small children, at home, with his motorbike, and at a fishing
expedition. The images portray him as coming from a blue collar background
living in the US state of Louisiana. His nickname ‘Swamprat’ underlines this social
identity. Very different from these happy pictures are the ones that show him lying
in a hospital bed, emaciated and covered with tubes. The 3.33 minutes narrative is
supported by the melancholy country music song ‘One more day’ by Diamond Rio
whose name appears next to the video frame. The author’s name and the dedication
reveal that the film is made by, in the name of, as well as for his children. Bringing
together images of Todd Boudreaux and the central figures in his life, the video
represents a symbolic reunion of the deceased with his family.
While the memorial video remains constant in content, it is framed by the
YouTube format, being various forms of pop-up advertising, ‘likes’ and ‘dislikes’
results, related videos and lists of commentaries; all of these are mobile and
shifting. The advertisements vary depending on differences in time and location. In
a Dutch context the Boudreaux video, viewed about noon, 11 was combined with an
advertisement for Holland Casino, followed in the afternoon by that of a dog food
manufacturer. In the Australian viewing context during the day 12 there was an
advertisement for MGM Grand Casino Las Vegas and in the evening an
advertisement for Qantas holidays in Queensland replaced later by an
advertisement of the company Luminosity.com, a brain-training site. Unlike
traditional media such as newspapers and television, in which images of dying and
dead people would discourage advertisers, on YouTube this combination is
common. The memorial video and the video of a dying activist intersect with
images and social practices that have no clear lines of semiotic or signifying
connections between them prior to their threading within the shifting temporalities
of viewing this particular memorial video at different times and within different
host contexts.
At the end of the Boudreaux video, a selection of thumb images appears,
showing stills of supposedly related YouTube videos. With titles like ‘Death by
cancer,’ ‘Celebrities who died Young,’ and ‘Anorexia mystery’ the YouTube
format links videos with similar key words concerning death and disease.
However, to some visitors the connections between videos as well as between
videos and advertisements might create an experience of genre dissonance. There
is a sense of ordered randomness (a paradoxical idea) as search algorithms navigate
people to videos they may not have sought out on the basis of their initial search
terms. 13 The massive ever-expanding content of YouTube creates this ordered
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randomness whereby obscure and tentative connections inform navigational
threads. This postmodern condition of randomly experienced convergences of
images and messages effectively undoes the idea that the online memorial is
somehow a morally and semiotically bounded object set apart or protected from
commercial interests and signs operating within completely different categories of
subject matter.
In our focus on death and dying, the YouTube format proves to be unclear for
people negotiating what it means to ‘like’ or ‘dislike’ such videos . The 1346 likes
and 74 dislikes 14 of the Boudreaux video make visitors explore collectively what
this could mean. When one contributor wonders: ‘What ignorant demonic person
would click dislike in this?’ 15 another explains: ‘People may like the video but not
the fact that he has passed on.’ 16 The activist video by Darlene Gant, ‘Mom Dying
of Cancer, Pleading FDA to give drug for Compassionate Use’ is appreciated by
588 likes and 19 dislikes, 17 which also evokes debate. Whereas some show
themselves indignant and angry that others pushed the ‘dislike’ button: ‘4 people
who disliked GO TO HELL!!! [sic]’ 18 reactions argue that it’s a misunderstanding
caused by the YouTube format: ‘It is difficult to click on “like”… as NO one could
possibly “like” to see your suffering and frustration! It certainly IS time to make
drugs that could be helpful available! The like is for support! 19 The Boudreaux
video and the Gant video are given a kind of sacred or transcendent value as most
commentators want to morally protect and defend this material from profanation or
abject abuse. In other words, most commentators want to reclaim and set apart
mortality, grief and human suffering from being just like any other subject matter
or video genre on YouTube.
On YouTube a great variety of anonymous people act as a collective of amateur
editors who provide and correct comments. In doing so, these visitors collectively
set the moral and aesthetic boundaries in how to appreciate films on death and
dying as well as how to behave accordingly. Because of their quantity and
emotional quality, viewer comments may easily distract the attention from the film.
Although the film is the incentive of the discussion, after some weeks and months,
the assembled comments form an archive that becomes the focus of social
exchange, in particular when the creation of a social community, like in the
Boudreaux film and the Gant film, coincides with the purpose of the video.
While the memorial video on its own terms constitutes a dedicated effort to
create a loving object of memory and mourning in the context of intimate
relationships, it is located in a public sphere connecting it to an anonymous
community of like-minded people. Addressing a personal subject on a public
platform that is YouTube evokes comments expressing the moral concern and
puzzlement of people who cannot understand why individuals would place their
lives and the lives of others in a forum, a forum that may degrade and read against
their sincere and deeply felt expressions of love. Visitors protest the public
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exposure of dying and dead people as well as that of intimate experiences, as one
Shaydul commented on the Boudreaux memorial:
Im [sic] sorry for your loss, but I honestly dont [sic] understand
why people put things like this on YouTube. What is the
purpose? The loved one obviously cannot see your tribute to
them. I find it depressing more than anything to see people on
their death beds or already deceased, as many peoples videos
capture their baby who has passed. Also, that is a deeply personal
experience to share with loved ones, not total strangers. Just my
opinion. Ill [sic] never understand this practice. 20
Beyond her own individual position, Shaydul’s statement is a recognition that
cybermourning for some Internet users is devoid of legitimacy, understanding, and
positive value. While commentators such as Shaydul often couch their responses as
individual opinion, they all construct and contest in dialogue with others the social
meanings and values around subject matters that provoke communal discourse.
In the memorial video of Todd Boudreaux most postings are positive ones,
although the comments archive shows editors messages about deleted messages
that stirred too much controversy and visitors reactions on these. 21 Negative
comments are more prominent in the case of the activist video by Darlene Gant.
The larger quantity of disapproving and insulting posts may be explained by the
fact that this video concerns a still living woman who is not protected by the notion
of not to speak ill of the dead. Also, the Gant video is not a memorial film, but a
film calling for political action, and therefore more apt to create controversy. The
video consists of a lengthy, more than 20 minutes statement read out loud by a
woman, in the privacy of her bedroom it appears. Although in its lack of montage,
text boards or music it is a straight forward film, the image of a terminally ill
woman on what seems to be her death bed, giving a testimony of her rapidly
deteriorating physical condition, and her sorrow about having to leave her young
son is heart breaking. Combined with her call for activism to viewers, to gain
access to a drug for compassionate use, it is no surprise that the film has been
inciting emotional postings.
Like the Boudreaux film, the Gant film is presented in the YouTube format of
ever changing pop up advertisements, references to related videos, likes and
dislikes, and visitors comments. What is striking, however, is the explicit choice of
Gant to use YouTube as a medium, one of many, to connect people as a means to
create a community with a clear political purpose. This purpose is, as the title says,
to have the FDA make available Pertuzumab for cancer patients in their final stage.
Darlene calls US viewers to write their local congressman or senator and to support
the National Breast Cancer Coalition: It may be too late for me but there are so
many others waiting.
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Although an effective and dramatic call from a dying mother, the long and
close up take of an emaciated woman, demonstrating her flabby arms and the bags
containing her bodily fluids, proves to be too confrontational for some. Visitors
discuss the propriety of exposing a dying woman, showing herself up close and
personal on a public platform, with arguments showing strong feelings of both
disgust and admiration. As usual on YouTube forums, negative responses come in
the shape of argument based opinions as well as insults. Protests against the
Boudreaux video or its posting on YouTube are divided between derogatory
messages like one less redneck in this world 22 and more non-prejudicial
expressions that also question the authors choice to photograph a dying man or to
publish the images on the Internet. 23 Some feel that the video should be deleted, 24
as a film like this should be reserved for intimate family life. An interesting
comment condemns the public posting on YouTube but finds it quite acceptable on
the less open Facebook, adding: who would want to be shown dieing [sic] to
billions of people anyways. 25 Like in the Boudreaux video, the Gant video irritates
people because of its subject and shape. One misogynist comment mocks women
bitching about breast cancer. 26 Another complaint focuses on the lack of montage:
…the video is basically 20 minutes of this woman rambling on
about how much her live sucks and how she wont see her son
grow up without some long-shot drug that MIGHT [sic] help her
if she can get it in time. The video is unscripted so I only
watched the first few minutes of it. The whole rant about the
FDA being evil just turned me off completely. The length of the
video is insane! 27
It is telling that the video length proves to be a conscious choice. Darlene
explains that she: ‘…wants this tape to go on, so people see, […] to give a face to
the disease.’ In turn, her admirers react on negative comments by calling for
respect. They recognise, maybe because of the insults, 28 the courage that public
exposure requires. 29
Darlene’s struggle in the face of death is valued as a heroic act, as a fight
against the powers that be, making her a cancer warrior. 30 Posts show that people
feel connected and inspired by Darlene’s video, not in the least because they share
the identity of being a breast cancer patient, a BC sister, 31 or as a mother of a sick
child. 32 Many posts offer help recommending cures, varying from vegan diets,
vitamin C, baking powder, conversion, meditation, forgiveness and quantum
hypnosis. 33 Others react on Darlene’s outcry for activist support by blaming or
insulting the FDA, accusing the government for poisoning the people, insurance
companies for ignoring and corporations for profiting from the sick. Reactions that
are more in line with Gants request, thank her for the inspiration and for creating
awareness. 34
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The impact that people speak of might also have been evoked by other media
employed by Darlene Gant. Visitors record that they have seen her in local and
national newspapers and television shows, proving that Darlene’s call to others on
YouTube has spread effectively via a culture of media convergence. These visitors
refer to each other as if they belong to an activist community with a shared
vision. 35 They encourage 36 and advise each other: ‘Post this video to your local
news affiliates wall […] Make this viral…viral is what gets their attention.’ 37 Even
an explicit political statement is made to Vote with Darlene on your mind in
November [2012] and help us eliminate the hold that corporations have on our well
being. 38
To conclude, our analysis of the content and framing of the videos on death and
dying show that the YouTube quality to connect like-minded people is allimportant. In both cases the possibility to create new communities is prominent:
the Boudreaux film creates a community of fellow mourners that publicly
recognise the identities of the deceased and his bereaved; the Gant film creates a
community of activists that together empower an otherwise powerless dying
woman to gain access to a drug otherwise denied. Although the ethics of depicting
a dying man and woman as well as the publication of these pictures are discussed,
these problems are overruled by the need to contact fellow sufferers and
supporters, which is illustrated by the comments archive where appreciative
reactions dominate.
The YouTube format regularly clashes with how people want to perceive death
and dying. It could be suggested that cybermourning de-formalises and flattens out
death rituals with its emoticons, informal expression, and symbols that apply to any
subjects on the site regardless of their existential lightness or gravity. At the same
time, however, the presentation and perception of the memorial film and the
activist film show that the YouTube framing, because it is not in line with
traditional codes on death and dying, challenges visitors to rethink existing notions
and ethical boundaries. The very fact that YouTube does not provide fitting
concepts to meet people’s needs in the expression of death and dying, means that
they are compelled to rethink and articulate what they think and feel is important.
For researchers in death studies, especially, this makes YouTube a fascinating
research project.
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Shevon tbop, accessed 25 January 2013, 2 months ago: ‘More men die of colon
cancer […] That is life and there never will be a cure deal with it [sic]’.
27
Proclivity11, accessed 12 February 2013, 9 months ago.
28
katherine3486, accessed 24 January 2013, 7 months ago: ‘Memory eternal.
Brave of you to post, Memory eternal’.
29
Megan McMillan, accessed 12 February 2013, 9 months ago: ‘Of course her
testimonial is going to be emotional and “self-involved”… a “rant” as some have
written – but the courage and bravery it takes to put it out there, this woman has, in
a most vulnerable state should be applauded not criticised. It is a sad state of affairs
when people are unabe to show compassion and empathy for this woman. […]
Those who don’t see that need to take a step back and realize what this woman and
thousands of others are going through’.
30
TeamDarlene, accessed 12 February 2013, 9 months ago.
31
5200NEFF, accessed 25 January 2013, 3 weeks ago.
32
msmell771, accessed 25 January 2013, 1 month ago.
33
max floyd, accessed 25 January 2013, 3 weeks ago; Maria oui 25Jan13, 1 month
ago;lisa wouldntyaliketoknow, accessed 25 Jan 2013, 3 weeks ago; Mr
Ashwathnarayana, accessed 28 January 2013, 4 months ago; perfect light love,
accessed 28 January 2013, 4 months ago.
34
Billy Howland, accessed 12 February 2013, 9 months ago.
35
Sassierapple, accessed 12 February 2013, 10 months ago: ‘Over 1,000 views
since yesterday. […] I will continue to spread the word.’
36
Smithsilver2, accessed 12 February 2013, 10 months ago: ‘I am sharing on
Facebook and Twitter […] Senators, Congressmen, FDA, HHS, the drug company,
any research facility/hospital PLEASE SHARE AND POST ON SOCIAL
MEDIA’.
37
‘rachelvf81, accessed 12 February 2013, 10 months ago.
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Mr Pontocorvo, accessed 12 February 2013, 10 months ago. ‘Remember that
these drug companies are making BIG money, on holding back the benefits to our
fellow citizens in exchange for profits for CEO’s’.
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Section 1.2
Cyber-Subcultures

The Arpeggio of Fragmentation: Music Bricolage
in the Tracker Scene
Alberto José Viralhadas Ferreira
Abstract
In the 1980’s, at the edge of new digital media art and before massive online
communication was available, communities of amateur musicians used 8-bit
systems for sophisticated graphical demonstrations on extremely limited hardware.
These communities were part of a sub-culture labelled as the ‘demo scene,’ which
served as the hotbed for amateur musicians that, encouraged by the same DIY
paradigm that fuelled the Punk movement, used sound loops to reformulate and
repurpose mainstream music in a customised and technologically accessible
manner. A community coalesced around music as an open technological artefact
and pioneered the subversion of the traditional music industry production and
distribution models as early as the 1980’s. Through shared and specific ethics and
values, tracker communities encourage competitive learning that implicitly
encourages a ‘tinkering’ approach to education. With a unique usage of cultural
bricolage as a primary compositional methodology, their equalitarian principle of
training as a peer activity, primarily based on common purpose and neutral
authority, still stands as the anathema of artistic collectivisation, even after
successive technological advancements. This chapter will focus on the sociological
principles behind tracker communities and the relation between the digital music
composition and the role of cultural artefacts in digital communities, especially in
the light of post-modern music composition techniques and online music sharing.
Key Words: Sociology, music, ethics, technology, digital communities, new
media, digital art, post-modernism, Internet.
*****
1. Origins of the Tracker Community
In 1624, Francis Bacon depicted the ‘sound-house’ in The New Atlantis as
specialized quarters where scientists would manipulate audio at will and ‘practise
and demonstrate all sounds and their generation.’ 1 In effect, Bacon was
anticipating the modern electronic capabilities of the recording studio, where sound
can be designed and repurposed at will. Digital audio manipulation is an ubiquitous
presence in the modern world, its presence felt in every audio manifestation, from
bombastic Hollywood blockbusters to the catchy jingle playing in the local radio
station. 2
Electronic music is the most direct emanation of the growing shaping of sound
that envelopes contemporary culture: a mediated form of artistic abstraction that
revels in infinite manipulation. With adequate mixing skills and the assistance of
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digital synthesisers and processors, fully customisable soundscapes can be created,
ranging from the ethereal to the screeching, while completely evading the organic
audio spectrum of nature or performative musical instruments, facilitated by the
mass accessibility of contemporary PC and Mac computer power.
However, this accessibility also ensured that graphic power was made
accessible to many a young teenager with patience and curiosity, and the 1980’s
witnessed the emergence of a daring media language combining visual and music
artistry: standalone post-modern creations packaged under the name of demos. A
mix of programming feat and artistic skill, demos showcase hardware possibilities
through complex animation and eye-catching graphics rendered in real-time in a
usually non-interactive setting, combined with sound effects and music.
As with most Western art, demos are predicated on the principle of authorship.
In the anonymity of the pre-Internet digital underground, it was difficult to trace
and certify personal identity, thus prompting coders to start integrating animations
and music as an intro of their own to software (games and applications) traded and
pirated. This personal signature eventually evolved into standalone presentations,
which were then exchanged between fellow coders, either by post or by BBS in the
late 80’s and early 90’s. 3
The music composed for these short animations also played a key role in
synthesising both technical features, compressing high-quality sound samples into
small manageable files, 4 and showcasing how the emerging power of computer
electronic music indirectly created a new class of artist: the home musician.
2. From Home-Tinkering to Multinational Communities
The ancestors of digital music composition techniques lay shrouded in the
earliest attempts at integrating technology as a music composition tool. Early wire
and disc recorders were progressively replaced by recording technologies,
pioneered by experimenters like John Cage in the late 1930s, and techniques for
directly creating sound on optical film were introduced by John and James
Whitney in 1940. Since then, music became increasingly reliant on recorded audio
technology, evading traditional rites of performance and social roles typically
associated with music as an entertainment. 5 The forays into musique concrete
patented by early Dadaistic sound collages and the Futurists hinted at the
experimentation with the medium of music 6 of which recording technology would
eventually become a hallmark. This experimentation became the focus of
electronic music, a genre that became increasingly established as tape composition
and analog synthesisers, such as the Moog and Buchla, became progressively part
of the framework for mainstream popular music in the 1960’s.
Computer sound synthesis and audio processing advancements were then
primarily associated with electronics and engineering research departments, 7 but
computational research lab interns soon turned into home-spun hobbyists and
hardware hackers.
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These young students saw the potential of adapting common electronic chips,
such as the early Signetics SE566 chip, to sound experimentation, an informal
research that led to the proliferation of homemade synthesisers.
Student communities of differing sizes established long-lasting collaborations
such as, for example, the League of Automatic Music Composers, founded in the
early 1970s in the Bay Area. These electronic music ensembles focused primarily
on the musical capabilities of highly technical programming languages and
inexpensive equipment, and this specialisation escorted a growing interest in
musical theory research.
As home computing technology became a mass product, progressively
sophisticated computer technology allowed home users to access the sound
capabilities of early home computers such as the Commodore 64, the Apple II+
(1977), and the early IBM PC in 1981. 8
The early wave of electronic tinkerers, who focused on customising existing
equipment through core programming languages and cheap extensibility, gave way
to new communities of software hackers and crackers who reverse-engineered
existing software (mainly games) and learned ad hoc to improve their own
technical skills from existing patterns and code.
Like graffiti on a government building wall, hacked software often included a
signature from the hacker that usually consisted of a short introductory animation
fabricated with the software’s own assets. Demos evolved from these signatures,
which came to feature electronic music (usually composed by a musically-inclined
hacker) in a prominent role. These young composers clustered around the
burgeoning community baptised ‘tracker scene.’ 9
The name ‘tracker’ is derived from one of the earliest commercial tools for
music composition in the old Amiga platform, ‘The Ultimate Soundtracker,’
released in 1987 by Karsten Obarski (Wright, 1998). Although there were already
many tools available, it was Soundtracker that captured the first major home
computer composer movement. A simplistic editor initially released commercially,
it managed to find an audience of prospective musicians when the source code was
made available in 1989, with successive reworkings of the original programme
released to great popularity.
The methodology introduced by this software is still relatively unchanged in
contemporary tracking software, consisting of assigning previously recorded
sounds (like a keyboard chord or a snare drum hit) or simple synthesised sounds to
a specific time period in a song’s timeline, and assigning a note to it. This
arrangement of notes and sounds can be done in parallel on different channels, thus
allowing for complex chord arrangements and combinations of rhythmic and
melodic structures. Effects and properties can be added to each of the events, or a
set of these, such as echo, EQ, and tremolo. This allows for a complete
manipulation of each individual sound used in the song.
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3. Sociological Background of the Tracker Communities
From sample collecting to mixing the tune itself, composing music in a tracking
software can be a highly technical process and prove daunting to inexperienced
users. The quality of the resulting compositions also varies accordingly, as does the
reaction of the community itself, which takes by and large the role of a critique
board in the many forums devoted to the theme.
This evaluation carries also a social strata. Tracker communities are often
categorically divided between different member classes, including the ‘elite,’
appointed authorities in the tracker community, and ‘lamers,’ characterised in Zine
#02 (1989) as someone who ‘nobody knows [with] no contacts [who] would like to
be famous.’ Notoriety is a hard currency in youth subcultures, but it serves a
communitarian purpose: the competence and skill level of a member is a worthy
asset to a community focused on personal learning and development.
The tracker scene can thus be likened to the earlier electro music hobbyist
communities that proliferated in the Bay Area, tinkering with technology through
disassembly and shared knowledge. Although it counted mostly teenagers in its
ranks in the late 1980s and early 90’s, they were not associated with the
‘Generation X’ stigma with which other generations were associated. 10
As Hall and Jefferson 11 argued, youth cultures tend to be ‘diffuse, less groupcentred, more individualistic.’ For this reason, tracker communities do not court
any mainstream acceptance, a dominant theme of assertiveness colouring its
activities, while avoiding dramatic rhetorics of political or economic rebellion, as
suits most technically minded communities. Instead, tracker communities focus on
the artistic, quasi-utopian side of digital art, 12 while privileging a form of
competitive education as a primary motivation. This coalesces trackers as a ‘virtual
community,’ an elusive term 13 that probably be better defined as ‘affect-laden
relationships [with] a measure of commitment to [...] a culture.’ 14
Members in this community share both a set of values prevalent in their digital
interactions as well as, for the most part, a common socio-cultural and
epistemological background. With most members male and coming from a middleclass, educated context, the overall social balance of the community is relatively
homogeneous. It constitutes no wonder, then, that the primary way for selfassertion in a digital and widely faceless medium is based on reputation and peer
appreciation, with external recognition being the prime asset of the social status of
any member. This ethos is also relevant for long-term stability of the tracker scene
social structure, with several notable members staying for years, even when they
have ceased to be productive members.
In addition to the consistent age and gender background, the demo and tracker
scenes are mostly composed of members scattered across Scandinavian and other
European territories. The tracker scene is not, however, exclusively digital, as there
are several meet-ups and sizeable events (called ‘compos’ or ‘demoparties’) where
the artists gather and meet to network and present their work. The tracking
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community is thus not isolated in the utopian underworld of forums and
community sites, rather spilling into the physical world as a tangible and socially
relevant construing of the roles and assets exchanged through virtual channels.
4. Ideology and Cultural Appropriation
Appropriation and authorship rights are hard topics within the tracking
community. One of the most notable cases involved a tracker subgroup devoted to
chiptunes, a particular type of minimalist synthesised electronic music, 15 and the
media manipulation of the subculture’s public image, a parallel with other
suburban underground cultures like punk.
A Wired article ran, in deep letters and shallow intent, Malcolm McLaren’s
statement that the chiptune scene represented the ‘8-bit punk.’ 16 This media
exposure met with a negative reaction by gwEm, a prominent member of one of
the biggest chiptune websites of the time, micromusic.net, who balked at the
inaccurate attempt to portray the group as a movement of young Gameboy-hacking
anarchists taking down the corporate musical scene.
Political commentary or ideological insight was always an underlying current
in the demo scene, particularly in the early to mid-nineties. Many of its members
were located in countries that were affected or directly involved with landmark
historical moments such as the fall of the Berlin Wall and the fracture of the URSS.
Exposed to these events, trackers often incorporated themes and then-current
mottos in their projects, as well as appropriating folk musical motifs on occasion.
Explicit examples of these manifestations included the ‘CCCP’ demo by the Juliet
and Case group, released in 1994, as well as assorted politically-minded themes
that were alluded to in several demos. 17
These themes were seldom articulated into a clear collective ideological
critique, but rather represented an appropriation of meanings from mainstream
society, like the punk subculture. The punk aesthetic crystallised a coherent
signifying system for language, dressing, behaviour – and music. Their music was
a raging pastiche of 60’s garage rock and disenfranchised youth rebellion: lack of
technical proficiency notwithstanding, the important thing was to be heard. The
physical and thematic appropriation of contemporary styles was a self-conscious
stab at promoting chaotic appropriation (of body, rhetoric, politics), signalling a
subcultural strand of resistance against smug political and social elites. 18 This
appropriation was often done by assigning new meanings to media discourse, even
with anthems such as ‘God Save the Queen’ (popularised by the Sex Pistols as a
biting commentary on social cleavage), and wearing clothes from second-hand
clothing markets as symbols of refuge from mainstream society.
This reimagining of cultural re-engagement also informs the cultural bricolage
that is behind the tracker community. While the tracker communities are not selfconsciously striving for cultural subversion, the individualistic aesthetic and
appropriation techniques of what started essentially as a technical hobbyist
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movement eagerly devoted to decomposing existing technology inform the
community credos.
5. Music Bricolage
Tracker files use exclusively sampled loops, recorded from various sources,
assembled and organised in the form of loops. While the sequencer style of music
production lends itself to this workflow, the cultural practice of sampling has
become a standard process of musical creation that blurs the line between the
creators and consumers of culture 19 by reusing existing sounds as a reclamation of
context, in many cases reinvigorating songs that were not longer present in the
contemporary musical mind-set. As British music critic Simon Reynolds stated:
‘[S]ample based music at its best is fully fledged composition: the creation of new
music out of shards of reified sound, an alchemical liberation of the music trapped
inside dead commodities.’ 20
Despite the fact that all sampling involves a community of creators, interacting
as both originators and audience, what distinguishes the tracker scene from other
digital music communities is its ambiguous stance on the shaping and
(re)imagining of these materials. Discussions have popped up on whether reverse
engineering and using samples from other composers’ module files should be seen
as an unacceptable conduct of appropriation or whether this practice should be
encouraged. On an individual level, certain composers encouraged this behaviour
in the embedded comments to the modules they produced, while others adamantly
refused to allow reuse of the samples, particularly when these were recorded or
generated by the composers of the module file. 21
However, this ambiguity towards ownership was generally not applicable to
materials taken from copyrighted or proprietary music. Depeche Mode, Madonna,
and countless others artists were thoroughly sampled and appropriated in music
composed without any commercial purpose. The reason behind this dual standard
can be traced back to the ‘musicking’ community cohesion. Intracommunitarian
appropriation jeopardises the role and the hard-earned status that members struggle
to obtain in lieu of monetary advantages, while extra- or intercommunitarian
exchange or appropriation is seen as tolerated or even potentially enriching the
asset backdrop available to others in the websites, forums, and mailing lists that
constitute the cultural sites of the community.
The concept of ‘copyright’ is thus relativised and constrained when applied to a
social simulacrum with a relatively well-structured power network and structure,
since it makes the enforcement of the concept a matter of inward acceptance.
This bilateral membrane of ownership rights has also seen the tracker
community on the far end of the copyright and property debate in the neoliberal
macro-economy, since there are no commodities for exchange or any material
benefits to be earned in the tracker community. Similarly, concepts such as ‘public
domain’ are also not applicable since artefacts are open and accessible to all,
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regardless of authorship, which is the only principle standing and supersedes
ownership, thus ideologically invalidating infringement. This transformative
appropriation approach bypasses the labyrinthine gallery of proprietary blockades
on cultural artefacts in the interest of a ‘spirit of sharing, friendly competition, and
homage.’ 22
Botz has linked the demo scene aesthetics to ‘media materialism,’ arguing that
the technological limitations that the artists impose on their own creativity plays a
key role in the nature of their creations. The demo scene would, accordingly,
distinguish itself from earlier artistic movements by nature of the subservience of
the creator to the medium: it is not about the ‘idealistic projection of future
technology, but about the creative appropriation of present hardware.’ 23 Past
artistic currents sought to expand the vocabulary of a given art form: the tracker
scene relishes in its limitations. 24 A subset of rules and practices anticipated the
creation of a community, its natural outcome being a community of practice laid by
bedroom coders and artists. 25
In musical terms, the tracker scene renders the creative act as an integrated act
of appropriation and allusion, in a uniquely restricted framework that encourages
creativity through restriction and technical prowess. These digital artefacts are
produced with learning purposefulness, relying on cultural bricolage not only for
subversion and heterology, but also for a measure of ‘authenticity’ that stems from
the faithfulness of application to a set of techniques and models that been agreed
on by the social structure that nurtures the community, thereby imposing a silent
constitution on the nature of the assets used on the composition process.
As Ross states, technology is a ‘fully cultural process, soaked through with
social meaning that only makes sense in the context of familiar kinds of
behavior,’ 26 and tracker music communities represent a intersection of art and
technology that promotes personal development, curiosity and pro-activity. This
common belief challenged embedded notions of property and utilitarian
technology, pioneering peer education and championing learning by doing,
principles that are commonly associated with MOOC learning. As an example of a
subculture with a unique emphasis on cultural bricolage, the tracker community
offers an important example on how to provide a multidisciplinary outlet for the
latent talent and creativity of younger generations in a fruitful and multilayered
field that successfully combines both technology and art, two domains that all too
often seem antithetical.

Notes
1

Francis Bacon, The New Atlantis (P.F. Collier & Son, 1909-14; Bartleby.com,
2001), accessed 5 July 2013, http://www.bartleby.com/3/2/.
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The exposure extent of this type of music has become so imbued in popular
culture that, when confronted with a pop song playing on the radio or in the shady
corners of a disco, seldom does the passive listener acknowledge that not a single
string or wooden instrument was played for that track. With access to DAW and
adequate sampling equipment, modern pop music is primarily arranged by
producers and composers on the digital dashboard of a computer workstation.
3
Olga Goriunova, Art Platforms and Cultural Production on the Internet,
Routledge Research in Cultural and Media Studies 35 (New York: Routledge,
2012), 102.
4
The average MOD file in 1993 did not exceed 300KB whereas, by comparison,
the average MP3 file is 10 to 20 times its size.
5
Simon Frith, Performing Rites: On the Value of Popular Music (London: Harvard
University Press, 1998), 205-206.
6
Thom Holmes, Electronic and Experimental Music: Technology, Music, and
Culture, 3rd Edition (New York: Routledge, 2008).
7
The principal advancements in the field were pioneered by Max Mathews at Bell
Labs, who created in 1957 the first version of the ‘MUSIC N’ programming
language, which allowed a full composition to be performed with computer
synthesised sounds, and the GROOVE synthesis user-interface system in 1970.
8
However, live performance of recorded music has seen a resurgence in recent
years, with artists arguing that in times of diminishing record sales, live concerts
are a better and more consistent source of income, particularly when they are
struggling for exposure and unable to command the attentions of mass media like
the common pop icon. The implications of music as a performative aesthetic
embodiment to be experienced in the context of a group is at odds with its
existence as a commodity in recorded form.
9
Most of the music integrated in the demos was composed by bedroom
programmers with, for the most part, little formal musical knowledge.
10
By comparison, the punk subculture was eventually subdued by its individuality,
as it became a counterculture expression that was as much a result of the trend of
the times as the vehicle of genuine social expression.
11
Stuart Hall and Tony Jefferson, eds., Resistance through Rituals: Youth
Subcultures in Post-War Britain (London: Routledge, 1976).
12
Chris Carlsson, Nowtopia: How Pirate Programmers, Outlaw Bicyclists, and
Vacant-Lot Gardeners Are Inventing the Future Today! (Stirling: AK Press, 2008).
13
M. Bieber, D. Englebart, R. Puruta, S. Hitlz, J. Noll, J. Preece, et al., ‘Toward
Virtual Community Knowledge Evolution’, Journal of Management Information
Systems 18, No. 4 (2002): 11-35.
14
A. Etzioni, ‘Creating Good Communities and Good Societies’, Contemporary
Sociology 29, No. 1 (2000): 188-195.
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Kevin Driscoll and Joshua Diaz, ‘Endless Loop: A Brief History of Chiptunes |
Driscoll | Transformative Works and Cultures’, Transformative Works and
Cultures Vol. 2 (2009).
16
‘8-Bit Punk’, last modified 2004, accessed 10 March 2013,
http://www.wir ed.com/wired/archive/11.11/mclaren_pr.html.
17
Even if ideological critique was never a major theme within the demo scene,
partly because they were directed internally and it represented the means to
articulate a personal statement of achievement, rather than a combined collectivist
attitude towards other mainstream culture modes. However, this is not applicable
to the cracker and hacker scenes that the demo scene has often been associated
with, sharing either members or communication channels with these.
18
James Bradshaw, Punk: A Directory of Modern Subversive Culture, accessed
August 2014,
http://www.lulu.com/shop/james-bradshaw/punk-a-directory-of-modern-subversive
-culture/ebook/product-17528266.html.
19
D. Sanjek, ‘Don’t Have to DJ No More: Sampling and the Autonomous Creator’,
in The Construction of Authorship: Textual Appropriation in Law and Literature,
eds. Martha Woodmansee and Peter Jansi (New York: Duke University Press,
1994).
20
Simon Reynolds, Energy Flash a Journey through Rave Music and Dance
Culture (New York: Soft Skull Press, 2012).
21
The definition of property as an anthropological concept has been best
summarised by Verdery and Humphrey (2004) either as a) tangible things, b)
relation between people and things, c) person relationships mediated by things, and
d) an assignable abstract and sanctioned ‘bundle of rights,’ either socially and/or
legally, a concept that was initially introduced by Henry Maine (1861). This is
naturally extendable to cultural property, with music at the forefront of a heated
debate on file sharing and copyright issues.
22
Joanna Demers, Steal this Music: How Intellectual Property Law Affects Musical
Creativity (London: The University of Georgia Press, 2006), 4.
23
‘Demoscene Theory with Doctor Botz | CHIPFLIP’, last modified November 1,
2009, accessed 17 March 2013,
http://chipflip.wordpress.com/2009/11/01/demoscene-theory-with-doctor-botz/.
24
This statement lacks accuracy, however, as artists often worked with materials
that conditioned the outcome of the work, be it in sculpture, by the very nature of
the stone chosen for the work, or painting, where the difference between acrylic
and watercolour completely renders the tone and composition of the painting.
25
Etienne Wenger, Communities of Practice: Learning, Meaning, and Identity
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
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Andrew Ross, Strange Weather: Culture, Science, and Technology in the Age of
Limits (London and New York: Verso, 1991), 3.
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24 People Do Not Like the Horse Dance: YouTube
as Community?
Kyong James Cho
Abstract
Since its inception in 2005, YouTube has live-streamed the American State of the
Union Address by President Obama, premiered a feature film exclusively and for
free, and turned Justin Bieber from an amateur singer into one of the most well
recognised music stars in the world. These and seemingly more mundane activities
are conducted on YouTube. This chapter examines the notion of community on
YouTube. YouTube is a self-proclaimed community with a set of guidelines and
terms of use for participating. Indeed, it encourages users not just to browse videos
but to share, make friends, comment on videos, rate them, and create original video
responses. A sense of responsibility to the community is encouraged. But in what
sense is YouTube a community? Operating with a socially constructed definition
of online community, this chapter analyses three YouTube videos with different
purposes: a music video for a popular American pop song ‘Party Rock Anthem,’ a
video entitled ‘Why I Hate Religion, But Love Jesus,’ and a self-disclosure video
by a YouTube celebrity entitled “I’m Scared.’ Discursive analysis is conducted on
the text comments on these videos, and considerations for conceptualising
YouTube, online community and future research are discussed.
Key Words: YouTube, social networking, community, online, pop culture, user
comments, video.
*****
1. Introduction
In 2010, the State of the Union Address by President Barack Obama was
streamed live on YouTube for the first time, followed by a live Q&A session in
which President Obama addressed questions submitted by audiences. The
following year, Lexus and YouTube came to an agreement with Shangri-La
Entertainment, a film studio, to distribute Girl Walks into a Bar, a comedy film
with multiple intertwining storylines featuring an ensemble cast. The film was
distributed exclusively on YouTube for free, and has roughly 649,000 views as of
this writing (12/5/12) (there is also a pay-per-view version available on YouTube).
These events are examples of the importance and influence of YouTube from its
relatively modest beginnings.
These recent milestones in YouTube’s life have not usurped the user-generated
nature of the website. For as many political events and freely distributed,
professionally produced content there, there are perhaps literally hundreds of
thousands of videos uploaded by amateur users for mundane purposes. But
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YouTube has also challenged the professional/amateur divide by blurring the line
between the categories. Pop idol Justin Bieber was discovered on YouTube and is
now one of the most famous singers on the planet. Between amateur and
professional are the YouTube celebrities who produce videos for their fans ranging
from comedy sketches to diary-like confessions to original songs. These YouTube
celebrities not only produce content but maintain a connection with their viewers.
Original YouTube videos share space with videos of obscure 1980s and 1990s
sitcom and cartoon clips. Fox News, CNN and the BBC all have official YouTube
pages. The Khan Institute uses YouTube to provide online tutoring to anyone who
has Internet access. Amateur videos of encounters with celebrities allow fans to
rally around a common interest.
These varied uses to which YouTube is put make it difficult to define. Studies
on YouTube have focused on myriad different areas of YouTube and uses to which
it is put. Yet it is worth examining this video-sharing website given its massive
popularity. This chapter will explore the notion of community on YouTube by
examining three popular videos. Specifically, it explores the comments sections of
the three videos. What is the significance of the act of commenting or responding
to a YouTube video?
2. How Do We Conceptualise YouTube?
YouTube’s versatility perhaps contributes to its popularity across
demographics. It is not simply a broadcast medium, nor is it exclusively a social
networking site or platform for artistic expression. How do we conceptualise
YouTube? Burgess and Green posit that one of the characteristics of YouTube is
that it is an accidental archive. 1 The proliferation of television commercials, clips
from sitcoms and old music videos makes YouTube an unintentional archive of old
media. Grusin similarly sees YouTube as a remediation medium. The term
remediation was coined by Grusin and Bolter to describe content in one medium
being transferred to another medium. 2 We can see this in television content being
transferred to YouTube. Considering the complexities of ownership of clips and
users who upload them, Burgess and Green ask the question whether what is worth
archiving should be decided in a top-down manner or a bottom-up manner. 3 After
all, everyone can participate in and contribute content to YouTube.
Participation on YouTube is emblematic of what Jenkins terms participatory
culture. 4 Though YouTube is not the only user generation website, much less the
first vehicle for participatory culture, it lends itself to such participation. Grusin
makes the argument that, in addition to convergence observed by Jenkins, there is a
divergence culture that is ‘fragmented, niche-oriented, fluid and individuated.’ 5
It is helpful to consider how YouTube sees itself. Pertinent to the current study
is YouTube’s identification of itself as a community. There is a Community
Guidelines section on the website which outlines parameters for conduct. YouTube
highlights the need for responsibility and trust in participating in this community.
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‘Every cool new community feature on YouTube involves a certain level of trust.
We trust you to be responsible, and millions of users respect that trust. Please be
one of them.’ 6 While YouTube considers these guidelines, which connote that they
are strong suggestions, repeated violation of these guidelines may lead to account
termination, which implies that these are more than just guidelines (these are
augmented by a Terms of Use section which states a specific Account Termination
Policy). Further solidifying itself as a community, the Guidelines section
encourages users to enjoy the site and participant by making friends, sharing
stories, leaving comments, rating videos, making video responses and entering
contests. Finally, users are encouraged to flag videos they think violate the Terms
of Use. 7 This encourages a sense of responsibility and ownership of community on
the user. YouTube sees itself as a community and has a set of guidelines which
enforce appropriate behaviour; it encourages users to participate in the community
by adhering to and enforcing these guidelines.
3. How Do We Conceptualise Online Community?
Notions of community fluctuated and changed even prior to the proliferation of
the Internet. Fernback and Thompson chronicle the changing conception of
community along pre-industrial and industrial times, using Tonnies’ distinction
between Gemeinshaft and Gesellshaft, which refer to community and society,
respectively. They propose the following definition of online community: ‘social
relationships forged in cyberspace through repeated contact within a specified
boundary or place (e.g., a conference or chat line) that is symbolically delineated
by topic of interest.’ 8
Fernback later adds to this definition to emphasise that community is process
oriented. The distinction between the real and virtual begin to disappear when
communities are studied as socially constructed ‘entities of meaning.’ 9 Based on
these conceptions and others, the definition of online community this study will
operate with is: a gathering of participants creating connections and meaning
through discourse within a given structure based on a commonality of interest. 10
The following sections explore community on YouTube by analysing three popular
videos.
4. Analysis of Videos on YouTube
A. Exploration of Community in Three Videos
This chapter examines the user comments to three YouTube videos. LMFAO –
Party Rock Anthem ft. Lauren Bennet, Goonrock, referred from hereon as ‘Party
Rock Anthem,’ uploaded by LMFAOVEVO, is a music video by American electro
pop music duo LMFAO. It was uploaded onto YouTube on March 8, 2011. As of
May 2013, ‘Party Rock Anthem’ is the 5th most viewed YouTube video of all time
with over 540 million views. LMFAO is a professional pop culture music group
and therefore have much more exposure than amateur video makers or musicians.
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‘Why I Hate Religion, But Love Jesus || Spoken Word,’ referred from hereon as
‘Why I Hate Religion,’ is a spoken word performance by Jefferson Bethke,
uploaded on January 10, 2012. As of May 2013 the video has approximately 25
million views. Jefferson is a Christian YouTube celebrity who posts videos about
topics from a religious perspective. ‘Why I Hate Religion’ is a poem written and
recited by Jefferson. In it he asserts that there is a fundamental difference between
religion and Jesus.
‘I’m Scared’ is a video uploaded by YouTube celebrity Charlie McDonnell, a
twenty-something musician and vlogger living in England. Charlie’s videos
address an already established audience; he has over 2 million subscribers as of
May 2013, and ‘I’m Scared’ has over 1.5 million views since it was uploaded on
November 9, 2012. ‘I’m Scared’ is an admission of personal anxiety that Charlie
experiences in creating his videos. In this way Charlie appears to be attempting to
make social connection through opening up to his audience. Yet it is important to
ask if ‘I’m Scared’ is any more authentic than his other videos.
The three videos mentioned above were chosen because they represented three
different uses to which YouTube is put. LMFAO’s Party Rock Anthem is a
professionally produced music video featuring other guest musicians. This
commercially produced music video has had wide exposure and uses YouTube as a
platform for distributing entertainment. This differs from the spoken word poem
performed by Jefferson, whose message no doubt resonates with like-minded
Christians. As such, this is an instance of YouTube being used to express a
particular religious ideology. Finally, ‘I’m Scared’ takes advantage user
subscriptions and offers audiences a way to interact with Charlie directly. Charlie
is not ‘performing’ in the strict sense that LMFAO or Jefferson are; he invites the
users into his thought process and uses YouTube not so much to exchange
information in this case but to create social connections.
To explore community on these three different YouTube videos, text comments
to these videos were analysed using discourse analysis.
For each video, two consecutive blocks of one hundred comments were
randomly selected for analysis at different parts of the YouTube video’s timeline.
This was to ensure that comments were as representative as possible, as comments
early on in a video’s life may be different than those that come later.
B. Findings
‘Party Rock Anthem’ comments were analysed from July 2012 and again from
approximately the third week of November 2012. Analysis of the comments on this
video indicate that there is very little coherent discourse. There were very few
reply comments, which are comments made in response to another previous
comment, indicated on YouTube by ‘in reply to [username].’ This does not
necessarily mean that users are not interacting with one another, but my
observations indicate that comments are for the most part disjointed and unrelated
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to one another. Nearly one in five comments were reported as spam, and there were
a number of comments that were removed as well by YouTube, presumably
because they violated the Terms of Use or Community Guidelines.
The combination of spam, nonsensical comments, and comments tracking
number of views indicates that though there were comments that referred to the
video specifically, discourse was somewhat incoherent. Comments were also
usually very short and terse, with very few reply comments, indicating that users
do not engage with one another directly when commenting on this YouTube video.
The ability of users to flag spam and of YouTube to remove comments altogether
enforces the rules of engagement in YouTube. And though a large number of users
may have common interest in the music of LMFAO, the lack of interactivity
surrounding this YouTube video would imply that there is very little social
connection being made with other users, if any.
Comments on ‘Why I Hate Religion’ were selected from the beginning of
November 2012 and the end of it. There are some positive comments about the
video. The reply density was extremely high, with nearly two thirds of the
comments being in response to previous comments made by other members. 11
Most of these reply comments were discussion between users about various
religious issues and were usually extremely contentious. They were also much
longer than the positive comments, indicating that the responses to previous users
were part of a larger conversation that required fuller articulation of thoughts.
Topics include the validity of believing in God as opposed to science, the validity
of Christianity and Islam, the seeming hypocrisy of Christianity and churches,
among others. What is pertinent here, however, is not the actual content of the
discussion, but the contentious nature of the interaction. Though users engage in a
high level of interactivity with one another surrounding ‘Why I Hate Religion,’
much of the discourse is negative.
Campbell proposes one of the characteristics of religious online community as
observed in her ethnographic work on email religious communities is a shared
faith. 12 A common faith is not something that commenters on ‘Why I Hate
Religion’ share. If anything, it appears that users have very different perspectives
and belief systems. Relationship is something that the sample selected cannot
necessarily determine. There is no evidence of intimate connection, care between
members, or that any user is valued.
It is also significant to point out that these negative and contentious discussions
on religion indicate an absence of any naturalised discourse. If a user attempts to
persuade another based on common sense language about God or science, it falls
on deaf ears because users operate under different assumptions and beliefs, which
manifest themselves in the language they employ. This means that there is no
underlying, unifying religious ideology surrounding ‘Why I Hate Religion,’ and
that discussion about religion happens on the level of trying to convince, or in
some instances talk over, other users about basic values they ought to adhere to.
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The video appears to be a digital locale for users to argue with one another on a
controversial topic.
Comments on ‘I’m Scared’ were collected from near when the video was first
uploaded in early November 2012 to approximately the first week of December
2012. Comments analysed were nearly unanimously positive in nature. Only five
of the two hundred comments examined were flagged for spam, and an additional
two comments were unreported spam providing links to other YouTube channels. I
observed that positive comments contained a combination of three different
themes: statements of empathy assured Charlie that he is not alone in going
through experiences of anxiety and fear about being liked and accepted. Affinity
statements simply communicated how much users like and love Charlie and his
work. Constructive suggestions were statements of encouragement intended to be
helpful.
Positive comments were both long and short. Reply density was very low, with
only one or two comments referring to previous ones. This means that though users
took the time to offer positive words to Charlie by responding to the video, they
were not interacting with one another directly. ‘I’m Scared’ is an example of what
Lange terms videos of affinity. Affinity is defined as ‘feelings of connection
between people.’ 13 Videos that demonstrate affinity typically interest a particular
group of people. They exhibit ‘presentist focus that aims to transit feelings of
connection and maintain an open, active communication channel’ and serve the
purpose of maintaining connections between people in a social network, large or
small. 14 Charlie attempts to communicate feelings and maintain an already
established connection with a network of over 1.7 million subscribers. Though
Charlie arguably is successful in making these connections, there is little
interaction between users who view Charlie’s video. However, users do not
necessarily have to communicate with all other users, so long as community is
imagined in the minds of the participants.
Users are relatively anonymous to one another on ‘Party Rock Anthem’
because they do not bother taking the time to engage in discussion with one
another. While there is robust discussion and interaction on ‘Why I Hate Religion,’
a common identity is clearly not present, as users debate and argue with one
another about religion. The lack of any naturalised discourse indicates that there is
no established common or even dominant ideology, religious or otherwise. And
while fans of Charlie offer positive comments on ‘I’m Scared,’ they do not actively
engage with one another. They may have a common interest and purpose in
commenting on Charlie’s videos, but appear not to engage in creating meaningful
connections with one another directly. It should be noted that users do not always
opt to reply directly to a comment or video using the formal response features on
YouTube. This means comments and videos may be addressed to original posts
and videos without direct hyperlinks to them. However, if anything, this means that
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the findings reported here on reply density and interactivity are conservative at
worst.
5. Conclusions and Considerations
How should we understand community on YouTube? Does YouTube challenge
our notion of community? Griffith and Papacharissi in their analysis of vlogs
pointed out that vloggers are able to control their image much more than in
interpersonal interaction. Though in forums users are able to maintain a honed self
identity through demographic info on their profiles and perhaps a signature at the
bottom of their posts listing a favourite quote, for instance, vloggers on YouTube
by virtue of uploading videos share much more of themselves and therefore may
need to be more careful and deliberate in managing their identity. 15 Indeed, if we
take Griffith and Papacharissi’s framework, vloggers on YouTube are performing,
and as such have an onstage self and a backstage self. Using Goffman’s concept of
performance allows us to be keen to the work involved behind the scenes of
crafting a vlog. 16
Though there is social interaction and connections made between video posters
and commenters, vlogs bring up the question of authenticity because they are more
performative than, for instance, discussion threads on a forum. Lange states that
habeas corpus, or highlighting physical embodiment, is an important part of videos
of affinity on YouTube. So vlogs can be seen as performance, but performance
through use of the body is necessary to create feelings of connection between
people. 17 What does this mean for community on a video sharing website?
Our analysis considered text comments on YouTube websites to explore social
interaction and community. Yet there are other YouTube features that merit
examination which the present study was unable to explore. One feature YouTube
participants can use to engage with one another is the video response feature.
Video responses are videos that can be uploaded as hyperlinks to other YouTube
video pages. Video responses may be another way that users engage with one
another around a common set of interests. Another feature that merits our attention
is the private video feature, in which users may upload a video privately so it is not
searchable and will not appear in playlists or channels. Private videos can be
viewed by up to 50 other YouTube users. This may be useful for smaller groups of
users that seek to make videos completely private.
The present chapter offers a mere cursory look at the concept of community on
YouTube. YouTube can be used for a variety of different purposes with equally
diverse social results. YouTube’s uniqueness and popularity behoves us to study
and reexamine community and other activities that users engage in, from the
monumental to the mundane.
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Section 1.3
Digital Memories: Concepts in Digitising Individual
and Community Memory

Virtual Communities and Identity Reconfiguration
Elena-Alis Costescu
Abstract
Detachment of the physical body through the computer interface, and identity
dislocation in cyberspace suggest that the possibility of ‘(…) the disappearance of
this expressive relationship between body and gender identity’ 1 has a major impact
on users exploring alternative multiple sexual and gendered identities. Foster
theorises that sexuality, race and gender are similar to ‘identity prostheses’ in
cyberspace, and ‘prosthetic sexual identities have the positive effect of
denaturalizing binary gendered identities.’ 2 The human body boundaries and fixed
identities are reconsidered in the digital age. With the advent of new technologies,
bodily and identity reconfiguration through virtual disembodiment and subjectivity
transfer to a virtual entity are becoming common practices. Individuals are now
empowered to explore a wide range of alternative identities and (better) worlds
through computer technology and cyberspace. The virtual, post-human body is thus
the post-gendered body capable of disrupting the superimposed female/male
dichotomy. Various virtual communities, as well as many websites, blogs, forums
and online games may support a wide spectre of opportunities for gender identity
fluidity. Nevertheless, virtual communities suggest that the relationship between
society, individuals and cyberspaces is one of mutual shaping, as the qualitative
analysis conducted on two Romanian gamers communities (Cabal Online and
Professional Gamers League) will reveal. Users humanise virtual communities, and
cyberspace vividly reflects social offline features, such as norms, regulations,
gendered and racial expressions of behaviours and attitudes. While exploring how
reality is negotiated in cyberspace and how cyberspace encompasses aspects of
offline reality, this chapter also aims to analyse to what extent the virtual
communities of gamers provide insightful observation on post-humanist gender
and identity manifestations. 3
Key Words: Virtual communities, post-human identities, gender, ethnicity,
masculinity, cyberspaces.
*****
1. Introduction
Michael Benedikt theorizes cyberspace as ‘(...) a new and irresistible
development in the elaboration of human culture and business under the sign of
technology.’ 4 However, as Benedikt warns, ‘cyberspace as just described does not
exist.’ 5 A military, scientific, governmental, academic and social project,
cyberspace can be presented under many definitions, but those definitions are
unable to cover the plurality of challenges and multilateral developments that
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cyberspace presents through its users. De-contextualised and undivided, as well as
unitary, the cyberspace cannot support an intelligible definition.
The academic approaches to cyberspace are related to its transformative
potential: how is the offline reality modified through the emergence of cyberspace
activities? What types of identity markers (if any) are (re)enacted and how are they
negotiated in cyberspaces? The great emphasis put on cyberspace by posthumanists and cyberspace optimists is mainly related to the capabilities of the
former to disrupt pre-established socio-cultural norms and regulation through the
human-machine communion and erasure of the material body and social identity in
virtual worlds. Davey Winder theorises that ‘race is no longer important in a world
where orange aliens are the norm.’ 6 Yet, after logging off from the game, players
do value racial, gendered and class differences, as shown throughout the analysis
conducted in two Romanian gamer communities.
Professional Gamers League 7 is a community dedicated to Real Time Strategy,
First Person Shooter or 3rd Person Shooter gamers (Dota, Quake and Counter
Stryke). PGL has over 87,000 members and has existed for eleven years. Cabal
Online 8 is a massively-multiplayer online role-playing game, developed by
ESTsoft in 2005; in 2010, there were over 2,000,000 players across the world.
Cabal Romanian sub-forum is part of this international community and has existed
for almost eight years. In order to research these communities, I have applied the
descriptive qualitative content analysis to the textual contents of the Professional
Gamers League and Cabal Romanian sub-forums, between December 2012 and
February 2013. Thirty-five threads (in total seventy) from each forum were
analysed in order to observe the cultural specificities of the Romanian gamer
communities and to find answers to the aforementioned research questions.
Besides these issues, I consider that the relationship between society and virtual
communities as symbiotic parts is a very important research aspect. The short
illustration of the ideological and propagandistic leisure time opportunities offered
to youth thorough board games during the communist regime highlights the great
impact played by virtual worlds played on the offline society in terms of freedom
of speech and socialising activities.
2. Before Video Games: Board Games and Propaganda
Entertainment opportunities were limited during the communist regime; the
national television channel schedule was limited to two hours/day, except for the
weekends when the programme was few hours longer and also included TV shows
for children (the 10 minute cartoons quota per week). Like television, printed
magazines for youth were rather filled with communist propaganda about our
proud and hard-working nation and our brave leaders, the Ceausescu couple.
Consequently, children and youth spent most of their leisure time playing outdoors,
usually in front of the apartment blocks – in the parking place, since playgrounds
were almost non-existing.
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The alternative of the outdoor games was represented by board games. Many of
the available board games of the communist period were part of the regime
propaganda. Children and youth playing these games were mainly aimed not to
develop their creativity and imagination, but to become good communist citizens.
For instance, the 1980s board game Bunul Gospodar [The Good Householder] is
similar to the worldwide known Monopoly, thus an economic and negotiation game
for 2-4 players. Yet, in Bunul Gospodar, players buy and furnish apartments,
following the communist working class values logic, instead of becoming the
‘wealthiest player through buying, renting and selling of property’ (Monopoly).
The game’s instructions include the following description:
The game “Bunul Gospodar” is designed for secondary-school
children (...). The game aims to develop children’s economical
spirit and to train them in living a rational, orderly, respectable
life in which work is harmoniously completed with passion for
sport, literature, art, and love for the past struggles of our people,
and for our nation’s present and future achievements. 9
Moral/communist youth behaviour regulations were imposed through the
traditional ideology state apparatuses, 10 the creative industries being part of them
by producing and maintaining the social imagery of the working-class good citizen.
After 1989 and by the mid 1990s, the Internet and computers were primarily
used in Romania’s universities (especially Polytechnic and informatics faculties)
and specialised research centres. For instance, in 1994 ‘only just over 5% of all
secondary school children were studying computer topics: 40,000 from a total of
just over 720,000 children.’ 11 Computer games represented an expensive novelty
in these years. With the communist propaganda cut from creative industries and
leisure opportunities, youth and mature people were able to explore new (virtual)
worlds and to develop new skills, abilities, and to freely share their opinions on
various issues. However, as we will notice in the following parts of this chapter,
identity markers and stereotypical/discriminatory attitudes against the different
others remain unchallenged issues within the Romanian gamer communities.
Although the Internet and computer games liberated their users in terms of freedom
of speech or private time opportunities, identities different than the accepted norm
and their free manifestation are yet subjected to cultural and social constrains, even
in the virtual worlds.
3. Ethnicity, Nationality and Race: Invisible, but Powerful Markers of
Virtual Identities
In a thread titled ‘How other countries perceive us,’ a PGL user gamer shared
his experience of discrimination for being a Romanian in England. According to
his story, after a wonderful conversation with a couple a friends and some new
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English persons he had just met, one of the English persons asked him where is he
from. The answer ‘Romania’ determined that English citizen to leave the group
after saying out of nowhere F*** you, gypsy! Even if some of the users try to avoid
the inevitable racist and extremist turns of further discussions, stating that in this
particular case there is a clear stereotypical attitude towards Romanian and Romani
people, the majority of the users follow a racist pattern of blaming the Roma
community for Romania’s negative image aboard. Therefore, the natural
inclination of Romani people towards committing crimes precludes the negative
perception on Romania as a whole. A poll aiming to find out ‘What is Romania
known for abroad’ (in 2008) displays the following answers: beautiful women
(33%; however, within the thread discussions women is replaced with sluts –
beautiful sluts); Romani people who went ‘to work’ (26.30%); Gheorghe Hagi (a
famous ex-football player, 13.50%); poverty (9.90%), etc. The poll gathered 1000
respondents and the first two answers highlight both the misogyny and racism of
the users. As one user comments, the second option seems to be the more
plausible, since ‘Italy and Spain are filled with the undesirable gypsies.’
Similarly, Cabal Romania forum users present the same discriminatory
attitudes towards Romani people. A thread called ‘Who is embarrassing our
country’ receives answers such as ‘gypsies and filthy people who go abroad to
steal and rape (…). Sluts are all over the place (…).’ The users consider that
Romani people are an inferior race and ‘the idea is that the majority of them are
like this (criminals), of course few of them are honest people, but keep in mind that
from afar they seem human beings, but at a closer look they are actually gypsies.’
The discursive focus on the barbaric, criminal, non-civilised imaginary of
Romani people could be understood as an attempt to emphasise this ethnic
minority’s inferiority, thus the racist discourse hyperbolises the dominant national
ethnicity/identity and ostracises the dangerous ‘other.’ Gamers of both
communities indicate that this type of discussions might be offensive for Romani
gamers (but nobody declines his/her ethnic identity as a Romani). In accordance
with Lisa Nakamura, we can observe that ‘in the absence of racial description, all
players are assumed to be white’ 12 (ethnic Romanians in our case).
Ethnicity is an important issue not only in offline experiences or on forum
debates, but also in game. One PGL user describes that it was difficult for him to
be accepted in a Nordic team, because of his nationality, but in the end the Nordic
players accepted him and they did treat him as an equal, with respect. Some of the
users confess that they lie about their nationality both in offline and in game, in
order to avoid discrimination. On the other hand, more advanced Cabal players
state that they deliberately try to avoid Romanian guilds due to the gamers’
vulgarity and attempts of cheating. Same users indicate that Romanian players in
international guilds are easily recognisable, since they are the ones that have a
propensity towards swearing. However, users from both communities (although
just a small number) consider that Romanians are discriminated because of their
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retrograde attitudes: ‘we are perceived exactly as we are: backward people. A good
example is this forum. Everyone swears, suffers etc. As long as we discriminate
against gypsies or gays, how do you expect to be treated?’ Acknowledged as the
civilised but the more dangerous others, the Hungarians are also a targeted on PGL
forum. When a Hungarian user comments on a specific topic, the following answer
is offered: ‘this is a Romanian forum, what are you doing here?’ The first largest
minority in Romania, Hungarians are regarded as possible nation traitors, thus the
‘Happy 1st of December!’ congratulation (December 1st is the national holiday of
Romania) is followed by ‘screw all minorities’ and ‘screw you, Hungarians.’ The
reinforcement of civil and cultural rights at the beginning of the new democratic
regime has re-brought into public attention the social myth of Hungarians’
separatist tendencies; the use of mass media means to spread over chauvinistic,
xenophobic and nationalist messages was the first step to recreate the imagine of
the dangerous other. Therefore, the other is an antagonist of the Romanian image:
different ethnicity, religion (different than Orthodox) or non-heterosexual. In
accordance with Chesher, we can notice that
(...) VR’s social consequences will not be an exception to other
social patterns. It has been sold as though it were exceptional –
spiritually enlightening, socially liberating, and qualitatively
different to other technologies. It is neither a panacea nor a
calamity. It will tend to reinforce existing inequalities, and
propagate already dominant ideologies. 13
4. The Hetero-Normative Masculinity
Dominant ideologies and old cultural practices are replicated also with regard
to the gay people. As masculine communities with an overwhelmingly majority of
male members, both PGL and Cabal Forum are homophobic and hetero-normative
spaces. This almost exclusive male appurtenance to the community represents a
challenge when Cabal members decide to meet in real life. ‘This will be a gay
meeting,’ ‘sausage party’ or ‘come on, no girls at our meeting?’ are some of the
dilemmas delaying the aforementioned action. However, as the single most vocal
female member of the community confirms her participation, sexist jokes
(including rape jokes) follow. Although the big meeting never happened, due to
geographic distance and financial considerations, members of the community that
live in proximity did meet and become friends in real life.
A PGL thread displays the overall homophobic tendencies of the community
members. This thread brings into attention the physical and psychological abuses
suffered by LGBT people: one of the most popular transgender (male to female)
female in Romania, Naomi was beat up and her hair was cut on the middle of the
street by a group of three males, while the fourth one was recording the abuse. She
made public this abuse over a TV channel. Most of the users state that ‘although I
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am not enjoying that someone was hurt, I think that something needs to be done
with regard to the public apparitions of these specimens; dude, you are transsexual,
fag or whatever...good for you, as long as you are not expressing this in public (...).
I would like to see all of them dead...what freedom? What equal rights? How can
we even think about allowing these people to adopt children?’ Moreover, one user
rhetorically asks: ‘why would you change your sex if you were born a
man/woman? How to agree a fag family to adopt children? I would shot these
people; (...) they are gross.’ Attempts at defending LGBT different options or
stressing upon the equal rights to which all citizens are entailed (regardless age,
gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation etc.) are rejected by the community. After
expressing his tolerant views on the matter, one of the users receives replies such
as: ‘dude, are you stupid?,’ or ‘oftentimes, your posts portray you as a frustrated
person.’
Not only homosexuality is regarded as an abnormal identity, but also deviant
masculinities such as emo or metrosexual males. Emo and metrosexual males are
fiercely criticised due to their more feminine looks and lack of confidence in their
masculinities. Both communities consider these types of masculinities as deviant,
pathological and inferior and they chose to define and perform their gendered
identities in opposition with the aforementioned markers.
5. Female Players in Masculine Virtual Fields
In her article about female gamers and gendered identities at play, Hayes
observes that usually computer games are considered to encompass masculine
features, and thus they are preponderantly addressed to men.
These images and practices are assumed to represent masculine
pleasures and desires that are inherently unappealing to women.
For example, pleasure in combat, or physical aggression, as
reflected in the wide range of games that emphasize war,
shooting, and swordplay, is viewed as an expression of both
biology (higher levels of testosterone) and socialization (men are
expected to be strong, brave, and physically powerful). 14
Female users of PGL do not interfere in forum discussions on a regular basis
and when they have a separate thread tend to demand male users not to interrupt
their conversations. This gendered segregation is easily explainable by the sexist
remarks of most of the male users; for instance, when a female user tried to laugh
with the male users, one of them start to harass her, asking ‘what are you looking
for? Go **** yourself!’ After explaining her position and being harassed again,
this female gamer concludes: ‘Way to go, losers! Well, this is Romania. If I am a
female, I cannot post on a gaming forum. Bye! I am sorry for trespassing your
territory.’ Male users also made a ‘top ten’ list of the best female players (the
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thread is actually titled ‘The best female gamer (physically attractive, of course)’),
stressing their beauty and looks to the detriment of their gaming skills. One user
states: ‘the hottest girls I’ve seen were present at one lan in Buzau [Romanian city]
and they were the girlfriends of some players from the AiR team.’ One of these
girls responds: ‘We are not just the girlfriends of some AiR players; we do form a
Counter Stryke (CS) Team...anyways, thank you for your compliments.’ Female
gamers receive advice to quit playing CS, because they are ‘too beautiful to play
CS...Get a life & boyfriend.’
In 2004, PGL organised a public CS contest for female gamer teams, as part of
the World Cyber Gaming event. This event was received with excitement by male
gamers, some of them encouraging others ‘not to forget to bring Cola and popcorn
for watching this comedy.’ These comments are countered by female gamers who
point out that they can also play CS at a professional level and they do not aim to
entertain male gamers. However, after the competition is finished, the female
gamers start to complain about the poor conditions PGL offered for this event.
They also start a contradictory conversation about what team truly deserved to win
the competition; obviously, male gamers follow their comments with considerable
attention, stating how much they enjoy this ‘cat fight,’ and how surprised they are
that ‘women are worst than men when fighting’ (this last observation is not based
on any evidence, since these female gamers did not use vulgar words or threats in
their conversation). Seven years later, after a similar event, a similar discourse was
observed within the thread focused on CS female teams’ competition.
PGL users express their sexist attitudes also on specific threads such as
‘Women in Romania.’ On Cabal Forum these attitudes are quite different; although
sexist jokes do appear from time to time in their conversations (as pointed above),
the male gamers thread with consideration female gamers (or at least the single
most vocal on the forum). A long time female gamer won a European Cabal
contest and she had the opportunity to meet Cabal’s game developers in South
Korea; her success was received with enthusiasm by the male gamers.
6. Conclusions
According to Reeser’s theory, we can conclude the following:
What happens if masculinity is not only dependent on femininity
as its opposite, but on male homosexuality as other? I know I
am masculine because I desire women and not other men. What
about race? I know I am masculine because I am white (or black,
or Latino), and not Asian or Native American. What about class?
I know I am masculine because I am working class and use my
body at work and because I am not a noble who lives a life of
effeminate leisure. The list of potential others in any definition of
masculinity is endless and can never be completed. 15
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As observed throughout this chapter, identity markers are very important and
visible issues within the Romanian gamer communities. The analysed virtual
communities support performances of a dominant restrictive identity (gamers must
be males, heterosexual, Romanians and to present a civilised behaviour), while the
negotiation of other types of identities is a difficult and often rejected process. In
specific virtual spaces, as those analysed, ‘the continual exploration of new
identities’ 16 is not entirely free of norms and regulations (partly influenced by the
real world conventions), nor are the identity markers transcended.
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Section 1.4
Digital Memories: History and (Digital) Memory

‘Memories Are Just Dead Men Makin’ Trouble’: Digital Objects,
Digital Memory, Digital History
Dennis Moser
Abstract
The proliferation of new media arts along with virtual and augmented
environments is resulting in new objects that incorporate and instantiate our
memories, culture, and history as never before. New theories are developing of
both art and history attempting to address the increasing use of virtual, augmented,
and hybrid realities in concurrence with our previously-analogue reality. These
manifestations represent tremendous challenges to the dissemination and long term
preservation. Galleries, libraries, archives and museums are among the institutions
struggling to address those two issues and they are joined by digital humanist and
social theorists looking at how such objects will be seen as culturally
representational in more distant future. This chapter will consider and examine
several seemingly disparate expressions of these new forms and manifestations,
including works created under the aegis of ‘The New Aesthetic’ that would seem
to be harbingers of a shifting in our realities. This discussion will be done from a
perspective grounded in digital cultural heritage preservation, itself an dynamic
and emerging field of endeavor as seen in activities such as ‘personal archiving,’
the growing use of cloud-based services – especially storage and mobile devices –
with cloud-based or distributed storage, and the changes in interfaces with our
knowledge and heritage resources.
Key Words: New aesthetic, augmented reality, digital humanities, digital culture,
digital memory, digital amnesia.
*****
1. ‘Remembrance’ versus ‘Forgetting’ versus Culture and Society
The title of this chapter comes from the refrain of a song, ‘Seven Years’ by
Canadian group, The Cowboy Junkies, written some twenty years ago. Some
would say that a revolution was quietly underway at that time. The problem with
every revolution comes later, when we try to remember what we were hoping to
change, what we were struggling against, and for what we were fighting. At that
point, history and memory can sometimes collide. How do we balance the creation,
apprehension and preservation of digital arts and culture with our digitally-based
‘cultural memory’ and the increasingly legalistic approaches to control it?
Historically, human culture has been dependent upon remembrance, whether
through the ‘soft technologies’ of language, writing, oral tradition, or combinations
of these three. The emergence of each new technology has resulted in new ways of
documenting realities, but each of these new arbiters of reality has ultimately
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shown to be open to manipulation, often a nefarious kind. Where painting,
drawing, and related visual arts once served to convey an accounting of events,
soon photography was deemed to be more accurate in the telling of the stories. 1
And yet photography was quickly surpassed by motion picture film, itself then
replaced by analogue, then digital, video. With the rise of digital technologies,
analogue media was deemed to be suspect, but now even digital media has been
shown to have issues of veracity. The printing press, even as it combined visual,
graphic, and written elements, was quickly found to be just as susceptible to
manipulation as the other media. One considers the now commonplace idea of
computer crimes, where code is written to shave fractions of pennies off of massive
financial transactions, fraudulently yielding substantial amounts, leading us to
pause and wonder if the rise of ‘algorithmic’ solutions is fated to be any better or
secure. At what point does the phenomenon from a popular cultural resource as
expressed here –
The archives are comprehensive and totally secure, my young
Jedi. One thing you may be absolutely sure of – if an item does
not appear in our records, it does not exist! 2
– become the definitive operational paradigm for our future histories? One need
only observe the growing faith in the belief that if something can’t be found ‘on the
Web’ then it does not exist.
The significance of these tensions lies in the fact that many of the transactions
and communication of our societies are increasingly digital in nature; as such, they
are being collected, curated, and analysed with digital tools and shared digitally –
the means of their production are the means of their discovery, dissemination,
access, and potential preservation. As ‘Big Data’ grows ever bigger, as concerns
over intellectual property rights, and as issues of information privacy continue to
be unresolved, attempts to codify policy or protocols into law may very well have a
deleterious impact on future cultural enjoyment and preservation. The introduction
of digital rights management (DRM) schemes has already showing signs of having
a negative impact. For example, libraries are often hampered by the restrictions
that many electronic books’ DRM impose on sharing and borrowing policies. In
the public arena, the commodification of culture has only exacerbated the situation,
as corporate citizenship is pitted against individual creativity.
2. Hacking the Cultural ‘Record’: Creative Works versus Copyright and
Other Legal Constraints to New Works
The creative process, while possibly not immediately obviously so, is highly
dependent upon history and precedent: the works of artists who have gone before,
understanding of the cultural changes over time, and often the ability to appropriate
changes in technologies of production all make it possible for the creation of new
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works. The growth of ‘media’ arts is epitomised by these changes, especially
through their use of the very digital technologies that are driving changes of social,
cultural, and legal concepts of remembrance and forgetting. The use of virtual and
augmented reality environments is one such example. Works in these environments
are highly dependent upon digital technology for their creation and presentation.
The emergence of the mashup and the remix, while not actually a new concept,
has been greatly facilitated through the use of digital technologies as well.
YouTube, Tumblr, fissunix, and Mashuptown.com are all examples of an aesthetic
approach that, if not openly flouting current copyright laws, skirts them along a
razor-thin margin. These works are substantially based on materials that while
publicly accessible, are not necessarily legally intended by their creators for this
use. Coincidentally, the growth of Creative Commons licensing has provided the
artists the tools to ensure that their work can potentially be used in future,
combinatorial works. 3 Should the source materials for such works as these have
been restricted by any ‘end of life’ constraints as proposed by legislation or
covered by existing digital rights management restrictions, the works might never
have come into existence. Arguments have been made that the current copyright
system is, in many ways, functioning in exactly this manner and its actual effect is
circumventing, if not overtly preventing, the creation of combinatory and/or
derivative new works. This has led to calls for an overhaul of the existing system,
not just in the United States but globally as well.
While the remix and mashup have simply benefitted from technology changes
(again, the precedents for these existed in non-digital, physically tangible, or
analogue forms), some cultural manifestations are solely dependent upon
technology for their existence and appreciation. As suggested earlier, augmented
and virtual reality environments are actively dependent upon technology to work.
Simultaneously with these, ‘machine vision’ and ‘New Aesthetic’ works that have
come into being are examples that are more passively dependent upon recent
technology for their existence. These works have a certain common heritage with
the traditions of painting, printmaking, and photography all the while breaking free
from the history of these genres and media.
One of several conceptual threads in these works is the idea of non-intervention
by humans – terms such as ‘machine vision’ and ‘drone aesthetics’ are becoming
de rigueur in discussing many of the two-dimensional works. These terms speak to
the genesis of the works themselves. A quick tour of dedicated blogs, Tumblr sites,
and Google Street View maps reveals just how disintermediated 4 they are:
landscapes derived from drone flyovers, security camera footage montages, and
software generated imagery abound.
The three dimensional realm is not exempt: 3D printing technology is
advancing quite rapidly and the vocabulary to describe and speak of the outputs of
these devices is keeping close in its evolution as well. The term ‘physibles’ is now
used to describe how these 3D objects are produced and these objects represent a
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leap from the virtual to the physical: three dimensional objects formerly rendered
only in virtual reality environments such as Second Life or World of Warcraft are
now regularly rendered into ‘meatspace’ (i.e., ‘physical’ analog space) by the use
of these universal 3D printing machines. The files used to create these works are
easily shareable and networks are springing into existence, not without
controversy. 5
Augmented reality works are an unusual class of objects, utilizing a number of
different though related technologies. The most common of these are to be found
on smartphones, especially as the ability to ‘layer’ information in real time has
become commonplace. This pedestrian ubiquity is the level at which we see the
embrace and acceptance of the technology that ensures its becoming less fringe and
increasingly more mainstream. What better proof than the partnership between the
city of Chattanooga, Tennessee and augmented reality developer Second Site LLC
and their creation of ‘A Mobile Guide for the Public Art of Chattanooga’? 6 This
does not preclude the purely ‘fine art’ applications, but often the requisite
infrastructure for these works makes it much more collaborative in the nature and
means of their production. Further, because the basic threshold for entry to create
these works is higher than other technologies under discussion, augmented reality
is often seen as a solution in search of a problem. While it might seem that each
month brings some new hyped product that will bring augmented reality to the
masses, there does seem to be some justifiable excitement over Google Glasses
(but see the earlier comment that the current unqualified successes appear to be
orbiting around utilising existing smartphone technologies). Given Google’s
successful forays into other area that are being embraced by the New Aesthetics
devotees such as drone aesthetics, it is entirely possible that Glasses will provide
the proverbial critical mass for unequivocal success and acceptance. 7
Virtual reality is the more static of the two artificial environments (virtual
reality and augmented reality) and carries a different experience with it. Many
‘video games’ are virtual reality environments, often accessed through network
connections and engaging literally millions of users. 8 For some of these, the term
‘virtual world’ is often applied and is certainly an apt term. One particular such
environment, Second Life, has experienced a modicum of fame in the past. During
an earlier period of growth, Second Life was seen as a place of significant social,
creative, cultural, economic, and even political experimentation. While it is still
used, though to a lesser extent than previously, as evidenced by reported declines
in registered users – it still enjoys some popularity for academic instructional
purposes – it remains something more than just a footnote in the development of
these digital ecosystems.
Second Life represents a number of sophisticated issues surrounding the longterm preservation of digital cultural heritage. As a proprietary environment (Linden
Lab owns Second Life), there are serious restrictions placed upon just how usercreated content can be used both inside and outside of this environment. Yet, users
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have continued to create content that has been traded for significant amounts of
real currency with no guarantees of being able to share these objects outside of the
Second Life environment. There has been significant work done to create
compatible virtual environments where the files that comprise the Second Life
creations could be re-instantiated. 9 The creation and growth of the Open Grid, for
example, shows the viability of the idea of virtual reality but also reflects the
awareness and need for both control of content by its creators and less-restrictive
access to that content.
3. Galleries, Libraries, Archives and Museums (GLAMs): History and
Cultural Documentation in the Institutions
The rise of ‘activist’ archivists – perhaps among the truest realisation of
Suzanne Briet and others Documentalist vision 10 – has lead to the organisation of
archival collections that admittedly stretch the boundaries of traditional
institutional collecting. 11 Should a legalistic approach predominate, it is not only
the flow of creative ideas that would be subject to restriction. Rather, our ability to
collect any and all of the effluvia, ephemera, and detritus of our daily existences
would be greatly inhibited. If we closely examine how historical collections often
come into being, we can see that losing this capacity would be highly problematic.
Victor Mayer-Schönberger advocates what could best be described as a finite life
cycle of information, a course of action with the potential of creating a situation
where information simply ceases to exist. 12 When the totality of human experience
is considered, however, such an approach might well be catastrophic for the future.
As he describes such a future, information would essentially have a ‘best if used
by’ date, after which it would be forgotten, meaning that it would be deleted and
cease to exist. In many ways, this scenario is frighteningly close. Archivists
dealing with digital materials already speak in terms of ‘trusted repositories’ as if
other kinds existed (they do, and as a result we see digital forensics as a new career
path). One need only look at thinly-fictionalized works such as ‘The Official Story’
to see how these scenarios have already entered into our collective culture and
histories. 13 The ‘unauthorised’ collection of materials can suddenly be seen in a
very different light. When one moves these materials into a digital realm, it greatly
increases the difficulties of being able to retain context, a very key component of
the archival enterprise.
While an approach that entails a finite ‘life span’ for data and documents
pertaining to individuals’ personal information might be seen as desirable for
ensuring that some things are truly ‘forgotten,’ human culture notoriously extends
far beyond the time frame of the individual human life span and with it what we
see as ‘history.’ Indeed, Mayer-Schönberger argues that this generational
transcendence is biological in basis, that we are essentially hard-wired through our
evolutionary processes to view reality this way by virtue of our evolution of such
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time-binding and time-transcendent processes as language and writing system
(along with the intellectual power that comes through increased brain capacity).
4. Records Management versus Long-Term Preservation: Legal and Political
Foundations
As mentioned earlier, any discussion surrounding the legal and political impact
of how we choose to preserve digital cultural heritage must recognise the issues of
ownership and intellectual rights. Corporate citizenship and digital rights
management are an integral part of the discussion and are often (rightly?) seen as
having an inhibitory effect. Concepts such as ‘fair use’ – common in US
discussions of education – or ‘public domain’ are not universal, copyright itself is
not a globally consistent idea, and intellectual property is not accepted as a fact of
life throughout the world. The growth of ‘big data’ and its use in ‘predictive
analysis’ is certainly an important consideration, but ‘solutionism’ 14 may not be an
appropriate approach to the problem of determining how to preserve materials for
unknown future applications. 15 Given the generally formulaic nature of law and the
quasi-legal solutions being considered by Mayer-Schönberger and others in his
camp, it is not surprising to see how these approaches attempt to work at the largescale or system level. And while there is tremendous value to be obtained through
the massive aggregation of information, the answer may not derive from that
approach, especially if the problem at hand does not scale to those levels. 16
The legal dimension also encompasses considerations of records management;
that is, the legally-mandated retention of materials, data, or information that record
the interaction of entities, usually along the intersection of business or
governmental agencies. If one thinks of the relationship between a governmental
agency’s records management program and their ‘official’ archives as being a
pipeline wherein data and information are created, stored for intermediate usage,
then either destroyed or moved to the archives for permanent retention, the issue of
what will be retained and sent to the archives for permanent storage, one begins to
grasp how determinations of a document’s ‘life span’ become important in time
spans far beyond that of the individual. Extended this situation, along with its
processes and policies, into the increasingly digital environment of government –
and businesses – today and the problem is significantly altered in scale, if not also
in impact. Because of their socio-political dimension, these decisions are open to
serious manipulation or outright impropriety.
5. Lest We Forget …
Traditionally, GLAMs have served as both official and unofficial repositories
of cultural heritage. As that heritage becomes increasingly digital in nature – and
some would say, more fugitive and ephemeral – greater care and concern must be
show for how we choose to remember what are seen as the quotidian. For it is the
accretion of the day-to-day that is used to build the stories of where we have been,
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of who we were, and where we thought we were going. While a part of the solution
is surely to found in the technology we are using to create these things, we must
remember that the story we tell is a human one and that this humanity is also a part
of the same solution.

Notes
1

The shift from painting to photography, followed quickly to film has interesting
parallels in music, as well, especially with regards to performance. As John
Lienhard suggests, the camera made us wonder where reality ends – likewise, the
work of Taryn Simon raises questions about the veracity of the camera to portray
the facts.
2
‘Star Wars Episode II Attack of The Clones Script.’ One can only hope that this
link does not meet the same fate in The Great Digital Archives that awaited a
planet system called Kamino. George Lucas is protective of his creations.
Accessed March 2013,
http://showcase.netins.net/web/ssinc/starwars/AOTCScript.shtml.
3
For more information on how these licenses can be tailored to individual usage,
the Creative Commons website is very helpful:
http://creativecommons.org/choose/.
4
The term ‘disintermediation,’ used in economics to describe the removal of
intermediaries or ‘middlemen,’ allowing direct dealing with customers, has come
to describe the manner in which these objects go from the machine directly to the
end-user, often without any human editorial intervention.
5
There are a number of controversies around the evolution of the 3D printers and
printer files and the use of networks such as The Pirate Bay for sharing them. The
ability to create a functioning handgun with a 3D printer is one such controversial
development; the use of uncontrolled sites illegally sharing such files is
problematic, to say the least. See:
http://venturebeat.com/2012/01/24/pirate-bay-physibles-category-3d-printers/.
6
The mobile phone app developed for the project incorporates maps, simulations,
and what could be described as mobile labels about a number of the installed
works. See: http://www.secondsitellc.com/projectsPAC.html.
7
More exuberant enthusiasm: New York City’s Eyebeam Art + Technology Center
asks us ‘Gimme More: Is Augmented Reality the Next Medium?’ The exhibit does,
however, attempt to bridge between the physical and digital worlds in these
immersive augmented reality installations.
8
Current research in the area of virtual reality preservation is more focused on
games, in distinction of virtual worlds. The federally funded ‘Preserving Virtual
Worlds 1 & 2’ shifted their focus from the broader category of virtual worlds and
chose to focus on the ‘games’ aspect of these virtual environments. In their initial
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report, they concluded that the preservation of a virtual world – in this case, Second
Life – was simply not possible given the constraints of its proprietary code-base
and use restrictions. Within their definition of virtual worlds, narrative structure
was a critical component. Second Life was the only environment that did not
contain this as a major portion of its construct (there were games being created and
played within the environment itself), which proved to make preservation beyond
the means of the grant.
9
Research and development over the past several years on what is referred to as
the Open Grid has been steady, if not intensely embraced. As tensions that
developed between content creators/users and the Linden Lab, the Lab did little to
smooth relations, choosing to focus on increasing registration of new users. The
result continues to be a steady exodus of experienced and talented creators to the
Open Grid environments.
10
Suzanne Briet’s work, along with the earlier work of both Paul Otlet and Henri
La Fontaine, anticipated the deep relationship between culture and technology.
Michael Buckland has done extensive work on Briet’s and Otlet’s contributions to
the library and information sciences, noting that Briet foresaw how technology was
capable of re-shaping society and culture. Surprisingly, her work – along with that
of Otlet and La Fontaine – continue to not be appreciated for their vision as they
should be.
11
See especially the work of Jefferson Bailey and Thomas Padilla in the area of
‘Online communities, Activist Preservation, and Born-Digital Archives.’ Their
recent presentation at the 2012 Archives and Activism symposium sponsored by
the Archivist Round Table of Metropolitan New York is a cogent discussion of the
history of archives and their history of providing, both officially and unofficially, a
record of events even as they were unfolding. In doing so, they also begin a dialog
on how we can pursue these same goals with current events such as the Arab
Spring and the Occupy! Movement.
12
Mayer-Schönberger is focused more on the implementation of policies and
protocols to govern legalistic dimensions of remembrance; the physiological
difficulties of ‘total recall’ are anything but trivial, the social and cultural
difficulties of deleting information are also daunting. While not advocating for
purely legislative solutions, he stresses that any solution that achieves a balance
between total recall and cultural amnesia will necessarily have a component of
legal protocol and social engineering. His examples of how the apparent
permanence of digital memory can be problematic over an individual’s lifetime –
the sins of one’s youth haunting the adult, especially when encountering
overzealous government agents at international borders – should be of concern for
us, but he never considers the longer perspective that GLAM workers are often
faced with on a daily basis.
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13

Luis Puenzo’s film from 1985 is representative of accounts of repressive regimes
throughout the world. One of the distinguishing, fundamental tensions of the film
lies in the theme of remembrance and of forgetting: How does knowing the truth of
their adopted daughter’s parentage change their situation?
14
Evgeny Morozov uses this term to counter the trend to overly simplify problems
that are defined in ‘singular and all-encompassing ways.’ His ‘To Save Everything,
Click Here: The Folly of Technological Solutionism’ is but one of several voices in
the chorus reacting to what may be seen as an overdependence on technology to
provide solutions. See Evgeny Morozov, To Save Everything, Click Here
(Philadelphia: Perseus Books Group, 2013). Jaron Lanier is another of these voices
who, of late, is being seen as something of a heretic especially because of his
denunciations of social media, given his earlier involvements in technological
developments.
15
Mayer-Schönberger has subsequently co-authored a book (Big Data: A
Revolution that Will Transform How We Live, Work, and Think) addressing the
issue of ‘big data’ and how we will be using it more and more, building on the
themes and solutions outlined in his prior work, ‘delete’. Kenneth Cukier, Big
Data: A Revolution that Will Transform How We Live, Work, and Think (New
York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company, 2013).
16
One outcome in the interview of Mayer-Schönberger’s co-author, Kenneth
Cukier, by National Public Radio’s Steve Inskeep was the awareness that massive
aggregation of information and/or data for the purposes of research can truly lead
to utterly unanticipated discoveries. This can definitely be seen as a positive aspect.
Indeed, much of the ‘digital humanities’ research being done today is dependent
upon these kinds of aggregation.
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Encoding through Digital Memory and Our Remembrances
Segah Sak
Abstract
Digital media provides society with countless tools and settings to represent
thoughts, feelings and memories of both individuals and groups. It also constitutes
an external memory in which those representations are created, stored and
consumed. The freedom ensured by digital media offers authority for speech to
individuals and groups independent from titles and positions, in a way, ruling out
credibility of digital memories. Not only do the memories represented embody
distortions, but also representations of those memories have the probability of
being distorted. Accordingly, cyberspace as an external memory is intrinsically
distorted. This chapter focuses on the digital representations of significant events
on search engines. The aim is to understand how the consumption of digital
representations in cyberspace influences our remembrances of the past. The study
involves investigation of representations given in the digital media about
significant events, and gathering information about how those representations and
events are remembered. The observations will be used to develop a critical
approach to digital memory as a source of knowledge about the past.
Key Words: Digital memory, history, digital representation, remembering.
*****
1. Introduction
A multitude of studies shows that memories are always created under the
influence of social and cultural factors, 1 and therefore, they are always mediated. 2
In the contemporary world, digital media not only operate as the dominant form of
media, but also constitute the fundamental dynamic of the culture. It is the
prevalent source of information about the past and present events. In this respect, it
is possible to argue that, our remembrances are significantly dependent on digital
media.
In the broadest sense, memory operates through three main processes:
encoding, storage and retrieval. Digital media potentially intervene in all of these
processes. Firstly, it provides us with manifold images that we perceive and
selectively imprint in our memory. Secondly, it functions as a memory itself,
where a large amount of information that is impossible to keep in mind is stored. 3
Lastly, with all the information it stores, it has the potential to be utilised to
compensate individual memory when desired.
The encoding phase including perception and selection processes is not always
consciously realised as an individual is the audience of various websites which are
constituted by many visual representations, and are experienced successively, yet,
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most of the time, randomly. This study focuses on encoding through digital media,
rather than storage and retrieval processes. It elaborates on how it may result in
memory distortions for our current remembrances of the past, and for our future
remembrances of the present. For that, a study has been conducted with a sample at
Bilkent University, Turkey, aiming at understanding patterns in people’s
remembrances and in distortions of remembrances of a cluster of pictures related to
nationally significant events. The study can be considered as a pilot study that will
lead to further studies. The findings are to be used in the design of a longitudinal
study that will examine not only short-term visual memory, but also long-term
memories of historically significant events in relation to digital media.
2. Design of the Study
As the people having digital literacy tend to gather information about past and
present events through digital media, the study has been designed to gather some
idea on what and how people remember when they are exposed to a variety of
visuals related to specific events. Accordingly, the sample was chosen among
people with relatively higher levels of digital literacy. The group was constituted
by Bilkent University students, faculty and staff. 20 people – 11 females and 9
males – within the age range of 22 and 45 were interviewed individually.
Two different events have been selected as nationally and historically
significant cases that are likely to be searched through search engines where both
textual and visual representations may be of interest for the general public. The
first event was the 1st of May celebrations, which, in 2013, were not allowed by the
government to be practiced in its symbolic place: Taksim Square, Istanbul. Prior to
2013, the celebrations were realised in the mentioned square for a couple of years,
yet it has always been an issue of struggle between the government and the public.
The second event was the disaster of the earthquakes that happened in Van,
Turkey, in 2011. Two successive earthquakes occurred within a week in the city,
and resulted in the death of 644, and the injury of 1966 people. 4
For each event, 10 photos were selected to be shown to the respondents (see
Images 1 and 2). One of each 10 photos (marked with red framing below) was
selected among pictures belonging to other events, which were thought to be
potentially familiar to the sample because they were of other significant events.
This action was taken to test if those irrelevant pictures would be remembered for
any reason. The relevant pictures, on the other hand, were selected among Google
Images search results, where keywords ‘1 Mayıs 2013’ (1st of May 2013) and
‘Van depremi’ (Van earthquake) were used. For the first cluster, the first image,
which appeared multiple times in the search results, was used twice to test if
repetition had any influence on remembering. For the second cluster, images that
were likely to be traumatic for the audience (e.g. pictures with deceased) were not
included. The pictures were determined so to provide variety and objectivity within
the clusters.
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Image 1: The set of photos shown for the 1st of May events. © 2013. 5
During the interview process, two clusters of pictures were shown on an I-pad
screen to the respondent from the outset. The individuals were told that the pictures
were taken from the search results of Google for the above mentioned keywords.
The respondents were allowed to take as much time as they wanted to view the
pictures, and were informed that there would not be a memory test of the images. .
After the respondents were finished with viewing the images, the I-pad was taken
away from the respondents by the interviewer to prevent any second views of the
images. Some of the respondents made comments about the photographs while
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they were looking at the clusters, or right after they finished viewing. When the
comment was deemed to be meaningful for drawing conclusions, it was recorded
by the interviewer. When a respondent had something to tell about the event, she
was allowed to do so, to provide as much time as possible between encoding and
recalling processes.

Image 2: The set of photos shown for the Earthquake in Van, Turkey. © 2011. 6
After the first phase was completed, open-ended questions were asked of the
respondent, and the responses were recorded by the interviewer on to the interview
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protocol (see Table 1 for the questions prepared for the semi-structured interview).
A coding was already present on the interview protocol, which could only be seen
by the interviewer. Firstly, questions regarding respondent’s use of digital media
for information gathering were asked. Those questions were used to understand if
the person was likely to gather information about a specific event through digital
media. Secondly, the respondent was asked to explain which photo/s she
remembered, and why she thought she remembered them.
Table 1: Semi-structured interview questions

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

Sex:
Age:
Through which media do you learn about the current events?
Through which media do you research about historical events?
When you search for information about a specific event through a
search engine, which one would you do?
- Click on each result respectively
- Click on official/ institutional websites
- Click on what I find interesting
- Look at Wikis
- Other
When you are surfing the Web for information about a specific event,
which one do you concentrate on most on a website?
- Headlines
- Photographs
- Manuscripts
- Other
Which one do you remember best afterwards?
Which photographs of 1st of May events do you remember? Why?
- I have seen it before
- Overlaps with what I know
- The photograph itself is good
- Other
Which photographs of Van earthquake do you remember? Why?
- I have seen it before
- Overlaps with what I know
- The photograph itself is good
- Other

After the interviews were completed, the responses to the first five questions
were scanned to have an idea on the use of respondents’ use of digital media. On
the other hand, the responses to the last two questions were qualitatively
investigated and analysed through frequencies after coding. As the sample size was
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small, statistical analyses were not conducted; however, the results provided
insight for the design of further research.
3. Results
The answers to questions regarding respondents’ use of digital media supports
the assumption that digital media constitutes the fundamental source of information
for people with relatively higher levels of digital literacy. The answers to the 4th
question (When you are surfing the Web for information about a specific event,
which one do you concentrate on most on a website?) showed that people were
keener to grasp the information with the help of brief textual information. Words
and photographs, as it would be expected, were mentioned to be the most
remembered features of the websites while gathering information.
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Image 3: Frequency of mentions for the 1st of May photographs. © 2014. Courtesy
of the author.
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Image 4: Frequency of mentions for the Van earthquake photographs. © 2014.
Courtesy of the author.
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In the images above the frequencies regarding the mentioned photographs are
given. It should be stated that, the average number of the photographs mentioned
by the female respondents was larger compared to male respondents’ answers. For
the pictures related to the 1st of May events, mostly mentioned photographs are 1
(and so 7), 2, 3, 4 and 8, whereas the last two pictures were not mentioned at all.
For the cluster of Van Earthquake photos, pictures 2, 5 and 9 were mentioned
frequently, and pictures 3, 4, 6 and 8 were not mentioned by any respondent. These
findings show that, the photographs, which can be considered to be ordinary, as
they portray a common view of the related event, are not remembered specifically
by the respondents.
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Image 5: Frequency of reasons mentioned for remembering photos. © 2014.
Courtesy of the author.
The stated reasons for remembering a certain photograph were coded to reveal
the patterns in remembering. Image 5 shows the coded frequent responses and their
frequencies. In addition to the above given reasons, repetition, significance of
graphics and colour (e.g. photo 1 for the 1st cluster), familiarity with the
photograph, positivity of the photograph and irrelevancy were stated a 1-3 times by
the respondents. Females were more influenced by the beauty and emotionality of
the photographs whereas males were mostly influenced by the reality of the visuals
in their remembrances.
The responses were also analysed to look for the potential distortions in
remembrances. Memory distortions are explained as ‘instances in which some
form of memory is present, but incorrect.’ 7 This qualitative analysis involved
looking at the consistency between the photographs, explanations of remembered
photographs, and reasons stated for remembering certain photographs. The
distortions in remembering can be traced firstly to the frequencies: It can be seen
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that, the irrelevant pictures – photo 8 for the 1st of May, photo 5 for Van
Earthquake – were among the mostly remembered photographs. The respondents
stated that they remembered these photos either because they were beautiful or
because they were different from the others. With respect to this finding, it is
possible to argue that, an irrelevant picture within a cluster of photographs
belonging to a certain event is likely to be chosen to mentally represent the event
as it has a high probability of taking attention. Yet, the responses also show that,
when the viewer perceives a photograph as an odd one, she does not link the event
and the picture, and therefore ignores the image while constructing her memory.
For example, two people asked if the 5th photograph in the first cluster really
belonged to the event, because they thought it was of an event in a positive
environment.
As it was mentioned before, the frequencies show that the photographs that can
be considered to be ordinary were not mentioned specifically. However, it was
observed that this finding is also related to some distortions of memory. Firstly,
one of the explanations given by the respondents regarding what they remembered
about the 1st of May photographs was ‘the photograph with policemen, protestors
and smoke.”’ As it can be seen in Image 1, there was not a photo that involved
those three elements; rather, those three elements appeared in pairs in different
pictures. In this case, the respondents combined different photographs mentally and
created their own mental images representing the event under the light of what they
already knew about it. Moreover, for the second cluster, one of the explanations
given was ‘the photo with ruins.’ Yet, the cluster involved not a single photo with
ruins, but a multitude of them. This time, the photographs did not really take the
attention of the viewer for a new mental reconstruction, but rather triggered
recalling of existing mental images.
The most significant response portraying memory distortion was related to the
2nd photograph of Van earthquake photographs. The photograph portrays a child
standing in front of ruins looking at the sky. All of the people who did mention this
photo somehow implied emotionality in the reasons they stated. Their explanations
were explicit, but most of the respondents explained this photo as ‘the one with the
crying child’ although the child was not crying. In this case, the respondents
encoded the digital image, yet mentally reconstructed it according to their own
mental images, and therefore exposed a distortion in their remembrances.
4. Conclusion
The responses gathered reveal that, people tend to remember visuals that
somehow correspond to what they know of an event, therefore to what they already
have in their memory as the image of that event. Yet, it was observed that, if a
photo is significant, which may be related to its beauty or difference, it becomes a
support for the memory: such image intervenes mostly in the retrieval process. It is
not much likely that even a significant visual would intervene in mental processes
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to reconstruct an existing mental image. Though, the significance of the visual is
important, as it is the only way to take the attention of the digital media consumer.
It is well established that, remembrances are influenced by the degree of attention,8
although it does not ensure future remembrances.
The cyberspace, as any other form of memory, reserves distortion mechanisms.
Not only the representations of memories and histories embody distortions, but
also memories constructed through those representations have the probability of
being distorted. The study conducted illustrates that such probability is a strong
one, where, for example, a visual irrelevant to the event is likely to be better
remembered as it portrays a difference from the others and therefore draws
attention. Consequently, an irrelevant image has a high probability of being
selected among the others to represent a specific event mentally.
However, similar cases are valid for any memory construction process, and it is
not possible to say that digital media has a negative influence on memory
construction. Rather, it should be considered that digital media will inherently
involve distortions, and that it may consequently result in distortions in memory.
Accordingly, consumption of digital media should be realised with a pinch of
scepticism and attention in information gathering.

Notes
1

Maurice Halbwachs, On Collective Memory, ed. and trans. Lewis A. Coser
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992).
2
Wolf Kansteiner, ‘Finding Meaning in Memory: A Methodological Critique of
Collective Memory Studies’, History and Theory 41, No. 2 (2002).
3
Vannevar Bush, ‘As We May Think’, in From Wagner to Virtual Reality, eds.
Randall Packer and Ken Jordan (New York and London: W. W. Norton, 2002),
143. Originally published in The Atlantic Monthly 176, No. 1 (July 1945): 101-108.
4
Prime Ministry, Disaster and Emergency Management Presidency,
Disaster Report, Van Earthquake, accessed 5 May 2013,
http://www.afad.gov.tr/EN/HbIcerikDetay.aspx?ID=107&max-yv=1&IcerikID=57
0&iotype=w.
5
Images courtesy of, respectively http://www.son-dakika.org/wp-content/uploads/
2013/04/1mayis-2013-tatil-mi.jpg; http://www.insanhaber.com/images/upload/ista
nbul-taksim-1-mayis-2013-polis.jpg; http://www.takvim.com.tr/Guncel/2013/05/01
/istanbulda-olayli-1-mayis; http://galeri.uludagsozluk.com/r/1-may%C4%B1s-201
3-440462/; Özgür Özkök, http://istanbulstreets.wordpress.com/2013/05/01/1-may
is-2013-kadikoy-tkp-reddediyoruz/; http://www.sabah.com.tr/fotohaber/gundem/un
lulerden-1-mayis-tweetleri/; http://www.kamuajans.com/images/haber/taksimde_1
_mayis_bilmecesi_devam_ediyor_8196f.jpg; http://www.insanhaber.com/images/u
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pload/image/odt%C3%BC4.jpg; http://www.sendika.org/2013/05/taksimden-dakik
a-dakika-1-mayis/; http://www.itusozluk.com/gorseller/1+may%FDs2013/500400.
6
Image courtesy of, respectively: http://cdncms.zaman.com.tr/2011/10/23/
deprem.jpg; http://www.tumblr.com/tagged/van%20depremi; http://www.bprbulte
n.com/?p=11402; http://www.arastiralim.net/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/2011-Va
n-Depremi-3.jpg; Aslı Kırbaş; http://www.itusozluk.com/gorseller/23+ekim+2011
+van+depremi/276100; http://www.itusozluk.com/gorseller/23+ekim+2011+van+
depremi/276111; http://www.ilerigazetesi.com.tr/guncel/van-depreminde-artcilar-s
uruyor-h7150.html; http://www.marmaragazetesi.com/galeri/van-depremi-15.html;
http://www.diyadinnet.com/foto_galeri/2011/10/kus-bakisi-van-depremi_1.jpg.
7
Daniel L. Schacter and Scott D. Slotnick, ‘The Cognitive Neuroscience of
Memory Distortion’, Neuron 44 (September 2004): 149-160.
8
Henri Bergson, Matter and Memory, trans. Nancy Margaret Paul and W. Scott
Palmer (Mineola and New York: Dover Publications, 2004).
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The Member’s a Virtual Gentleman
Patrick McEntaggart and Paul Wilson
Abstract
Building on the work from our previous paper ‘A Community Kept Alive through
Memory: Preserving the Essence of the British Working-Men’s Club,’ we here go
into detail and theoretically frame this subsequent work which looked to develop
an installation based on field recordings and interviews from the Working-Men’s
Club we previously documented. This research looked to recontextualise aspects of
the club environment via a resituating of objects from the space of a typical
club towards an interactive experience whose narratives were embodied into – and
explicitly responded to – everyday actions. Given the all-too-apparent fact that the
Working Men’s Club places and people are moving in a slow trajectory towards
extinction, we looked to lift and replay a unique sense of place away from onscreen
mediation towards something which hoped to offer an opportunity to glimpse and
navigate a facsimile of ‘authentic’ experience. This shift from surface to objects
looks to question user relationships with screen-oriented narrative and attempts to
explore, define and test approaches for hidden or invisible interaction and the
potential narratives such relationships can make. The club experience (as
installation) invites participation and interaction where user presence around the
work triggers threads of visual and verbal narrative generated by members of
Bingley Working-Men’s Club in West Yorkshire. The resulting images and sound
conjure disembodied voices from a table involving the user in a performance or
‘digital séance’ that touches upon aspects of the uncanny.
Key Words: Communicative memory, digital memories, interactive installation,
oral history, performative memory, Working-Men’s Club.
*****
1. The Project
This chapter forms one part of an on-going research project producing a body
of work around the subject of Working-Men’s Clubs. Central to this work is an
array of documentary activities and audio-visual field recordings carried out in the
now defunct Bingley Working-Men’s Club in West Yorkshire, UK. In ‘Navigating
Landscapes of Mediated Memory’ 1 our initial research looked to explore digital
documentation and preservation of individual and collective memory. This chapter
will focus on the issues and questions raised once those field recordings were used
to form an interactive installation, part of the LAND2 exhibition ‘Close to Home’
at the East Street Arts Space. 2
Bingley Working-Men’s Club was situated within the former market town of
the same name. It could be found within a low-rise housing estate, home to many
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of its members and although it had been popular was in danger of closing when our
research began. Over the course of our project, it became clear that activities
aiming to prolong the club’s life were unsustainable, whether through active
marketing for new members, an open-door policy for custom or, most drastically,
effectively cannibalising itself by selling off some of its own physical space to a
local builder for storage. By the beginning of 2012 the club was closed and was
later purchased for development and further use as a sports bar / entertainment
venue.
This chapter and our on-going research and practice look to actively preserve
aspects of Bingley Working-Men’s Club. It aims to document and discuss the
decline of Working-Men’s Clubs and their culture within the context of changing
attitudes to leisure, class and community in the United Kingdom. Our last paper
ended upon a note of reflection around ideas of activism where the research might
look to ignite some kind of response in audiences who would hope for an
experience of the Working-Men’s Club. It became quickly clear, however, that
such a response might not be best suited to purely screen based digital media and
so our research looked to develop more immediate and non-virtual experiences of
club life. From that and through other reflective practice came the idea that a return
to place might offer a more appropriate approach that we could explore.
2. The Installation
A table sits within a relatively well-lit and clearly defined space. A roughly cut
rectangle of flooring, a piece of carpet set onto concrete. A table, sturdy and with
leaves, but closed. Dark varnish with some signs of wear and use. Three stools,
four legs each. Lighter fabric covering their seats. The tabletop. Scattered upon its
surface are a range of everyday items: pint glasses, stained and seemingly just
drained, and themselves placed onto beer mats. A cigarette tin, opened with papers,
filters and tobacco spilling out. Eyeglasses and their case. And a daily newspaper,
half-read. These objects signal some sense of presence, where individuals might
have occupied each place around the table and where from their pockets might be
produced these items that locate and identify their activities.
At one end, the table casts a funnel of light onto an adjacent wall. Images shift;
photographs of interiors, rooms – all unoccupied. Some are quite harshly lit, a cast
of yellow covering each. Minimal daylight apparent. Bunker-like. A stage in one
image, spaces filled with tables and chairs.
The table is projecting images of itself.
Repetitions of the same or similar objects. Stacked, arranged and lined-up.
Queued. From within the table we hear voices. Men. Hard-edged accents. West
Yorkshire voices. In dialogue and often in conversation, talking at and across each
other. One thing on their mind and at the centre of their conversation. Themselves,
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as men. And the places we are seeing. Spaces defined and designed – of and for
men. They talk of better times, of what a club was. And what it has failed to
become. Of what has happened to this club. Times when it was far from empty.
Other voices, more muffled. A child. Back to the conversation. Hectoring and often
angry. Then funny. Absurd.
But the voices are coming from the table.
And they change, as do the pictures.
Moving around the table makes something happen.
Between or around each stool, moving closer to the table.
Moving makes things change.
One part of one room. A gallery or a club? Both? Perhaps. Voices as ghosts.
Space haunted by unseen presence – of these men in this place, but somewhere else
too. Technology that’s been hidden and deliberately kept out of sight. Technology
as guide to – and facilitator of – memory. Tangible, concrete presence as the only
lasting marker of a building and its community of members.
Our installation did not seek to reproduce the experience of the Working-Men’s
Club. It does, however, look to offer a means of interacting with a simulacra: the
representation of a space; a visualisation or approximation which hints and alludes
to a particular kind of place. These rooms – once alive or containing traces of
communal leisure practises – are now most often left empty and fall silent. Those
who do still occupy them do so for a range of reasons and out of an on-going
connection with memories of place. For these members, the club has moved
beyond a space within which socialisation can occur and does, in fact, begin to
approximate home.
3. The Installation
Interactions within a space and through or within an environment play an
important role in memory and memory formation. The ‘stage model’ of memory,
proposed by Atkinson and Schiffrin, 3 presents an intriguing lens through which it
can be examined. The first stage (‘sensory memory’) incorporates all inputs from
an environment via our senses. This information then feeds into stage two (‘short
term memory’) where some information is either forgotten, or rehearsed into stage
three (‘long term memory’). Viewed in light of this model the installation provides
an environment to be seen, smelt, touched and heard. Multiple sensory layers are
used to bring to life the narratives through both the replay (and formation) of
digital memories. The responsive action of triggering sounds as participants
navigate the space can be seen as performance or rehearsal for laying down the
memories as long term.
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The performative nature of the piece remediates the recordings of members’
stories/memories, placing the user within the ‘action,’ of the installation. The
digital memory being experienced creates an opportunity for interpretation that
closely resembles the original event’s temporal and spatial nature and also seeks to
externalise the ‘performance of recall.’ Van Dijck regards the mind acting much
like an orchestra reciting a symphony at a performance. Each time a memory is
recalled a number of areas are conducted into action, with ‘a consortium of
concerted efforts resulting in a momentary performance.’ 4 As the user or
participant is the agency of recall within the installation they bring together a range
of sensory information, from triggered sounds and visuals together with existing
elements embodying touch and smell, creating a remediated temporal and spatial
performance. Just as our memories might change over time (and with each
recalling of an event), the next time a recording is played within the installation
certain elements may differ, where the user may trigger a response from a different
location resulting in a recasting of the performance in a new way.
The presentation of place-based digital stories/memories within an interactive
or responsive (physical) space serves to create a bridge to that original space – in
this case Bingley Working-Men’s Club, the place to which these stories are
intrinsically connected. They were recorded in the club and the club is often the
setting that connects elements of the stories. By reflecting upon the experience of
creating the original recordings, we attempt to give shape to our experience of the
club through their physical manifestation as an installation, which hoped to enrich
the digital memory artefacts.
Storytellers and audiences are most often located somewhere when a story is
both told and heard. In this case the storyteller is a disembodied club member, that
person telling their story while they were situated in the club. In the installation the
trace of that person occupies both a digital and physical space within the gallery
via audio (recording) and its playback. The listener or user is clearly located in the
gallery space, but can also be seen to be present in the digital space as a
consequence of their interaction. Here, using space as a narrative resource 5 the
presence of both the club member and the user merges as new formations of
identity surface through this relationship between the story and space. As Page has
made clear: ‘space and narrative are inextricably linked to the identities that
emerge in and through storytelling.’ 6
Assman’s notion of communicative memory 7 locates our stories and their
storytellers firmly within the notional everyday, localised, and experienced
individually on a micro level within communities such as those found in the
Working-Men’s Club. The installation looked to relocate those memories of
everyday and otherwise forgotten experiences into a larger, more meaningful and
memorable moment with the translation and transformation of such experience via
an art object. The installation aimed to represent both a space and an experience of
everyday storytelling – a place where such moments might exist and be shared. ‘As
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oral histories are made publicly available in archives of different kinds, in turn,
they function to become part of the collective memory for particular communities
and locations.’ 8 The communicative memory captured and presented has the
possibility to become part of a wider collective memory thereby preserving aspects
of club life.
4. Oral Memory and Remediation
Bolter and Grusin 9 regard the concept of ‘remediation’ as a form of ‘mediated
mediation’ where new media ‘refashions’ the content (and often form) of older
media as a form of self-selecting / self-replicating reproduction of a variety of
forms and associations. 10 Here, our experience of new technologies often
deliberately recalls distinct moments of use / interaction with older forms of
mediated communication and might actually recall other remediation. Our
installation did not remediate a particular experience of technology (other than
incidentally) but rather looked to remediate an experience of memory via an
impression of place. It looked to represent an everyday club situation that of being
at a table talking and listening, within a gallery context. The setting was subsumed
by the experience of interaction.
Within the context of the installation there is both an immersion and a sense of
‘transparent immediacy’ where audiences seemed to be witnessing an event as it
happened and were party to conversations between club members. The installation
therefore might be regarded as remediation in three forms:
1. Reconstructed experience of a private space (in this case, a representation of
working-class community leisure).
The installation looked to represent a typical club space – table, chairs or stools
and associated detritus. This might be regarded as a window into a world which
audiences might not be able to otherwise see. Thus, there is a sense of the place
being transported to another environment (gallery), which relocates both the
impression of the club and our documentation of it.
2. Immersive remediation – where users experience a facsimile of what it might
be like to be in such a space, together with audio-visual accompaniment of sounds /
images which reinforce the nature of such an experience. Given that the installation
is in a superficially ‘odd’ place (art gallery), there are no other barriers to
immersion. Once the users are upon or around the table, there is a sense of almost
complete captivation in the world that is being created: an exploration and
willingness to engage with the situation that is being presented to the audience.
Both physical props and digital ‘projection’ (both in audio and visual terms) work
to cultivate these immersive qualities.
3. ‘Immediatic’ installation (defined in terms of immediacy and being
notionally automatic). Such an experience is not passive, but instead operates in a
responsive mode where users are engaged in their own reproduction of the club
experience and play a part in creating a bespoke experience via the triggers /
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responsive locations around the installation. As users wander around it, the
installation reacts. As uncontrolled or uncontrollable actions happen, something
occurs. There is a sense that the installation is a self-controlled and self-managing
space, that it reacts immediately to users’ interactions with it or as they wander its
peripheries.
As the installation is triggered, a recording is played and replayed, depending
upon the algorithms, which might trigger particular sounds of voices. As this
occurs, oral memory is remediated. Ghostly voices and apparitions around a table
are recalled, together with the more mundane accents, utterances and (as Roland
Barthes coined) ‘scraps’ of language. 11 The installation remediates three distinct
types of experience. Firstly, the oral memory, where club members describe events
or moments in their shared experience of club life. Second, that moment of telling
and finally, our experience as active participants (and listeners) in the telling of
such stories and replaying of the memories themselves.
As has been noted the installation, essentially, creates an experience. Situating
oneself around the table generates a moment through which you are able to gain an
impression and get a sense of the club experience (in the broadest possible sense)
via the recordings and the arrangement of objects upon it. Of course, such an
experience is partial. It is never going to (and should not look to) compete with the
experience of being there – the diminishing return of being sat within these kinds
of spaces.
One (unforeseen) consequence of the creation of an embodied virtual,
remediated and hidden experience around and about an organisation and place who
were both in terminal decline was / is an aura of spirituality and, in particular, the
‘hauntological’ impact of the installation. The premeditative silence of the table in
repose would often be broken by incidental / accidental interruption, triggering
voices and images which would instantly call up memory and replay experience.
The table might erupt with sound, after a seemingly minor interaction, which was
often shocking both in terms of volume and being unexpected.
Modes of interaction explored within the installation could be seen as
sometimes passive and ambiguous. Since the points at which interaction might
occur were ‘pushed back’ and no interface presented itself to users, there was no
clear causal relationship between an action and any changes which were seen or
heard to occur. Such ambiguous interaction prompts new or different forms of
interpreting the role of user and the forms through which we are able to affect
change within digital environments.
The installation explored the potential that reconstructed and remediated
experience has some validity in terms of a means of re-connecting with aspects of
our history: a method through which we might call forward lived experience and
(seemingly) mundane recollection into something which isolates and celebrates
them, while providing a platform for reflection and critique.
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The unremarkable – not an event or a moment to be celebrated or regarded as in
any way useful or important – that inconsequential stuff, the scraps of experience
and of how we might mark our lives is here held aloft and venerated as being
worthwhile. In this kind of instance, or at such moments of interaction, experience
is magnified and the grain of what is being said and done are, all of a sudden, made
more noteworthy. Here, voices and background noises become all the more
intriguing as points of focus. Such ‘everydayness’ might make users’ interactions
that much more easy to make, and might facilitate a lack of premeditated criticality
within the audience.
5. Conclusion
Rapid industrialisation created the conditions and needs that led to formation of
such institutions as the Working Men’s Club. Similarly, deindustrialisation has
been cited as creating a ‘dispossessed working class.’ 12 Consequently, a degree of
spatial segregation has compounded the prospects for clubs and club life. In this
context decline and demise have become an inevitable prospect for the majority of
clubs with the members (who might predominately have belonged to the working
class) dispossessed of an institution that was at one time central to their identity.
This installation attempted to resurrect the space and site of memory and
identity lost through such closures. It aimed to allow the user a momentary
experience of a space that alludes to the sensory experience of being in a club. The
physical interface to the piece can be seen as an attempt to define the users
‘experience of being’ 13 by placing them in the club where their experience might
echo that of members. The ubiquitous computing employed helps to create, as
Rokeby puts it, a ‘belief system’ 14 that we might more usually call the ‘user
interface.’
The more inconspicuous a technology the more it allows a user to experience a
degree of embodied virtuality. 15 In his book ‘Interface Fantasy’ 16 Nusselder argues
that user participation creates interactivity, which makes it difficult to define where
the real and virtual both end and begin. He goes on to remark: ‘Interfaces as
“environments” are also, or even more so, frames or windows that organise our
reality.’ 17 In the installation such a ‘reality’ is brought to life momentarily, to be
witnessed, lived in, and believed in.
As quickly as the audio apparitions appear they can vanish, leaving the user
with the memory of a voice, in a room, in a club, in a town. All that’s left is the
recording.
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Section 1.5
Digital Memories: Cyber-Archaeology

HyperScreens: The Presentation of Audiovisual Cultural
Heritage through Interactive Media Platforms
Asen O. Ivanov
Abstract
This chapter examines the use of digital interactive media platforms for access to
audiovisual archival collections at the Dutch television broadcasting heritage
museum, the Media Experience – subsidiary of the Netherlands Institute for Sound
and Vision, one of Europe’s largest audiovisual archives. By combining
technological advances in interactive media design, dynamic metadata modelling,
and artificial intelligence, the interactive displays at the Media Experience
transform the donnish activity of archival access into an exhilarating user-centred
event. However, at present it remains unclear what are the implications of this shift
in practices of display of audiovisual cultural heritage materials for the formation
of national and cultural memory and identity. In this chapter, I venture to unravel
some of the complexities enshrouding this question through the following steps.
First, based on extensive field observations, I develop a comprehensive description
of the state-of-the-art interactive displays at the Media Experience. Second, I
conceptualise the users’ interaction with the displays in relation to foundational
texts in information science and structuralist literary theory, placing an emphasis
on the hypertext/hypermedia pair. Third, through a comparative analysis of the
Media Experience and the multiscreen installation ‘Glimpses of the USA’
produced by Charles and Ray Eames at the American National Exhibition in
Moscow in 1959, I argue that public media representations of national memory and
identity are contingent on the larger context in which humanity produces, stores,
and circulates records and information.
Key Words: Audiovisual archives, practices of display, interactive media,
hypertext, Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision, Eames Office, community,
identity, memory, media archaeology.
*****
1. Introduction
Audiovisual (AV) archival collections are among the most abundant and
contextually diverse sources of historical documentation. The content-rich
character of AV media – its innate ability to record and reproduce spatial and
temporal events with an uncanny photographic precision – coupled up with the
ubiquitous production of cinema, television, and amateur (home) movies during the
20th century make AV archival collections a boundless fount of cultural knowledge
and memory. Traditionally, access to AV archival collections has been restricted
by the medium specific demands for presentation of analogue AV materials (film
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and video projection). In recent years, however, all that has changed. By
uncoupling content from analogue AV media, the on-going digitisation of AV
archival collections has established new standards and practices of digital
preservation and digital access.
In this chapter, I emphasise some of the implications digitisation has had for
digital access to AV archival collections. I do so by analysing the specific ways in
which the use of digital interactive media allows the practice of display to AV
archive collections to provide a specific type of informal learning environment, and
as such, to serve as a site for the construction of cultural memory and identity.
To this end, I will examine the exhibition space of the Dutch national
broadcasting archive – the interactive multiscreen, multimedia exhibition space
aptly named the Media Experience. Then, in order to discern the historically
specific set of media norms, procedures, and structures that shape the processes of
informal learning through display of AV materials, I will comparatively analyse
the Media Experience in relation to ‘Glimpses of the USA,’ a 1959 multiscreen
installation, which, I argue, was designed to fulfil similar purpose, albeit, by
different aesthetic and technological means and within a different historical and
ideological context. Based on my analysis, I conclude that the public AV media
representations of national memory and identity are contingent on the larger
context in which humanity produces, stores, and circulates records and
information.
2. The Media Experience
The Media Experience is the exhibition space of the Netherlands Institute for
Sound and Vision (NISV), one of the largest broadcasting archives in Europe,
custodian of over 700,000 hours of television, radio, and film. 1
The Media Experience is an unusual exhibition space without a clearly
identifiable equivalent. To begin with, it is an exhibition space of an AV archive,
but it bears no resemblance to a cinematic theatre or any other traditional space
suited for presentation of AV materials. Rather, the Media Experience closely
resembles an interactive, science museum – a space in which the visitors are
encouraged to interact with the objects on display. This, of course, is no
coincidence. The Media Experience has been conceived and designed in a way that
emphasizes the idea that a visit to the archive will be engaging but more
importantly fun. 2 A place where auditory and sensory thrills and instant interactive
access trump the activity of sifting through archival finding aids and locating
archival records on dusty shelves.
Furthermore, the Media Experience is a unique AV archival exhibition space
because it utilises only about 500 hours of archival footage – from the 700,000
hours collection of NISV – to reconstruct and perform the history of Dutch mass
media, capturing its essence and conveying it to the public in a unique and
entertaining way. I evoke the term perform quite literally here, since, as I will
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show, the Media Experience is an exhibition space in which the interactive screens
engage the visitors in a media-driven performance that demands their active
intellectual and physical participation.
One of the most innovative features of the Media Experience is the so-called
ring, an interactive device encased in a small plastic ring. The ring is distributed to
the visitors at the ticket desk and then needs to be registered at one of the
designated kiosks adjacent to the entrance of the exhibition hall. There, the visitors
are prompted to disclose their name, date of birth, and email address, and then to
choose a virtual guide that will accompany them on their journey in the exhibition
hall, and it will introduce each archival footage exhibit by appearing on the
screens. Twelve out of the thirteen virtual guides are familiar faces from the Dutch
mass media (actors, TV anchors, celebrities etc.). They comprise a diverse group in
terms of age, gender, ethnicity, religious background, and social status that reflects
the multicultural and multi-ethnic makeup of the Dutch society. It is likely, then,
that the visitors will choose as their virtual guide someone with whom they are
familiar and identify with. This establishes the following dynamic: a virtual avatar
of a media personality with whom I am familiar with (I identify socially, culturally,
ethnically) will take me by the hand (ring) and lead me through the hall of the
Media Experience. The thirteenth virtual guide, the only one that can accommodate
to non-Dutch speaking visitors, is an avatar of the Dutch painter Rembrandt van
Rijn – who of course is one of the most internationally recognisable figures from
Dutch history.
Personalisation of the visit for each visitor is one of the main functions the ring
fulfils. The information collected via the ring contextualises the content of the
screens inside the exhibition space. A great deal of the content the visitors will
view is defined in relation to their age. For example, in front of a screen presenting
archival children television footage, the visitors will be shown footage from their
own youth as the system will adjust the material on display in relation to the age of
each individual visitor in real time as soon she activates the screen with her ring.
The ring also allows visitors to favour and to save content they have watched on
the various screens, and then to watch it again during a later stage of their journey
in the so-called Media Lounge – in this way actively creating their own archival
footage compilations. Thus, it could be said, that the ring performs an
individualised contextualisation of the Media Experience: it tailors the content of
the various media displays and pavilions according to the demographics of the
visitors, facilitating an individual presentation of AV archival materials.
The interactive screens inside the Media Experience, which take cues by, and
are operated through, the interactive ring are organized in the so-called media
pavilions. The media pavilions are large thematic spaces fashioned in relation to
popular television genres: politics, news, sports, wildlife documentaries, soap
opera, reality TV and so forth. The majority of the pavilions do not simply display
AV archival materials, but engage the visitors in interactive interplay, demanding
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their physical and intellectual involvement. For example, the faux mid-size
television studio in the ‘Behind the Scene’ pavilion offers a hands-on television
production ‘experience’ – the visitors can use the props and AV equipment in the
studio to recreate scenes from famous Dutch television soap operas and then to
compare the results with original archival materials. ‘This is the News’ pavilion
functions in a similar way as it allows the visitors to tap into the roles of an anchor,
cameraman or editor of the eight o’clock news and to produce their own mock-up
news segment using archival materials.
The rest of media pavilions and media screens inside the Media Experience
engage the visitor in similar ways. Rather than simply displaying archival
materials, they engage the visitors in a media performance; thus, allowing them to
create unanticipated linkages between a diverse set of AV archival materials,
facilitating a highly personalised interaction with the history of Dutch TV
broadcasting heritage. Inside the exhibition hall, the visitors are encouraged to
explore and discover for themselves, choosing their own path through the forest of
media signs, forging links between thematically arranged fragments, and in this
way creating their own media experience through active participation.
3. Analysis
Right at the outset, it should be acknowledged that the public display of AV
archival materials through digital interactive platforms of exhibition is consistent
with the shift from an institutionally-mediated, centralised, place-bound access
(typical of analogue archives) to a user-mediated, decentralised, ubiquitous access
occurring across archival institutions as a result of the digitisation of archival
materials. 3 The implications of this shift in the context of the AV archive,
however, are markedly different from that of other archival institutions. Unlike
paper-based archives, access to AV materials has always been in a sense
performative inasmuch as the spatial and temporal nature of AV materials’
projection has innate performative qualities. The AV archive, therefore, merits a
specific treatment in the analysis of the effects of digitisation on archival access;
moreover, one that should focus on the fundamental tenets of the dynamics of the
AV archival materials’ consumption – their public display.
One way in which the historically specific set of media norms, procedures, and
structures that shape the processes of the consumption of AV archival materials in
the Media Experience could be elucidated is by contrasting them with a similar
historical instance of public AV media display – an approach to media analysis that
in recent years has become known as ‘media archaeology.’ 4 The 1959 multiscreen
installation ‘Glimpses of the USA’ created by the designer duo Charles and Ray
Eamse – arguably the most successful and innovative designers working in the US
after World War II – is an excellent candidate for this task.
Among their numerous contributions to the design and material culture of the
post Wold War II era, the Eamese duo were actively involved in creating the field
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of information design through film productions, presentations, and public
exhibitions that focused on elaborating the functionality of new devices. They are
renowned for their work as visual communicators, ‘who actively supported efforts
to educate the public about scientific and technological principles,’ 5 and for their
ability to plainly communicate complex ideas to lay audiences. 6 Their work in the
field of exhibition design is considered as exemplarily of the developments of
science and technology exhibitions during the post-war era, which ‘were part of a
broader epistemological shifts concerning the ways of apprehending subjects,
objects, and the world.’ 7
The ‘Glimpses of the USA’ installation comprised more than ‘2,200 still and
moving images – taken from magazines and television – to provide a visual
expression of the complexity and diversity of the American life.’ 8 The visual
materials were mostly images depicting scenes of daily life in the U.S., organized
in thematic categories: work, play and so forth; the scenes were projected
simultaneously on seven large screens (7x9 meters) suspended in a vast purposebuilt auditorium (75 meters in diameter). Apart from the multiscreen design,
another essential characteristic of ‘Glimpses of the USA’ was the fast cutting rate
between the moving images and the intense visual juxtaposition created between
the seven individual screens. ‘The images had to be too many to be comprehend
individually but not so many that the information would be confusing or hard to
follow.’ 9
An opulent and awe-inspiring media spectacle, ‘Glimpses of the USA’ was one
of the centrepieces of the American National Exhibition in Moscow in 1959 – the
first cultural exchange between the two Cold War superpowers. As such, it was a
massive display of US economical and ideological power. Evidently, the goal of
the multiscreen installation was to promote the values of the American way of life,
but in accord with the unique style of the Eameses, it did so by displaying to the
Soviet audiences the technological principles and cultural logic of the 1960s mass
media itself.
Writing about ‘Glimpses of the USA’ in the context of the ‘evolution of
multiscreen multimedia presentation of information,’ 10 the historian and theorist
Beatriz Colomina states that the ‘Eameses were the self-conscious architects of a
new kind of space;’ one in which ‘the relationship between images re-enacts the
operation of [media] technology.’ 11 The conclusion of Colomina’s detailed
analysis of ‘Glimpses of the USA’ is particularly pertinent to my argument. She
writes:
The space of a newspaper or an illustrated magazine is a grid in
which information is arranged and rearranged as it comes in: a
space the reader navigates in his or her own way, at glance, or by
fully entering a particular story. The reader, viewer, consumer
constructs the space, participating actively in the design. It is a
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space where continuities are made through “cutting”. The same
is true of the space of the newsreel and television. The logic of
the Eameses multiscreens is simply the logic of the mass
media. 12
In light of the above, it is worth asking what is the ‘logic’ (to borrow
Colomina’s term) informing the multiscreen of the Media Experience? Based on
my analysis I venture to suggest that this is the ‘logic’ of hypertext.
Much has been written about hypertext in recent years. On the one hand, the
discussion has elucidated its specific technical affordances, placing the imaginary
origin of hypertext with the visionary ideas of the inventor and wartime scientific
administrator Vannevar Bush – a genealogical origin that has been pointedly
criticised for being misleadingly narrow in scope. 13 On the other hand, a number of
literary and cultural theorists have traced the structural logic of hypertext to the
postructuralist ideas on texts and readership of authors such as Jacques Derrida,
Michel Foucault, and Roland Barthes. 14
Here, I opt to conceptualise hypertext by drawing on an account that bridges
the two strands of the discussion: the technological and the cultural. In his article,
‘Hypertext and Hypertension: Poststructuralist Critical Theory,’ P. N. Edwards
writes that what is unique about hyper text is that unlike ordinary texts or notes it
can ‘directly represent the linkages normally carried only in personal
experience.’ 15 It is an ‘improved form of social meditation;’ public text that is also
‘available for a private reconstruction.’ An informational space that ‘better reflects
the fact that human knowledge has not only content but inherent structure –
multiple, overlapping levels and kinds of structures (associative, temporal, logical,
narrative and so on).’ 16
In light of P. N. Edwards’ account, I suggest that the set of media norms,
procedures, and structures at play in the Media Experience exhibition space are
consistent with the ‘logic’ of hypertext. The Media Experience is a space that
facilitates a form of social access to AV archival materials, allowing the visitors to
create multiple, overlapping connections that run through the content on display
over the numerous screens, offering the public the possibility to redefine the
archival structures by linking content and in this way forging their own unique
perspective over the AV collection but also their history as reflected in TV
broadcasting heritage.
In both ‘Glimpses of the USA’ and the Media Experience, media becomes a
quintessential expression of the cultural history and identity – a common point of
references to what being American or being Dutch is all about. If the space of the
Eameses’ multiscreen installation was the linear space of the newspaper, the
newsreel, and television; however, the space of the Media Experience appears to be
that of the hypertext and hypermedia.
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This leads me to conclude that the public visual media representations of
national memory and identity need to be understood in relation to the dominant
context in which humanity produces, stores, and circulates records and
information. Thus, the understanding of the historically specific cultural and
technological logic (norms and processes) that shape the expectations and practices
of media producers and consumers, and the specific ways in which societies create
and disseminate information, are integral methodological elements for the
analytical understanding of contemporary exhibition spaces such as the Media
Experience. 17
4. Conclusion
The digital interactive AV archive in the 21st century is a memory institution
that can provide support to multiple, diverse, and perhaps even conflicting,
worldviews. If such an approach appears reckless in the context of historical paperbased archives, where the meaning of the documents is established in relation to
their provenance, it nonetheless seems somewhat fitting in the context of the AV
archive. The relationship we establish with mass media has always been spatially
and temporally ephemeral (in a sense performative), but also deeply personal – and
that personal appreciation is what eventually grants film or other AV media their
communal significance. As Jacques Derrida postulates, the archive stands in a
relation to the future ‘which retrospectively, or retroactively, gives it its so-called
final truth.’ 18 Analysing digital interactive practices of display at the Media
Experience, I would venture to suggest that the 21st century AV archive also stands
in a relation to the individual user, who retrospectively, or retroactively, will
recognise in the vastness and heterogeneity of the archival holdings her own final
truth and define her own media experience.

Notes
1

The building of NISV, designed by the architectural duo Jan Neutelings and
Michiel Riedijk in a close collaboration with the artist Jaap Drupsteen, is in itself
an architectural marvel. The exterior of the building consists of number of
colourful relief glass plates incrusted with iconic images from the history of Dutch
mass media culture. The interior of the building is organised in a manner that
conjures symbolic associations, epitomising the abstract principles informing the
institutional policy and infrastructure of NISV: to preserve and to show. From the
building’s atrium, the visitors can catch a glimpse of the archival vaults housed
underground behind granite walls – the place where the treasures of the past are
preserved. The administrative office compartments of the institute are located
above ground level, wrapped in translucent glass walls – connoting the notions of
visibility, transparency, and objectivity. The walls of the Media Experience are
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ensconced behind metal tiles adorned with abstract incrustations – the media
treasures of the past are kept out of view, accessible only on the inside, submerged
in darkness.
2
Julia Noordegraaf, ‘Experiencing TV: An Analysis of the Screen Space of the
Media Museum’, in The Cinematic Experience: Film, Contemporary Art,
Museums, ed. Alice Autelitano (Udine, Italy: Campantto Editore, 2010), 201.
3
Kiersten F. Latham, ‘Medium Rare: Exploring Archives and Their Conversion
from Original to Digital Part Two: The Holistic Knowledge Arsenal of PaperBased Archives’, LIBRES: Library and Information Science Research Electronic
Journal 21 (March 2011): 1-21; and Kiersten F. Latham, ‘Medium Rare: Exploring
Archives and Their Conversion from Original to Digital: Part One: Lessons from
the History of Print Media’, LIBRES: Library and Information Science Research
Electronic Journal 20 (September 2010): 1-14.
4
See Erkki Huhtamo and Jussi Parikka, ‘Introduction: An Archaeology of Media
Archaeology’, Chapter 1 in Media Archaeology: Approaches, Applications, and
Implications, eds. Huhtamo, Erkki and Jussi Parikka (Berkeley, CA: University of
California Press, 2011): 1-25.
5
Anne Marie Balsamo, Designing Culture: The Technological Imagination at
Work (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), 102.
6
Ibid., 103.
7
Ibid., 97.
8
John Neuhart, Marilyn Neuhart and Ray Eames, Eames Design: The Work of the
Office of Charles and Ray Eames (New York: H.N. Abrams, 1989), 239-240.
9
Ibid.
10
Beatriz Colomina, ‘Enclosed by Images: The Eamses’ Multiscreen Architecture’,
Chapter 3, in Art of Projection, eds. Stan Douglas and Christopher Eamon
(Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz, 2009), 40.
11
Ibid.
12
Ibid., 50-51.
13
For discussion and a critique of these ideas, see Boyd W. Rayward, ‘Visions of
Xanadu: Paul Otlet (1868–1944) and Hypertext’, Journal of the American Society
for Information Science 45, No. 4 (1994): 235-250.
14
Paul Delany and George P. Landow, Hypermedia and Literary Studies
(Cambridge, MA: M.I.T. Press, 1991.); and George P. Landow, Hypertext 3.0:
Critical Theory and New Media in an Era of Globalization (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 2006).
15
P. N. Edwards, ‘Hypertext and Hypertension: Poststructuralist Critical Theory’,
in Social Studies of Science and Software in Social Studies of Science 24 (1994):
264.
16
Ibid., 262.
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17

This is idea is also consistent with what Bruce Alan Williams and Michael X.
Delli Carpini call a ‘media regimes.’ See Bruce Alan Williams and Michael X.
Delli Carpini, ‘Media Regimes and American Democracy’, in After Broadcast
News: Media Regimes, Democracy, and the New Information Environment
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 16-51.
18
Jacques Derrida, ‘Archive Fever’ (transcribed seminar), in Refiguring the
Archive, eds. Carolyn. Hamilton et al. (Norwell: Kluwer Academic Publishers,
2002), 42.
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Section 1.6
New Designs, Platforms and Art Practices

Interface: The Actual Story
Funda Şenova Tunalı
Abstract
Technological enhancements and the integration of digital media into our daily
lives have brought us many possibilities to form new associations and interact with
the content that we are confronted with. Digital storytelling is such a field, which
by using the characteristics of new media tries to form new semantic and syntactic
relations between the authors/producers/designers/creators, the stories told and the
users. Interface appears as the gateway through which the user accesses the
content. The physical and digital interfaces (graphical user interfaces) and how the
user interacts with them set the rules of the process by which the data is accessed.
New media places the interface and the user at the heart of this interaction. The
possibility of customising the user experience is an exciting one, which can bring
dynamism to any story that is being told. The graphical user interface not only
provides access to the content being represented but also gives freedom to the user
to a degree on how to experience the story and provides visual information about
the look and feel of the story. This chapter probes into the idea that an interface
beyond being an undetachable part of the story being told, also acts as a part of the
story with which it unfolds. Whether it is an online book, a hyperlinked story, a
new media documentary, a computer game, or any other form of transmedia
storytelling, interface becomes an important element of the story that gives visual
hints and designates the look and feel of the story being told. This study intends to
put forward interface as the element that is the gateway to the story, a part of the
story and the reflection of the user who access the content through interacting with
the interface.
Key Words: New media, interface, interaction, look and feel, database,
hypermediacy, immediacy.
*****
There have been great societies that did not use the wheel, but
there have been no societies that did not tell stories. 1
Stories have always been an integral part of culture we inhabit. We construct,
remember, re-write, record, alter, read, or in some occasions even forget about
stories; pass them on to other generations and cultures through oral, gestural,
written or visual courses. Storytelling is an act of conveying narratives in
amalgamation with the memories, experiences, and point of views of the storyteller
and the receiver. Hence, no story in history is neutral or objective, and it changes
every time that it is being told and experienced. We tell stories to inform, entertain,
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inspire, persuade, dissuade from, encourage, discourage, teach, and share ideas,
assets, knowledge, memory or even history. Today, transmedia stories embody
interactive narratives, scenarios, documentaries, computer games, commentaries,
as well as fables and fairy tales and can be considered more than just mere
remediations 2 of cultural products that reflect the operational logic of digital
culture.
Digital technologies offer us expandable possibilities through which such
stories can be practiced as new experiences both for the storyteller and the
audience. Its interactive nature, continuous flow of data, the interrelatedness of the
content, and the methods we use to construct, navigate through, and experience the
story become as vital as the storyteller and the audience as well.
Digital technologies, without any doubt, act as one of our extensions we use to
communicate, be entertained, and be informed about our environment, our culture,
and society. At this particular point, the interface, which moderates the humancomputer interaction, manifests itself as the key component of new media.
Basically, an interface is the object that mediates/brings together the user and the
system, which she intends to interact with. Through the interface the content is
made accessible to the user and can be made possible to be explored by the user
only through interacting with it. The interface of a digital system includes the
hardware of that system such as the screen, the mouse, the keyboard, the
microphone, the camera, etc., and the software that is implemented in the system,
such as the application with which the content is presented, and graphical user
interface. Interfaces shape, alter, and affect how we experience and perceive the
content through their designs, applications and logics. As Rokeby stated ‘[T]he
interface itself, by defining how we perceive and navigate content, shapes our
experience as that content.’ 3 The designer of the interface has great responsibility
to provide the necessary design that would function in the way to attract and
engage the user in the story being told. Hence, the interface is not just a mediator
that connects the audience with the content but is a cultural entity. Manovich
argues that the interface becomes what he calls cultural interface since the data
that the user is accessing is the digitally encoded cultural input. 4 The concept of
cultural interface is significant for this study because of the reason that the
accessed content is a product that has its roots deep in culture and the interface
accompanying it is a reflection of the content, the storyteller and the user.
The audience/listener of a story becomes the user as she experiences the story
via digital media. Hence, digital media has the promise of interactive participation,
where the concept of the audience alters dramatically. She has to interact with the
digital story being presented via using the specifically designed interface. The
graphical user interface, which depends on visual expressions and metaphors, acts
as a gateway to the story. It introduces the story to the user, offers visual hints
about the story being told, designates the look and feel of it, establishes the setting,
provides the continuity in the story, and adopts the user to the system. Thus, the
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interface becomes the story itself without which the content, in this case the digital
story, cannot be accessed and experienced.
In a digital story, the user is welcomed by the interface. It greets her, first of all
by its visual design. The user can only experience the digital story after she figures
out how to use the interface. She must be willing to interact with the system and to
achieve this interaction the interface must be inviting. If the designed interface is
not intuitive enough or is complicated the user might be repelled from the work.
Interface metaphors are considered successful by designers if
they seem “intuitive,” and if they help the uninitiated to quickly
and comfortably adopt the tool in ways that feel productive to
them. 5
Some users of digital media are engaging with the technologies so frequently
that they unconsciously develop a memory and habitual behaviours on how to
interact with the content that they are offered. Regardless of the devices that are
used, the user is expected to figure out rather quickly how to engage with the data.
To access the content, the user should trigger the system by making a choice
whether it is an online book, a new media documentary, a webisode, a computer
game, a DVD, etc. This act of choice making is a promise of digital media that
offers a democratic environment. However, these choices are most of the time
limited and pre-planned by the designer. Hence, within such works the active
participation of the user turns out to be an illusion.
The first choice the user makes can be considered as the first step taken for an
immersive experience. Meadows talks about four steps of interaction through
which the user is introduced and is engaged with the interface of any system;
observation, exploration, modification and reciprocal change. 6 The user observes
the system, explores the possibilities/choices she is provided with, acts on these
choices, and if it lets the user to make changes in the system through her
interaction by generating new content, mutually the system alters the user who
demands to see new outcomes. 7
The interface acts like a portal through which, the story can only be triggered
via making a choice that it is offering. At this instance, the interface is what a book
cover and pages are to a novel, or a photo album; what a poster or a stage are to a
theatre play; what a poster, a title sequence, or a screen to a film, or a
documentary; or what a CD cover, its insert, or the music player to a music album.
First and foremost, the user should be attracted by the design of the interface to
engage with the story. The interface of a digital story will likely be more engaging
and informative if it gives hints about the content of the story, the genre, and even
the intended affect expected to be awakened in the user. The design of the interface
should be consistent with the content, if it is not it may confuse the user, which in
some cases can be the intention.
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The interface is like a theatrical stage where the audience may get clues about
the play from the stage decoration, even before it starts. It establishes the setting of
the story and prepares the user for what is to come. The interface should encourage
the user to engage with the system, draw her towards the story being told and help
her to select a subject position. Thus, the interface takes an outsider and transforms
her into a user who is immersed in the story being told.
As the user adopts the operational logic of the interface and is drawn into the
story, she chooses her desired options from a range of selections that will help the
story to unfold. The choices of the user are of significance in the sense that they
may change the course of the events in the story being told. So, the interface not
only acts as the stage on which the story unfolds, but also as the agent by which the
continuity and progression of the story is provided. The interface allows the user to
connect different cause and effect relationships that are collected in the database of
the work. Hence, even if the content is expected to be experienced in a non-linear
fashion, because of the interaction of the user with the interface, the fragments of
the stories are experienced in a linear fashion. In some cases the project may
consists of contents that would be unveiled simultaneously to evoke an emotion or
a reaction in the user. For instance in the film Timecode 8 the viewer is confronted
with 4-channel screening, within which she is free to choose.
The choices, although pre-planned and limited by the storyteller, offer the user
an immersive environment that she continues with the digital experience. If the
digital experience is claiming to be an interactive one, it requires active
participation of the user. The instances in the digital narrative where the course of
the story has the possibility to change are most likely to be triggered or decided
upon by the user, who makes selections or interacts with the work through the
interface. The user is expected to be more willing to interact with the system if the
system provides a higher level of interactive experience that offers an active
participation, where the user feels like she is the one with the power to shape the
story. The existence of any interface is already an evidence of interaction; the level
of this interaction depends on its structure.
The ability to “read” a medium means you can access materials
and tools created by others. The ability to “write” in a medium
means you can generate materials and tools for others. 9
Hence, the user experiencing a digital story may become a writer if she can
generate new content. However, a user may prefer to be a passive participant of the
system. While designing and producing for digital media, one should keep in mind
that interactive nature of the media does not have to necessarily transform every
user into a content-maker. Whichever degree of participation is chosen for the user,
the interaction platform is always the interface and it determines a forced on
perspective for the user to adopt. The interface helps the story to unfold through
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the interaction of the user. Thus, it is at the same time a representation of the user.
It reflects the user as well as the storyteller. However, this reflection is never a
neutral presentation of the user. It always carries cultural imprints and the point of
view of the storyteller, since a story is first and foremost is shaped by the
experiences, knowledge, and memory of the storyteller and it always operates on
the fact that it is told for a reason.
Apart from the story represented, the visual language of the interface always
carries cultural connotations and depends heavily on our daily practices. Along
with helping the user to grasp the story easier or surprising her through creating a
shocking effect by implementing a visual design, the storyteller or the interface
designer in order to communicate a preferred message, rely on the visual design of
the interface that carries cultural specific connotations which are never neutral or
objective.
The decentred, rhizomatic structure of digital media and the logic of database
as a cultural form 10 open up new possibilities towards how to assess narratives and
interfaces. Manovich emphasises the anti-narrative logic of the Web because of the
dominance of the database as the cultural form 11 and argues that ‘narrative and
database are natural enemies.’ 12 However, through interface design the storyteller
has the potential of transforming the bits of data into meaningful syntactic
formations that would be revealed by the user who is interacting with the system
through the intent of experiencing a digital narrative. Hence, the storyteller and
interface designer have the power to direct the user in the desired route to help her
in unveiling a content in the projected way. In a digital project the key aspect is the
interface, without which the user cannot operate, navigate through, and experience
the content.
The interface accompanying the story in digital media acts not only as a
mediator through which the user reaches the content, but also as a gateway that
indicates the mood, feel and look, and point of view of the story being told. It
functions as a stage where the audience is transformed into the user and she is
introduced with the story being told. The user provides continuity by engaging
with the interface through which she navigates and reveals the story in samples of
digital stories with high levels of interactions. The user is encouraged by the
storyteller to step in the process of storytelling and choose from variety of
selections that would alter the structure of the narrative (even the choices are
amongst planned and a limited ones) and reflecting the choices and perspective of
the user. Thus, the interface, especially the graphical user interface becomes an
undetachable part of the story, moreover, a story by itself.
13
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The Virtualisation of Architecture in the Digital Era
Vassilis Papalexopoulos and Artemis Psaltoglou
Abstract
Both architectural practice and theory have changed due to digital technologies.
Although this relationship runs already almost half a century, the last two decades
a debate has arisen around the emergence of a new paradigm caused by the digital
revolution in architecture. Accepting this premise, we would refer, for the
foundations of this new paradigm, to Bernard Cache’s theory of the objectile, the
Deleuzian fold and the distinction made by the later between potential and virtual.
One can come to the realisation that architecture has become part of what Pierre
Levy described as virtual reality. Contemporary practices in architecture, such as
parametric design made possible a shift from object to objectile. As Mario Carpo
notes, ‘the objectile is to an object what a mathematical function is to a family of
curves.... in Aristotelian terms, the objectile is a generic object.’ 1 The theory of
objectile also implies that the object itself should fall outside the scope of design.
Through the use of parametric and generative programmes architectural objects go
through the process of virtualisation as proposed by Levy. In search of these
changes we run into two projects by Arata Isozaki and Mutsuro Sasaki. Their entry
in the international competition to design a new station in Florence, Italy, and their
design for the entrance to a convention centre in Doha, Qatar. Although being in
different places in the world and with different architectural demands, they usually
are seen as one coherent project, as an objectile, since they follow the same
problematique. One can see them as different realisations of the same virtual
object.
Key Words: Generative, theory, design, digital, virtual, architecture, objectile,
parametric.
*****
1. The Paradigm Shift
The relationship between architecture and the informational society can be
traced back to the 1960’s and 1970’s. Moreover, in the last two decades both
theorists and practitioners in architecture have been talking about the ‘digital
revolution’ and the paradigm shift this brought to their field. The historian Mario
Carpo interprets it as a shift from identicallity to variability. 2 According to his
writings modern architecture is based on Leon Batista Alberti’s theory. Alberti
defined the building as the identical copy of the architect’s drawing. He also
argued about the distinction between design and construction, which is the basis of
the modern perception of the ‘Architect-Author.’ Equally significant in the shaping
process of modern architecture was the industrial revolution and the mass
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production of identical copies. With the rise of digital variability most of the
aforementioned principles are taking a downfall. Concepts such as identicallity,
mass production and authorship are replaced by similarity, mass customisation and
open design.
A crucial moment for the discourse of digital variability occurred at the turn of
the 1980’s. 3 The publication of Gilles Deleuze’s book, The Fold: Leibniz and
Baroque in 1988, its subsequent interpretation by Bernard Cache and the use of the
fold by designers such as Greg Lynn and Peter Eisenman in the American
postdeconstructivist architectural theory were blended in a special issue of
Architectural Design, Folding in Architecture, published in 1993. In addition, very
important for the theory of digital variability is the virtual. This concept was first
introduced by Deleuze in Difference and Repetition and analysed by Pierre Levy in
his book Virtual Reality. Taking into consideration all the above, the aim of this
chapter is to examine whether one can talk about a process of virtualisation of the
architectural object in the digital era.
2. The Virtual and Its Processes
To carry out our search for a process of virtualisation in architecture we must
first define its basic characteristics. To do that, we will look in the works of Gilles
Deleuze and Pierre Levy. The first distinction between the possible and the virtual
and thereby the realisation of the possible and the actualisation of the virtual was
made by Gilles Deleuze in his book Difference and Repetition. 4 Firstly, the virtual
is opposed not to the real but to the actual. It is real without being actual and
constitutes part of the real object. However, the virtual should not be confused with
the possible. The possible is opposed to the real as the process it undergoes is the
realisation whereas the virtual undergoes the process of actualisation. The
distinction between the possible and the virtual can be further understood by the
fact that one refers to the form of identity in the concept, whereas the other
designates a pure multiplicity in the idea, which radically excludes the identical as
a prior condition. To the extent that the possible is open to ‘realisation,’ it is
understood as an image of the real, while the real is supposed to resemble the
possible. 5
Between the realisation of the possible and the actualisation of the virtual,
Deleuze differentiates two kinds of multiplicity: one that is redundant and one that
is creative. The realisation of the possible operates by the principles of limitation
and resemblance, while the actualisation of the virtual operates by differentiation,
divergence and creation. In order to be actualised, the virtual must create its own
lines of actualization. Briefly, with the realisation of the possible we witness the
representation of what already is, and in the actualisation of the virtual the
becoming-other of something that, though real, has not yet been. 6
This distinction between virtual and possible constitutes the basis of Pierre
Levy’s exploration of virtual reality, in his book Becoming Virtual. 7 Levy
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emphasises on the two processes associated with the virtual. The first is the
actualisation, which is a process of creation, an event in its strict meaning. 8 It is a
process of becoming while in the same time it creates a feedback loop with the
virtual. The second is the virtualisation, which is more a displacement of the
ontological gravity of an object than a simple derealisation. Through this
transformation the entity exists in a problematic field and is detached from the here
and now. Although it is necessary that a group, an action or an information, are
actualised here and there, now or later, once they have been through this process
they are deterritorialised. Since virtualisation is the transition to a problematic, it
also questions the classical notion of identity and it can be seen as a process of
heterogenesis, of acceptance of alterity. These two processes together with
realisation and potentialisation constitute what Levy describes as ontological
quandrivium, 9 and are inextricably bound with one another.
In his book Levy suggests a core of the processes of virtualisation, which, in
retrospect, allows us to identify them as such, analyse them and control them. This
core constitutes of the trivium: 10 grammar, dialectic and rhetoric. ‘The operations
of grammar segment a continuum that is strongly tied to presences here and now’ 11
in order to produce standard elements. These abstract elements are independent
from living contexts and can easily be actualised in an infinite variety of uses, each
one different but altogether similar as examples of the same virtual element.
‘Dialecticization is an active process,’ 12 he argues. The virtualising dialectic
establishes relations of logical coherence between entities, which being caught up
in this process are doubled. They remain the same and at the same time they
become the vectors of another. Such a process serves as the basis of virtualisation
since it creates, always differently, a second world that is being ceaselessly reborn,
through an ‘infinite process of doubling, return and correspondence.’ 13 Grammar
segments the elements and organises them in sequences. Dialectic creates between
them relations of correspondence and substitutions. Rhetoric detaches its objects
from any combination, any signification and deploys ‘the virtual as an autonomous
world.’ 14
Levy, furthermore, distinguishes three virtualisations that produced the human
being: the language as the virtualisation of the present, the technique as the
virtualisation of the action and the contract as the virtualisation of violence. As far
as technique is concerned, grammar refers to the segmentation to basic gestures or
material factors that can be recombined in variant actions of tools under certain
circumstances. Probably, the dialectic of technique is confusing since language
signifies while technique belongs to the field of effective action. Nevertheless a
technical ordinance also signifies other less complicated or non-technical
ordinances. Thus the technical object not only accomplishes substitution but
furthermore it performs the same mode of abstraction as language. Moreover,
technique features rhetoric since technical invention generates radically novel
possibilities, capable, if developed, to give way to an unpredictable creation.
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Production of artefacts reaches the point of rhetoric when it involves the generation
of new purposes.
Having defined the processes of the ontological quadrivium and the trivium of
virtualisation in technique, it's crucial for this chapter to examine the way the
object is defined in this new virtual reality. In order for an object to play a
significant role in the process of virtualisation it must be an object-bond, a
catalysing object of collective intelligence. It must be simultaneously the same for
everyone and different for each one, in the sense that each one is, from his
individual perspective, in a different position. It is at the same time or in turns in
the hands of everyone allowing each individual to mark it with their actions. It is
deterritorialised, an agent of the reciprocal transition from private to public or from
local to global, non exclusive. It bears with it the field of the problematic of the
group. This object-bond ‘is able to complete and unify the three forms of
virtualization related to beings, signs, and things.’ 15 Although language virtualises
‘here and now,’ the process is incomplete unless there is an object that, detached
from individual perceptions and actions, contributes to the creation of an objective
world that connects entities and constitutes subjects. Also, the virtualisation of
violence through contract needs an object that leads to the creation of non-violent
social bonds. In the case of technique the tool is an object that is passed from hand
to hand, produces common uses, becomes a vector of knowledge, and catalyses
cooperation. Thereby, the object-bond ‘intersects the three fundamental
virtualizations of anthropogenesis and it constitutes the human as social, cognitive
and practical subject.’ 16
3. The Fold in Architecture
Architects were interested in the theory of Deleuze in their quest for ontological
continuity in the architectural forms and processes. More specifically, they focused
in his interpretation of Leibniz’s mathematics of continuity, 17 which does not
describe objects, but their laws of change, their infinite, infinitesimal variations. At
this point, Deleuze introduced the philosophical concept of fold, which refers at the
same time to a concept, a structure and a process. Geometrically it can be described
as a point of inflection, which, according to Cache, belongs to a topography where
a line is not what goes between two points, but a point is the intersection of many
lines. 18 The introduction of the concept of variation with Leibniz’s mathematics
encouraged the idea of a family of infinite curves, which is generated from an
algorithmic function, instead of that of a unique tangent to a unique point of a
concrete curve.
In order to describe a function that virtually contains an infinite number of
objects, Deleuze proposes the word objectile. At the same time, Cache uses the
same word to refer to variable objects created from volumes. 19 He analyses a new
situation of the object, which does not refer anymore to a static space shape, but to
a temporal formation that implicates not only the principles of the continuous
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affiliation of the matter to variation, but also the continuous evolution of the form.
According to Deleuze, the object becomes event. 20
Based on the concepts of Deleuze and Cache, a crucial question arises, whether
the fold contributes to the production of new forms of architecture, or just repeats
what already exists. ‘Does it realize the possible by representing or figuring a
concept (the fold) in (folded) architectural form, or does it actualize the virtual and
create new, experimental and unpredictable forms of architecture?’ 21 Having
distinguished the architectural form from the form of an architectural practice, it is
clear that new forms of architecture will emerge as a result of the development of
more pliant, complex, and heterogeneous forms of architectural practices.
Extended research on the fold in architecture has been made by two American
architects, Peter Eisenman and Greg Lynn, who worked for some time in
Eisenman’s office. Eisenman uses the Deleuzian fold in his later work interpreting
it through the concept of the diagram. The diagram is a disciplinary mechanism
that negates previous institutional contradictions and dictates a different mode of
repetition, one that functions as production of differentiality and not of identity.
The fold is defined as the diagram of the virtual, as the shortest distance between
two disciplines. 22
For Lynn, folding is a process of supple mixture of elements and its
morphological manipulations can combine multiple external forces with internal
elements. In order for the fold to be successfully used by architects, the use of
topological geometries in association with possible events they incorporate is
necessary. The best example of such geometries is Lynn’s Metaballs, 23 which
achieve being singular in their external continuity, as well as multiple in their
internal differentiation. Architectural forms subjected to this new type of
complexity are open to the unpredictable and the emergent that arise both from
external and internal factors, and though heterogeneous, they maintain their unity.
4. Parametric Design and Evolutionary Methods of Emergence
In the two decades since the first appearance of the fold in architecture the
digital tools used by architects have evolved enabling new ways of practice. Since
2000 the development of visual scripting languages and generative programmes
have led to the emergence of parametric and evolutionary processes of design.
Through the presentation of two examples we will attempt to point out the relations
between such practices and the theory of virtualisation.
The first example is one of the most well known programs for parametric
design, Grasshopper 3d for Rhino 3D. If we take a closer look in its structure and
the way it is used, we can identify the trivium of the virtualisation of technique as
described before through grammar, dialectic, and rhetoric. Firstly, one could see
the relation between this first step of virtualisation and the series of components
and parameters featured in the program. Parameters contain data while
components contain actions that combine given data and produce other data. All
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components are categorised according to the type of actions they perform and the
type of data they elaborate.

Image 1: The interface of Grasshopper with the different parameters and
components sections. © 2013. Image courtesy of Artemis Psaltoglou and
Vassilis Papalexopoulos.
In a way, components are abstract elements and gestures of geometrical
processes, detached from the ‘here and now,’ able to be recombined in new ways
each time.

Image 2: A component could be an abstract geometrical gesture. © 2013.
Image courtesy of Artemis Psaltoglou and Vassilis Papalexopoulos.
This is the part where we would enter the stage of the dialectic in this process
of virtualisation. In order to create something in the programme one must first
combine data and components in a scheme called definition. The definition is a
sequence of actions one would have to carry out in order to create the requested
product. The definition signifies the process of formation of a specific object,
required at a certain ‘here and now,’ while at the same time is a tool for the
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production of an infinite numbers of such objects. It is a deterritorialised generic
objectile.

Image 3: Different definitions can be combined to create larger, more complicated
ones. © 2013. Image courtesy of Artemis Psaltoglou and Vassilis Papalexopoulos.
Finally, we come to the third stage of virtualization, the rhetoric. This tool once
used to produce specified objects is being detached from its locality through
rhetoric and becomes a generic concept leading to an infinite number of new uses.
With parametric design architects create tools. They design generic objectiles
which then they actualise in separate situations and contexts, always differently,
but at the same time similarly, producing a non-standard series.

Image 4: The generic concept described by a definition can lead to infinite new
uses. © 2013. Image courtesy of Artemis Psaltoglou and Vassilis Papalexopoulos.
The second example refers to the work of Arata Isozaki and Mutsuro Sasaki. In
a conversation published in Morphogenesis of Flux Structure 24 they explore
architecture’s need to adopt bottom-up evolutionary processes that are organized
by local rules. Together with this need, their search for processes which can
produce a series of solutions rather than isolated solutions to specified problems,
incorporating and managing multiple undefined factors, led them to the
development of Extended Evolutionary Structural Optimization Method (extended
ESO method). This tool they invented was used by them in two of their projects
which seem to be actualisations of the same principle. Both projects are long-span
structures in which gravity is the dominant force and to which they apply the ESO
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method and they call them flux structures. These projects were their entry for the
competition for the new train station in Florence in 2002 and the entrance of the
Qatar National Convention Center in Doha. Although each case had different
architectural and structural constraints, the aim for both was to achieve maximum
efficiency with minimum use of material.
In the first case the base for their design was a rectangular volume 36x150x20
meters. Architectural constraints dictated that the top should be flat and that the
central lower surface of the catenary should be within 12 meters of the roof
surface. Inspired by the banyan tree 25 and its aerial roots, which allow it to selfsupport its trunk in inclination they developed the three-dimensional extended ESO
method. 26 To prove the stability and the structural logic of the emergent
deformation of the original structure they used the finite element analysis (FEA).
The result of the second test suggested that the end-form could endure both
earthquakes and heat stress situations. The second case regards an enormous
structure 25 m long x 30 m wide x 20 m high. In addition to the extended ESO
method they used sensitivity analysis. The result is that the distance between its
support points reaches up to 100 meters.
The example of the work of Isozaki and Sasaki makes a compelling case of the
shift in the nature of the architectural object. A tool designed to solve specific
architectural and constructional problems ‘here and now’ – the case of the train
station in Florence –, became a virtual artefact capable of being actualised ‘there
and later’ – the case of Qatar National Convention Center. 27
5. Conclusion
In this chapter we examined whether the architectural object is going through
the process of virtualisation. Architecture has always been more or less a technical
science based on innovation and invention of new tools. Using two examples we
pointed out that with generative CAD applications and software the virtualising
aspects of architecture, immanent in every technique, are being intensified.
Although these examples may indicate that the architectural object is becoming
virtual, there are still aspects of it to be examined. The projects that were presented
are merely the work of individual architects and engineers. And it is the same with
the virtual artefacts developed in these cases. Going back to the writings of Pierre
Levy, it is made clear that in order for an object to become part of the process of
virtualisation it must first become an object-bond. This object must be able to
freely move from hands to hands and allow each individual to imprint his/her
actions upon it. 28 Only then will it be open to new interpretations and uses. In the
case of the Extended ESO method, it has become a widely used method for
structural optimization of continuum structures. In fact, from the start it has been
developed through modifications on the original ESO method and this can be
considered Sasaki’s and Isozaki’s mark on the artefact. Moreover, the fact that free
software, such as Grasshopper, offer the possibility for someone to create his own
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components and plug-ins, which are then freely distributed together with example
definitions, create the appropriate environment for the emergence of objects-bond.
So the question is, since the digital tools used by architects enable the
aforementioned shift, what is it that's preventing the architectural object from
becoming virtual? To us the problem lies with the perception of the architect and
his role. Architects today, shaped by the modern paradigm of the author, are unable
to let go of that ‘authority.’ One could say that they are afraid to approach the logic
of open-knowledge and cease being the ‘master of everything.’ 29
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Part 2
Places, Spaces, Politics, Society and Cyberculture

Section 2.1
Emerging Practices in Social Networking

Still a Long Way to Go: Media Branding in Social Network Sites
Sabine Baumann and Ulrike Rohn
Abstract
Media companies currently face competitive market environments characterised by
immense structural changes driven by new technologies, convergence and
audiences increasingly selecting new media channels that provide their desired
information at the preferred time and place over traditional media channels. On
social media platforms prosumers converse about companies, their brands,
products and services and also expect to engage in direct dialogues with content
producers. Even without these transformations the branding of media products and
services is challenging due to their specific properties as experience and credence
goods. Reputation is vital as audiences seek reliable information from other users.
Hence, ‘building and positioning a brand will become a key skill in the future.’ 1
Social Network Sites (SNSs), and most notably Facebook, have changed the
setting and conditions in which media companies may present their brands and
how they communicate with audiences of different ages. In the light of the
structural changes in the media and with regard to the importance of brands in the
fragmented media business, this chapter investigates how media companies can
translate their brand(s) into social network environments. It addresses how they
conduct brand management in SNS and how they perceive potentials and
challenges in terms of building and maintaining strong media brands in these
environments. Based on in-depth interviews with managers of German media
companies responsible for maintaining profiles on SNS for their newspapers,
magazines, radio or television stations, the chapter evaluates the activities of media
companies on SNSs and their implications for media brand management. The
results show that it is the online editors and the journalists who create and maintain
social network profiles for the media brands rather than the marketing departments,
indicating that a strategic implementation of SNS for media branding is still in its
early stages.
Key Words: Social network sites, Facebook, cyber practices, communication,
cultural performances, branding.
*****
1. Introduction
Social Network Sites (SNS), and most notably Facebook, have changed the
setting in which media companies present their brands and communicate with
audiences. In the light of the increasing fragmentation in the media business and
the importance of brands, this chapter investigates how media companies can
translate their brands into social network settings. It addresses how they conduct
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brand management in SNS and how they perceive potentials and challenges in
terms of building and maintaining strong media brands in these environments.
Based on in-depth interviews with managers of German media companies
responsible for maintaining profiles on SNS, the chapter evaluates activities of
media companies on SNS and their implications for media brand management. For
this purpose, 14 companies were interviewed: six daily national and regional
newspapers, one city magazine, one commercial national TV network, two
commercial regional radio stations, one national public-service broadcasting
network, one TV news programme that is being shown on a national public-service
network, and two regional public-service radio stations. The diversity of the
companies allows for an insight into media brand management on SNS across
different media sectors.
2. Definition of Terms
Social Media Networks
The term social media is not defined consistently in the literature as either the
focus lies on social interaction 2 or the technical implementation on the Internet. 3
Generally, definitions refer to a variety of digital media and technologies attributed
to web 2.0 4 that allow geographically distant users to connect, and/or to produce
and share content with each other. 5
By now, a considerable variety of web 2.0 platforms are available for social
media communication such as weblogs, micro-blogging, SNS, social network
aggregators, wikis, opinion and evaluations platforms, social tagging services,
event portals, newsgroups, forums, instant messenger, content sharing sites
(photos, videos, music, etc.), tag clouds, network games and virtual worlds. SNS,
such as Facebook, MySpace, Orkut, Twitter, etc., allow users to construct a public
or semi-public profile and to establish a list of other members with whom they
share a connection. Ways of communicating include posting messages on each
other’s profiles, sharing photos and videos, or posting links to other websites, such
as online newspaper articles. 6
Brand and Branding
Concerning the definitions of brand, there is an ongoing battle between
communication, marketing and Public Relations (PR) scholars. 7 The most
commonly accepted definition of brand is the one proposed by the American
Marketing Association that sees a brand as ‘a name, term, sign, design, or a
unifying combination of them intended to identify and distinguish a product or
service from its competitors.’ 8 Brand names add thoughts and feelings that are
designed to enhance the value of a product beyond its product category and
functional values. 9
Typically, companies do not have just one but a portfolio of brands. This
portfolio can consist of brand extensions that leverage an ‘established brand name
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for a new product to capitalise on the equity of the existing brand name’ 10 and/or
newly developed brands. 11
An important categorisation is the distinction of corporate and product brands.
A corporate brand positions and differentiates the company as a whole in its
market environment addressing internal stakeholders, e.g. employees or owners, as
well as external stakeholders, e.g. investors, politicians or business partners.
Product brands focus on single or groups of products and the external stakeholder
groups of customers, retailers and other multipliers. 12
3. Media Companies and Their Products and Services
Media companies differ from conventional product-producing organisations.
Globalisation and convergence have added new competitors from the
telecommunication and information technology sectors while simultaneously
creating additional business opportunities on newly emerging platforms and
markets. 13 Audiences increasingly expect media to be adapted to their lifestyles
and to provide their desired information and entertainment at their preferred time
and place. At the heart of the so-called new media are ‘game-changers’ 14 : social
networking, virtual realities and viral pass-on.
Media companies compete on three different but interdependent markets:
recipient, advertising and content. Their products are a combination of a service
package of information and entertainment (content), transmitting or storage
medium, and advertising. 15 The service component of media goods poses
particular challenges for marketing and branding. First of all it is difficult to
describe what constitutes the product-service bundle, in particular for digital media
which may not even have packaging. 16 As media product or service characteristics,
specifically their quality, are difficult for consumers to ascertain in advance, but
emerge only upon consumption, media products and services are regarded as
experience goods. 17 Consumers try to improve their choices by relying on previous
experiences or rewarding good reputation. 18
Media products also bear a very specific cost structure that make the successful
distribution to a large number of audiences so important. Whereas the costs for
producing a first copy of content are very high, it is rather inexpensive to
reproduce additional copies of the same content. 19 Thus, comprehensive economies
of scale can be realised because the average costs rapidly decrease with increasing
output. 20 Furthermore, media products are associated with network economies
where a growing audience increases the value of a media product for each recipient
through interaction with others. Thus, a spiral effect occurs, attracting an even
larger audience. 21
Another characteristic of media companies are the number of dualities in their
organisational structure that need to be considered in the brand management of
their products. Structures set up to foster creative processes exist alongside bottomline orientated management functions.
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4. Media Branding
Functions
Media companies have a long tradition of a large multitude of product brands
that refer to, for instance, TV series or individual products, such as a book. 22 With
the arrival of multimedia platforms the branding efforts for content/programming
(i.e. individual products) and the organisation (i.e. the corporate source of the
product) have an even more extended playing field. 23
As most media products are financed by advertising and direct sales, the brands
need to fulfil functions for recipients and advertisers simultaneously. Both media
companies and advertisers require high attention and a large audience: the media
company to recoup their high first copy costs, the advertiser for a broad reach
within a specified target group. The positioning of advertising should be embedded
in a reliable marketing concept with corresponding values for media and advertised
brands. 24
In an environment where products and services are relatively easy to imitate,
differentiation serves media companies to protect their output, to some extent, from
imitation if the origin and the sources of originality are identified. A strong brand
can build up preference, increase customer loyalty and thereby enhance demand in
the long term. Besides, it can structure the internal decision-making and production
processes because media brands may act as central principles to combine editorial
and management activities, thus shaping corporate identity. A strong media brand
serves as the clear denominator which gives the media company a recognisable
‘face.’ 25 Finally, a strong brand can signal a certain product and service quality,
offering both the audience and the advertising industry dependability and
orientation. 26
Management and Implementation
Successful implementation of corporate and product branding on all
communication platforms, including SNS, has several requirements. 27 A company
needs a strategic vision that comprises the central idea behind the company and its
aspirations for the future. It also requires an organisational culture that represents
the internal values, beliefs and basic assumptions that embody the company’s
history, contemporary perceptions and appreciated legacies. 28 Without a corporate
culture that is geared towards achieving the vision, a corresponding brand identity
and image will be hard to implement. 29
Integrated brand communication is a strategic issue with specific strategies for
different market segments, integrated communication measures and top
management commitment. 30 Branding requires a cross-functional integration of all
communication activities (marketing, public relations, and corporate
communication) 31 to ensure that the brand is consistently and coherently conveyed
across all platforms. 32 The company must ‘live the brand’ 33 and ‘engage
consumers in a brand experience.’ 34 This involves a clear understanding of
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measures and an appropriate implementation of branding on all platforms,
including social media channels. 35
The organisational integration concerns all steps of the implementation
process. 36 Responsibilities for all tasks, from planning and implementation to
controlling, must be assigned, including clear directive structures. However,
especially for media companies with their creative processes and often free-spirit
environment it is vital to keep enough flexibility within organisational structures
not to harm the necessary creativity and innovation potential. It is important to find
the appropriate balance of organisational differentiation as well as the right level of
formalisation. 37
5. Media Branding on Social Network Sites
Activities and the Perceived Role for the Brands
SNS are strong platforms for message broadcasting and thus for creating brand
awareness. All interviewed companies maintain profiles on Facebook, very few
also on other (regional or local) SNS and some of them have sites on Twitter. With
the tremendous success of Facebook, all companies have shifted their focus there,
at the expense of activities in other networks.
Through posting news on Facebook with links to their sites, companies intend
to increase traffic to their websites as well as to initiate a dialogue with their fans.
Many companies have learned to reduce the frequency of postings as they realised
the danger that fans would feel annoyed by too many posts. Twitter, with its
character limits, is regarded to be too restrictive for presenting a brand or
interacting with fans. Having a profile in Facebook allows following younger
audiences, learning more about their behaviour and expectations in order to build
brand awareness, and eventually attract them to the legacy media environments
such as print, TV or radio. As a result even ‘old brands’ could appear rejuvenated.
As personal and personalised environments SNS may also serve as platforms
where well-known media personalities, e.g. actors or authors, serve as personal
brands or brand ambassadors who advocate the brand and transfer their positive
image. 38 Furthermore, SNS are ideal platforms for word-of-mouth and viral
communication strategies as users may recommend media to each other, for
instance, by forwarding links. As media products are experience goods, such
recommendations by friends play a crucial role for their success. Since
recommenders in a personal social network usually do not have a commercial
interest, their information raises the attention level and is perceived as more
valuable by recipients. 39 Furthermore, SNS enable the formation of communities
based on media preferences, which may stimulate media consumption due to
network effects. 40 Another benefit of SNS is that they provide an excellent base for
market research, as the monitoring and analysis of user’s comments may help
recognise audience preferences. 41 Further, such analysis can be used to measure
the effects of the company’s activities or, for example, to identify new relevant
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sites and topics. 42 Monitored results are also a good indicator of the brand's
standing in the marketplace. 43
Organisational Implementation
Social media branding seems straightforward initially but in fact requires full
commitment, personnel and financial resources. 44 In particular, a social media
manager should be integrated into overall corporate communication who is
responsible for implementing the brand messages on social media, as well as
guiding other individuals in the company with roles in social media
communication. 45
It is recommended to develop a social media policy, including clear guidelines,
either as a code of conduct (ethical guideline) or legally binding regulations. This
policy should include the specification of the scope of usage (unrestricted or not)
as well as regulations regarding private use if topics concern the company, e.g. the
need to specify that one works for the company, and require employees to follow
legal requirements and non-disclosure regulations with regards to company
information. Regarding communication modes on SNS, guides should specify
general attitudes (constructive, honest, non-anonymous, and ready to accept
criticism, respect community protocol) as well as language styles. 46
In contrast to other industries, where a fan page in Facebook clearly is part of
the marketing and conscious brand management, in media companies it is usually
the journalists and editors that post on the fan pages, as this coincides with their
daily routine of content production. Overall the cooperation between the marketing
and editorial departments often does not exist or is very minor. While the
journalists regard Facebook as an ideal platform to post links to online media
content, marketing departments are reluctant with regards to the value for the
promotion of the original media product (such as, for instance, the printed
newspaper).
Not surprisingly, none of the interviewed companies reports on having a clear
social media policy or guidelines for the brand management in SNS or a strong
dedication of manpower. However, there is a growing awareness that a badly
maintained profile could eventually harm a brands’ reputation.
Perceived Challenges
Although all interviewed companies emphasise the positive effects their
presence in SNS, and especially in Facebook, has on their brand image, they also
mention that SNS present challenges. These tend to be rooted in the fact that brand
presentation follows novel and unwritten rules, defined by the SNS and its
membership base, not by the media company itself. As a result, media companies
have to orientate themselves in this new environment in order to discover the best
ways to present and promote their brands.
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The investigation of which types of profile in SNS are appropriate for a media
company or brand shows that generally product branding is much more common
than corporate branding. Regarding the number of profiles, TV and radio stations
typically have one corporate page and individual profiles for channels and/or
programmes. The newspapers started out with different profiles for their sections
but gradually discontinued the differentiation due to time restrictions and, in
particular, a perceived confusion of readers regarding content expectations.
Accordingly, they noticed an ensuing loss of personal interaction with their
readers.
Users in social media not only consume but also produce content. The extent of
user generated content on media companies’ profiles ranges from initiating posts to
mere comments. Allowing users more freedom means yielding (partial) control of
the brand(s) to them. While anonymous posts on company websites often bear
inappropriate content, comments on Facebook are much more disciplined and
constructive as users post with their real names and pictures.
Media brands tend to be wider than other brands as many media products cover
a variety of different content. However, there are limits to a brand’s width and
there is a potential danger that employee posts in the name of the brand could
interfere with how the company would like the brand to be perceived. Issues here
include the level of formality or objectivity, in particular for more conservative
news brands, and the consistency of messages across all channels, also those
outside SNS. Again, missing social media and communication guidelines play a
crucial role.
6. Conclusion
The aim of this chapter was to investigate how media companies present and
promote their brands on SNS. Based on a theoretical discourse that highlighted the
special characteristics of media companies and their products and services that set
them apart from other companies, – the objectives, functions and benefits of media
branding in particular on SNS – as well as the issues of implementation of media
brand management, the chapter introduced the results of in-depth interviews with
German media companies.
Both the theoretical discussion and the interviews pointed to the necessity for
media companies to be present in social media but also to the pitfalls that the
implementation of social media branding strategies may contain. The main
challenge lies in the coordination between the brand outside and inside social
media networks. In order to avoid those activities on SNS that might compromise
or even harm the brand image outside the network, an integrated brand
communication across all platforms is needed, otherwise failure is likely.
Successful media branding on SNS depends on the full commitment of all
organisational members, including top management, and a corporate culture
supportive of the brand identity. The interviews, however, suggest that it is mainly
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the editors and journalists who create and maintain social network profiles for the
media brands, with only minor involvement of the marketing departments. With
their professional qualities and characteristics journalists are much more at the
forefront of social media than marketers. Though SNS have proven to be excellent
platforms for the communication between journalists and audiences, often being
used as input channels for content ideas and development, a strategic
implementation of SNS in the marketing of media brands appears to be less
developed. Furthermore, both theory and interviews suggest that an organisational
implementation of media branding in social media through the establishment of the
position of a social media manager is a must. However, the interviews show that
most companies had not yet installed extra manpower; instead, social media
activities have been a side job to the daily routines of journalists and editors.
Furthermore, the interviews reveal that guidelines on how media brands should be
presented in social media are still missing.
Media companies are special in that their business is both content- and
communication-driven. Hence, being active in social media and present on SNS is
especially tempting and promising to them, but equally challenging. Product and
service portfolios of media companies include a wide spectrum from news,
documentaries, and series to shows. Therefore, a media brand must be wide
enough to cover the programme variety but narrow enough to differentiate itself
from competitors. The situation becomes even more demanding because of the
rapid innovation speed of new formats and products. 47 Once the portfolio changes,
i.e., a series is terminated or content is altered, the company needs to quickly adapt
its activities in the respective social media channel. 48
At the time of the interviews, most interviewed companies had passed the first
experimental phase and had adapted their activities on SNS to be more efficient
and suitable. In social media, companies partly give up the control of their brand
and brand managers now host, rather than control, the brand. 49 The extensive
monitoring of users’ comments and activities in social media may allow for a
useful input for brand management and, especially, brand development. However,
this opportunity has been neglected in many companies due to the lack of
dedicated manpower and a strategic communication vision across all platforms.
There is still a long way to go.
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From Trolling for Newbs to Trolling for Cheezburger: An
Analysis of the Transformation of Trolling
Catherine van Reenen
Abstract
This chapter explores the discursive online practice of trolling as a particular
expression of agency in online environments. While trolling emerged as a method
of community-formation or boundary demarcation in online environments, in
contemporary online vernacular, trolling is used to refer to myriad behaviours and
can be applied to describe a broad range of phenomena. This chapter seeks to trace
a ‘memetic heritage’ of the transformations of trolling throughout its history in
CMC. By analyzing significant instances of trolling, using examples from its initial
emergences to its contemporary manifestations, this chapter examines the historical
development of trolling as a discursive practice. This analysis will illustrate how
the encoding of agency in various online environments has transformed the
discursive practice of trolling throughout the development of the Internet.
Key Words: Trolling, communication, Internet, encoding, agency.
*****
1. Trolls, Trolls, Everywhere
In December of 2012 an online petition on a United States government website
calling on the White House to build a Death Star – a space station from Star Wars
– gathered over 25,000 signatures making it eligible for review by White House
staff. 1 The government website was launched as a way to encourage American
citizens to become more actively involved in the issues that they deem important.
Judging by the number of signatures this particular petition received, the building
of a Death Star is quite important to the American people. Or maybe they are just
trolling.
‘Trolling’ refers to the online practice of intentionally provoking others through
deceptive and often inflammatory means in hopes of eliciting indignant responses
or corrections. 2 In this regard, trolling is an inherently antagonistic practice: trolls
seek to disrupt social equilibrium through transgressive means. Since its initial
emergence in online vernacular, use of the term ‘troll’ has transformed from a
somewhat esoteric reference to a particular behaviour, to a general designation for
anything from harassment to humorous comments 3 and, as the example of the
‘Death Star’ petition illustrates, is no longer exclusive to online behaviour but may
be applied to ‘offline’ phenomena as well. These changes to what constitutes
trolling warrant a closer examination of the historical development of the practice.
As a communicative practice that originated in and developed with Internet
technology, trolling must be analysed within the context of the online
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environments that provide the necessary conditions for its enactment. This chapter
will examine the influence of the online environment on the discursive practice of
trolling throughout various stages of the Internet’s development, illustrating a
‘memetic heritage’ 4 of trolling to explain the transformations to the practice.
2. Where the Trolls Troll
The design of an online environment significantly influences the kinds of
interactions that can take place within it. Online interactions occur within alreadyexisting social and technological structures that delimit the kinds of interactions
possible, privileging particular modes of agency while suppressing others. 5 Thus,
in online activity agency depends on encoding. As Lucas D. Introna asserts,
‘encoding’ refers to
a vast array of normatively governed material enactments such
as: software code, logical gates on circuit boards, legal codes,
writing scripts, grammar, social norms, moral codes, protocols,
technological scripts, social practices, habits, etiquette, and so
forth. 6
In this regard, encoding involves both the social and technological elements of
online activity. As Trevor J. Pinch and Wiebe B. Bijker assert, ‘[t]he actor world
shapes and supports the technical object.’ 7 The normative codes of a particular
social group influence the way in which the technological structure of a given
online environment is appropriated. Janet Fulk explains, ‘a constantly evolving set
of social structures and technological manifestations arises as groups selectively
appropriate features of both a technology and the broader social structure in which
the group is embedded.’ 8 In this regard, the initial encoding of an online
environment provides the necessary conditions for user interaction; however, as
Introna observes, ‘Encoding extends and translates agency but not necessarily its
assumed intentionality…every translation is always also simultaneously a
transformation.’ 9 Such transformations, achieved through users’ pragmatic
interactions, effectively re-encode new or alternate modes of agency which then
become the necessary conditions of users’ future discursive practices. This
perpetual process of encoding and re-encoding thus leaves a traceable lineage of
these transformations of agency in the discursive practices of social actors in online
environments.
Trolling arose as a user-invented method of boundary-demarcation and
community-formation in online environments. For trolling to serve this purpose,
the encoding of the online environment had to allow for fairly high levels of
interactivity between users. Interactivity refers to ‘the extent to which messages in
a sequence relate to each other, and especially the extent to which later messages
recount the relatedness of earlier messages.’ 10 Interactivity, in this regard, is a
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process that takes place within individuals – it does not merely refer to the
transmission of messages – and relies on the derivation of meaning from
symbols. 11 In communication, interactivity creates the conditions in which social
realities and shared meanings are established and maintained. 12 The extent to
which an online environment enables interactivity influences the kinds of social
relationships that can develop between users as well as the kinds of discursive
practices that can occur. The transformations to trolling are thus intimately tied to
the levels of interactivity enabled in online environments.
3. Usenet: Trolling for Newbs
In the early stages of the Internet becoming a popular public communications
medium, Usenet was one of the first distributed discussion systems. On Usenet,
users post messages to ‘newsgroups’ to communicate with one another. No one
individual or group owns or controls Usenet and most newsgroups are
unmoderated. Usenet was a site for new Internet users to adjust to the advantages
and obstacles of computer-mediated communication (CMC) and develop new
social norms for online interaction. In this regard, Usenet’s encoding of agency
enabled fairly autonomous user interactions that allowed users to establish and
negotiate their own communicative norms.
The ‘poverty of signals’ 13 in online interaction requires individuals to construct
their identities primarily through language; the content of users’ messages on
Usenet was strictly text-based. Trolling on Usenet was largely a deceptive practice
based on linguistic social cues. 14 A successful troll required the careful
manipulation of language for the purpose of constructing a pseudonymous identity
so as to convincingly convey particular social cues to deceive others. As Michele
Tepper notes, being successful at trolling on Usenet required one to have a kind of
‘verbal dexterity.’ 15 In this regard, trolling indicates the recognition and
reappropriation of the medium’s constraints on self-representation
Trolling on Usenet consisted of posting a misleading or deceptive message to a
newsgroup in hopes of provoking responses from other users. For example, a post
to Usenet newsgroup alt.college.fraternities in January of 1996 entitled ‘Oh how I
envy American Students’ presents a typical example of the communicative
strategies used in trolling on Usenet. The troll was written in such a way that
mimicked legitimate thread discussions pertinent to the newsgroup:
By the time I went to university the delights of getting
dangerously drunk at parties had started to seem mundane. But to
American students in fraternities, the bravado of excessive
alcohol consumption is a an [sic] exciting new and illicit game
where you can prove yourself worthy to all your male friends and
simultaneously circumvent college alcohol policy – thereby
proving what a rebel you are too. Gosh. 16
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The author’s rhetorical choices make this ‘praise’ seep with sarcasm, inviting
frustrated or otherwise provoked readers to respond indignantly – thus being
‘caught’ by the troll. Responding to a troll implied unfamiliarity with the social
norms of the newsgroup. While experienced users generally ignored trolling, less
experienced users unknowingly violated the social norms and expectations of the
newsgroup by responding to the troll and thus were exposed as ‘newbs,’ i.e., new
users. In this regard, ‘trolling for newbs’ on Usenet served as a way to demarcate
boundaries and reinforce the norms of a particular online social group. 17 The
encoding of agency in Usenet’s online environment provided the necessary
conditions for users to develop new communicative norms for online interaction.
Trolling emerged as an extension and transformation of this mode of agency.
4. 4chan: Trolling for Lulz
While Usenet runs on the Internet, 4chan is a webpage that was initially
launched in 2003. As such, its online environment is markedly different from
Usenet’s and thus encodes a different mode of agency. In contrast to the text-based
communication of Usenet, 4chan is an imageboard: users are required to submit an
image when starting a thread (although they can reply to an existing thread with
text only). Communicative strategies on 4chan centre on the use of photos, videos,
and other multimodal forms of communication. Furthermore, 4chan.org is owned
by its creator Chris Poole. As such, it is more hierarchically organised than Usenet
insofar as user interactions are subject to the rules and restrictions established by
the website’s owner and moderators.
However, certain features of the encoding of 4chan’s online environment allow
highly autonomous user interactions despite its hierarchical structure. The most
important features of 4chan’s online environment in regards to trolling are
anonymity and ephemerality. Whereas anonymity on Usenet was ultimately a
choice made by users, 4chan’s encoding makes anonymity a substantive condition
of interaction. The lack of accountability enabled by anonymous interaction often
fosters disinhibited behaviour, 18 and in the context of 4chan, tends to encourage
the posting of intentionally offensive and transgressive material. As Whitney
Philips asserts, trolling on 4chan is ‘characterized by transgressive oneupmanship’ 19 which contributes to the high levels of interactivity on 4chan. These
high levels of interactivity are exacerbated by 4chan’s ephemeral and Darwinian
display of content. 20 4chan does not have archives; instead, content stays on the
page for a limited amount of time, anywhere from hours to seconds, until new
threads replace the old ones in a never-ending cycle of imminent obsolescence.
This rapid content deletion serves as an incentive for users to save content they
deem valuable for later use. 21 ‘Valuable’ content is reposted and remixed in the
form of memes.
Memes are the dominant communicative strategy for trolling on 4chan since the
online environment encodes a mode of agency in which the process of meaning
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making depends on the rapid uptake and remixing of content. Memes are a
convenient vehicle for the transfer of meaning in an online environment based on
ephemerality and anonymity since they require minimal time to create and to
consume, and encourage a kind of interactivity based on the continuity of
particular in-group knowledge or jokes. The continuance of a meme is a process of
interactivity insofar as an individual chooses to extend the ‘lifespan,’ so to speak,
of that particular meme and thus participates in a self-referential exchange of
meaning with other 4chan users, establishing a shared social reality.
The following are typical examples of trolling from 4chan: Trollface is a
cartoon image of a face flashing a mischievous smile, meant to represent the look
on someone’s face while they are trolling. 22 Originally created by a 4chan user in
2008, the image was reproduced and redistributed across various other webpages
and thus quickly became a meme. ‘Rickrolling,’ another style of trolling that
originated on 4chan, refers to when a troll offers a supposedly relevant link to
others that deceptively re-directs them to a video of Rick Astley’s music video for
his single ‘Never Gonna Give You Up.’ 23 These examples demonstrate how
trolling was adapted to web-based technology and came to involve the rapid
transfer of meaning, yet maintained the subversive and deceptive character of
Usenet trolling.
On 4chan, trolling is successful when it provokes a (usually horrified or
morally repulsed) response from the ‘target’ and thereby generates the ‘lulz:’
Similar to Schadenfreude, the lulz refers to taking pleasure – at least vicariously –
in causing the misfortune of others. 24 On 4chan trolling is used to generate the lulz
as a method for distinguishing 4chan users as corruptors of propriety, reinforcing
their mantra that ‘nothing is sacred.’ 25 Trolling is used here, as it was on Usenet, as
an effective method for subcultural boundary demarcation: it distinguishes those
who ‘get the joke’ from the victims of the joke. Trolling on 4chan is thus an
extension of trolling on Usenet insofar as it is still used as a community-formation
technique. However, the encoding of 4chan’s online environment transforms
trolling from a language-centric practice to a multimodal one that applies to a
broader range of phenomena.
5. Art of Trolling: Trolling for Cheezburger
The Cheezburger Network, owned by Ben Huh, is a multi-million dollar
website franchise. Art of Trolling (AOT) is a section of the Cheezburger Network
dedicated to posting user-generated trolling content as a form of entertainment.
Despite the fact that the webpage is dedicated solely to trolling, pragmatically,
AOT renders previous encodings of trolling within its online environment stagnant
and often prevents the practice altogether, instead emphasising the spectatorial
aspects of trolling – hence, Art of Trolling. As a corporately owned website, the
goal of which is to generate profit, AOT has a rigidly hierarchical structure: all
content posted on the webpage is selected by the site’s operators and all user
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interactions are mediated by a central authority. User interaction is consequently
less autonomous and thus the establishment of shared social realities is less likely
to occur. Trolling on AOT is transformed such that the practice here depends on a
significantly more controlled encoding as its necessary conditions for enactment.
Trolling is thusly transformed by users once extended into this online environment.
Content on AOT is taken from other sources, such as Facebook, Yahoo
Answers, Google, and even from the ‘offline’ world, and then reproduced and/or
reappropriated as trolling by the site’s users. In this regard, AOT’s online
environment is representative of the shift from web-based communication to web
2.0-based communication and social media. For example, one submission to AOT
consists of a screenshot of a photo posted to Facebook: the post reads
‘_____SAKE!!!! ALWAYS WHEN I’M RUNNING LATE!!!’ and is
accompanied by a photo taken from inside a vehicle of several geese crossing the
road, thus forcing the driver to stop. Beneath the screenshot is a close-up image of
the geese in which the Trollface has been photo-shopped on to the head of each
goose, thus framing the birds as trolls. Needless to say, these geese were not
intentionally trolling the driver. Rather, the user who submitted the image
interpreted this incident as an act of trolling and then reappropriated the photo to
reflect this new meaning. AOT trolls employ the strategies of trolling used on
Usenet and 4chan – for instance, providing misleading or incorrect information and
the use of memes – but detach the term from its specific referents and apply it to a
wider variety of phenomena. On 4chan and Usenet what constituted the act of
trolling rested within the intent of the troll. In contrast, trolling on the Cheezburger
Network’s webpage renders authorial intent irrelevant. In this regard, Art of
Trolling reflects the postmodernisation of trolling, as it is the spectator who
determines what constitutes the practice rather than the individual who performs
the act. In other words, it is the act of identifying a particular phenomenon as
trolling – rather than the activity itself – that constitutes trolling in this online
environment.
However, the lack of specificity in what constitutes the practice of trolling
makes it a less effective means of community-formation. Rather, trolling becomes
a fleeting, ephemeral practice – often a singular event without any relation to
previous or future acts. The encoding of agency on AOT prevents users from
articulating their own communicative norms and in doing so renders previous
encodings of trolling inert. If nearly any phenomenon can be deemed ‘trolling’ and
nearly anyone can therefore be a troll, the practice becomes ineffective insofar as
boundary demarcation and community-formation is concerned. Exclusivity is
essential to the practice; inclusivity renders it meaningless.
6. Conclusion
Throughout its history in computer-mediated communication, trolling has
transformed from a specific practice with a defined purpose to a colloquial term
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used to describe a vast array of phenomena. As the discursive practice of trolling
was extended and translated within more hierarchically controlled online
environments, its purpose as a community-formation technique dissolved.
Something was, so to speak, lost in translation.
These transformations illustrate the way in which the meaning or purpose of
trolling is determined largely by its response(s). Trolling requires an informed
audience as much as it requires uninformed victims. In contemporary online
environments such, it is often difficult to distinguish between ‘insider’ and
‘outsider,’ ‘member’ and ‘newb’ – a potential a sign of the increasing
fragmentation of the ‘net as a social space. Such fragmentation is exacerbated
within online environments that do not allow for high levels of interactivity
between users since social meanings are less likely to be established, negotiated,
and maintained. Whereas trolling once fostered relationships and social meanings
among online users, in contemporary online environments it may be more likely to
contribute to the fragmentation of social groups and the loss of common referents.
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Crowdfunded Film Campaigns: Drivers of Success
Jake Hobbs
Abstract
Crowdfunding is a form of financing, which utilizes the crowd in order to collect
small contributions from a large number of individuals. Its recent rise in
prominence has been attributed to the Web 2.0 era, credited for enabling greater
two-way interaction and participation between creators and consumers of content.
Despite the growth of interest in crowdfunding, there remains relatively little
academic work on the subject; particularly there is a lack of work that specifically
analyses particular types of campaigns in order to determine common drivers. With
the model’s rise in popularity, it is becoming a ‘go-to’ method for creative’s
seeking financial support for their projects when ‘traditional’ means of financing
are problematic. In particular crowdfunding offers an attractive proposition for
small creative companies, who faced with a number of limitations imposed by their
commercial demands can find successfully delivering their own original content
difficult. However, without an informed understanding of crowdfunding practices
there is the danger that many will ‘jump on the bandwagon’ in misguided and
costly attempts at financing the crowd. This chapter identifies the common drivers
of success within crowdfunded film projects based on a review of both successful
and unsuccessful campaigns, carried out upon a notable crowdfunding platform.
Notable drivers of success include size of campaigners networks, depth of rewards,
campaign size, and content precedence. Crucially, an already established creative
identity can be a key determinant of success, thus questioning crowdfunding’s
ability to provide viable financing for small creative companies seeking to
establish their identity in the market. This chapter produces insight for creative
practitioners who are considering the use of crowdfunding as a means for financing
their creative projects. Guidance is offered on the internal structures and campaign
practices required, so as to avoid what can be naïve and costly assumptions.
Key Words: Crowdfunding, crowdsourcing, creativity, creativity support,
business, economics, Web 2.0, internet, social networks.
*****
1. Introduction
SME’s and entrepreneurs have a critical role to play in economic growth, yet it
is recognised that they face a lack of support in terms of access to resources,
making it difficult for them to, innovate and fulfil their creative potential and thus
hampering their ability to bring original content to market. 1 In particular, original
content within the creative industries carries the potential to be exploited through
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numerous profit making channels. Yet faced with a lack of resources, ever-present
commercial demands often override the development of original content. 2
In these tough economic times every company is seeking to do more with what
it has got, 3 and the crowd has become widely regarded as a valuable source of
surplus energy, 4 as companies seek to circumvent their limitations and utilise the
crowds desire to become an active co-creator of value. 5 In his 2006 article Jeff
Howe coined the term Crowdsourcing to describe the phenomenon of utilising the
crowds’ surplus energy. 6 The term defines the practice of initiating an open call
(usually online) to an undefined network of people, for the provisions of needed
services, ideas or content. 7 The basic premise is that the small input of many, has
greater value and impact than the large contribution of a few. 8 Stemming from this
concept we have witnessed the rise of crowdfunding, which utilises crowdsourcing
characteristics to collect small financial contributions from a large number of
individuals, thus tapping the crowd’s surplus finances rather than their surplus
energy. 9 In their study, Lambert and Schwienbacher define crowdfunding as:
an open call, mostly through the Internet, for the provision of
financial resources either in the form of donation or in exchange
for the future product or some form of reward and/or voting
rights. 10
Although forms of crowdfunding may be traced back through history, with the
aid of Web 2.0 technologies we have seen an explosion of companies and
individuals seek to set up new companies, develop new products or bring original
creative content to market by soliciting small financial contributions through their
online networks. These crowdfunding contributions take different forms, including
equity purchase’s, loans, donations or pre-orders. 11 Contributions that take the
form of donations and pre-orders, often referred to as reward-based models, have
become the most recognisable and form the focus of this chapter. 12
The reward-based model is used by prominent platforms like Kickstarter and
Indiegogo and functions by enabling campaigners to present their idea in the form
of an online pitch, alongside which a list of tiered rewards is offered in exchange
for the crowd’s contributions. Campaigners then have a set period of time (usually
4-8 weeks) in order to meet their target financial goal.
The prominence of reward-based platforms has been accelerated by a number
of standout successes such as OUYA, an Android powered game console which
raised $8,596,474 in a month from 63,416 backers. 13 With this and other notable
successes, crowdfunding is seen as “one of the most promising tools to help enable
economic growth, job creation, and innovation.” 14
However, despite these success stories, 56.47% of Kickstarter campaigns are
unsuccessful. 15 While this figure may be deemed low, we should consider that a
‘serious’ campaign that raises $10,266,845, 16 bears the same significance as a
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‘joke’ campaign that raises $16. 17 What is also unclear is how accurate the
definition of success is. While we can determine whether campaigns have raised
their target funds, it is less clear whether they successfully deliver. Mollick found
that few Kickstarter projects deliver on time and recent press stories about the
bankruptcy of a successful campaigner offer stark reminders of crowdfunding
risks. 18 Thus we can assume that concrete success rates will be lower than
presented by Kickstarter.
With crowdfunding’s increasing prominence and the press’ focus on successes,
we can expect the figures of failure to increase as campaigners make misguided
ventures. This chapter seeks to address this issue by analysing the internal
structures and drivers of crowdfunding success. In particular this chapter focuses
on film campaigns, a dominant category upon crowdfunding platforms, with 10%
of 2012’s Sundance selection comprising of Kickstarter-backed projects and
therefore emphasising how crowdfunding is becoming an important financial
model for this industry. 19 However, with 62% of film campaigns being
unsuccessful, 20 this research presents timely and valuable insight for practitioners
so as to avoid naïve and costly mistakes. This research also questions the long-term
ability of crowdfunding platforms to aid those poorer in terms of time, financial
and personal resources (SMEs and Entrepreneurs), and therefore arguably in the
greatest need of these platforms.
2. Related Literature
The extant crowdfunding literature is still in its infancy. Despite reward-based
models being represented by the majority of platforms, 21 it appears only one other
study analyses them. Mollick uses data from nearly 47,000 Kickstarter projects to
identify the determinants of success or failure, 22 with project quality and size of
networks shown as key factors in success. Whilst this study also proposes an
analysis of successful drivers based on Kickstarter data, Mollick’s study analyses
campaigns as a uniform mass. This study, however, analyses drivers specifically in
relation to filmmaking campaigns and argues that by narrowing down the focus,
individual characteristics unique to each category can be indentified and offer the
best guidance to practitioners. Filmmaking campaigns are surrounded by a certain
sense of ambiguity and uncertainness, due to the intangible nature of the product.
Belleflamme et, al., state that,
crowdfunders may be more tempted to provide money if they
expect a tangible outcome; one reason could be that the provision
of a product is contractible and thus less subject to uncertainty
about quality. 23
Thus a focus specifically on filmmaking campaigns aims to identify factors, which
may aid campaigners address any doubts around quality.
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In comparison to other sources of funding, crowdfunding generates, on average,
small amounts of capital. 24 As such, contributions tend to stem from campaigners’
family and friends, 25 or what is known as the First Degree Network. 26 Recently,
however, we have seen campaigners targeting larger amounts of capital; in such
cases, campaigners must utilise their wider networks, defined as the Second
Degree Network (friends of friends) and the Third Degree Network (strangers). 27
When studying the geography of crowdfunding Agrawal et al. emphasise the
importance the First Degree Network has early in the funding process, providing a
strong foundation upon which to build a campaign. 28 They also suggest that online
mechanisms of crowdfunding reduce the economic frictions usually associated in
early investment over long distances. 29 Thus, by harnessing Web 2.0 technologies,
crowdfunding provides campaigners with the potential to access the Second and
Third Degree Networks.
The ability to harness this potential is missed by many campaigners, and a
recent study on crowdfunding work states that the time, commitment, and audience
size is often underestimated. 30 The study warns against the common perception
that crowdfunding is an easy way to fundraise and argues a campaign is a 1-2 year
process, during which campaigners are often overwhelmed by the various
commitments involved that are often outside their area of expertise. 31
3. Data and Method
This study compares 24 successful and 24 unsuccessful filmmaking campaigns
undertaken on Kickstarter. Campaigns were selected from the most recently ended
campaigns at time of data collection. This ensured that data relating to the
campaigners networks accurately pertained to the time the campaigns were run.
The campaigns were hand analysed in relation to a number of variables (Table 1),
which allowed each campaign to be studied in depth, something that other studies
can lack. Mollick’s study for example, uses the mere presence of video in a
campaign pitch to determine higher quality. 32 This judgement, however, disregards
the quality of the said video and ignores other contributory factors such as pitch
length, detail and passion. Advice from the crowdfunding platforms themselves
also means pitch videos are becoming standard practice, 33 thus questioning
whether the presence of a video alone is enough to determine quality.
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Table 1: Campaign Variables Analysed and Definitions
Variable
Total Raised
Campaign Goal:
Goal Percentage
Backers
Average Donation
Number of Rewards
Reward Quality:
Most Backed Reward
Updates
Pitch Quality
Personal Pitch Video
Facebook Friends
Direct Network Size

Search Results
Film Category

Goal to Backer Percentage
Network to Backer Percentage
Genre
Whole Budget?
Explanation of Fund Use
Number of Founders
Content Precedence

Definition
The full amount of money raised by the campaign.
Initial target goal of the campaign.
Percentage of the goal, which the campaign achieved.
Number of individuals who funded the campaign.
Average backer donation based on the total amount
raised divided by the number of backers
Total number of rewards offered to backers.
Quality of rewards based on a five-point scale
presented in Figure 1
Reward, which most backers contributed towards
Amount of updates delivered through Kickstarter
about the campaign progress.
Quality of the campaigns pitch measured by a fivepoint scale considering passion and preparedness,
which can be seen in igure 2.
Whether or not the pitch video involved a personal
message from the campaigners.
Number of Facebook friends on the account linked to
the campaign.
Number of individual within the campaign founders
direct networks (receive news of the campaign first
hand) These figures were determined from the
campaigners Facebook and Twitter connections and
connections on Facebook fan pages or Twitter
accounts relating to the campaign.
Amount of search results returned by Google about
the campaign, determined using the following search
term; ‘TITLE’ ‘AUTHOR’ ‘KICKSTARTER.’
The film and video category upon Kickstarter
consists of further subcategories consisting of
Webseries, short film, feature film, animation and
documentary.
Backers divided by the campaign goal.
Backers divided by the Direct Network Size
Comedy, Horror, Experimental, Cause etc
Whether or not the campaign was being run to raise
funds for the whole budget of the relating project
Whether or not the pitch explained what the funds
raised would be spent on.
Number of individuals involved in the campaign.
Whether or not the campaigner has demonstrated
prior filmmaking experience.

4. Findings
4.1Average Donations
This study found that film campaigns outperform the average $70 donation
suggested by Kickstarter. 34 What was more interesting, however, was the failed
campaigns had a higher average ($100.69) than the successes ($95.08). This can be
explained by the failures inability to interest the second and third degree networks
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in their campaign. The nature of the first-degree relationships to the campaigner,
and the trust gained through personal connection means they are more likely to
fund generously, as they are less reliant on other signals of quality.
4.2 Depth of Rewards and Reward Quality
Rewards in crowdfunding provide potential backers with additional motivation
to contribute; in filmmaking campaigns rewards typically range from a simple
thank you to more exclusive rewards like cast roles. This study found successes on
average offered 10.125 rewards over the failures 7.6. As well as this greater depth,
the successes ranked better in terms of the quality. Reward quality was ranked on a
5-point scale, which considered their depth, value and inventiveness (Table 2).
It was more common amongst the successful campaigns to find rewards with
greater tangible value and unique offers such as casting roles. Failed campaigns in
comparison were less inventive, offering rewards that are becoming common. In
crowdfundings infancy rewards such as film credits were unique, however as more
campaigns are run their ‘specialness’ reduces. Thus, reward creativity can provide
campaigns with much needed differentiation.
Table 2: Reward Quality Ranking
Rating

Definition

1

On average successful campaigns offered approximately 10 rewards, thus
campaigns offering only 1-4 rewards were representative of limited
rewards.
Campaigns offered 4-7 rewards, yet those rewards offered lacked any
tangible value to the backer (a simple thank you, digital downloads/access
and film credits).
7-10 rewards offered, with a range of items that provided tangible value.
For example physical DVDs or Film Posters.
7-10 rewards offered with a range of items that provided tangible value. For
example physical DVDs or Film Posters. In addition to this a number of
unique rewards were offered such as cast roles or props from the film
11+ rewards offered, with items available, which provided tangible value,
such as DVD’s or film posters. In addition to this a number of unique
rewards were offered such as cast roles or props from the film

2
3
4
5

4.3 Network Size
The extant crowfunding and entrepreneurial literature argues for the importance
of social networks and this is echoed by the data in this study. 35 The size of
networks was measured in two ways, first through the number of Facebook
connections listed on the Kickstarter page and second a measure of the campaigns
larger Direct Network Size (DNS, number of connections who receive first hand
campaigner information) based on connections to campaign related accounts on
Facebook and Twitter. The first measure is similar to Mollick’s study and uses data
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from the campaigns that had connected their accounts to Facebook. 36 However, not
every campaign utilises this option, thus data was only available for 72% of
successes and 58.33% of failures. Overall the successes demonstrated greater
Facebook connections than the failures, yet there were cases of successes with low
connections and failures with high connections.
An explanation for this is that the Facebook data Kickstarter provides is an
incomplete picture of a campaigns network, as it only shows connections to one
individual and does not consider other social channels. Therefore this study also
hand collected data for a campaign’s DNS. It must be noted that this data may still
be incomplete, yet the DNS variable provides a more accurate assessment than the
use of Facebook connections alone.
The DNS data collected shows that healthy networks do drive successful
campaigns, with evidence of higher connections and social spread than failed
campaigns. Whilst it is argued that DNS does drive success, it is as important for
campaigners to understand what is achievable in relation to their DNS. Backers
compared to DNS for both the successes and failures were between 1-5%, yet overambition in terms of what their DNS could achieve in relation to the funding goal
may have contributed to their failure. Data from this study suggests that the
number of backers should be equal to approximately 1-2% of the target goal. On
average the successes had 1.685% while the failures were only 0.44%. This
ambition puts pressure on campaigners to attract interest from their wider
networks, which evidently the failed campaigns were unable to do.
4.4 Search Results
A campaigners network can only go so far before they must look to the second
and third degrees. Many campaigns fail here, due to a ‘build it and they will come’
mentality and an underestimation of campaign marketing. 37 To determine the
broader reach of a campaign, the number of Google search returns were used. The
data found that successes outperformed failures for search returns, showing their
greater desire to spread the word. Amongst the successes there was also a
correlation between higher funding goals and higher search results, emphasising
the need to attract wider public attention when the inner circle is insufficient for the
funding goal.
4.5 Content Precedence
Cardon et. al. suggest that domain expertise and track record are important
criteria in investment decisions as they help develop trust in the entrepreneurs
capabilities. 38 Of the campaigns studied, successes provided clear evidence of the
their filmmaking capabilities demonstrating a strong professional or academic
background. Campaigns that showed limited content precedence were only seeking
small amounts of capital ($250-$1,000), thus reducing its importance. Campaigns
with more ambitious funding targets ($5,000+) were matched with a more
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established content precedence and some campaigners also partnered with wellknown personalities to give their campaigns extra credence.
Content precedence for failed campaigns was less clear with a number of
campaigners seeking to fund their first significant film. Thus we can question
crowdfunding’s ability to aid unknown talent and suggest that crowdfunding is best
used once a filmmaker has already invested in establishing their identity.
4.6 Pitch Quality
Chen et al. argue that the preparedness of entrepreneurs can positively impact
funding decisions by presenting higher impressions of quality. 39 Alongside
preparedness, passion is also argued to help potential investors gain a more
positive impression.
The passion an entrepreneur displays is important because it can
lead to investors to be more confident in the entrepreneur,
particularly when the product or environment is ambiguous and
uncertain 40
Filmmaking campaigns like those studied here can be described as being
ambiguous and uncertain; being uncompleted entities means potential backers can
only go on ideas conveyed by the campaigner. Thus passion and preparedness of a
campaigner can help reduce uncertainty and risk.
With this in mind pitch quality was judged on a five-point scale (Table 3),
which considered the levels of passion and preparedness developed from factors
presented by Chen et al. 41 Preparedness was judged by the level of detail the pitch
provided to give a coherent understanding of the project and capabilities of the
campaigners, whilst passion was judged by time already invested into the project
and through behavioural cues demonstrated in the personal pitch videos.
Campaigns without personal pitch videos thus suffered as it becomes difficult to
decipher passion or build connections with the campaigner.
The successes averaged 4.16 for pitch quality demonstrating high levels of
passion and preparedness. Failed campaigns on the other hand averaged 2.7
showing less preparedness and subdued passion, making it difficult for potential
backers to build trust or confidence in the campaigner and provides further signals
towards a ‘build it and they will come’ mentality amongst the failed campaigns.
4.7 Fund Explanation
Successful campaigns were more forthcoming and clear with explanations of
how funds would be used. 100% of the successes indicated what the money raised
would go towards compared to 66% of the failures. This goes back to the need for
preparedness to develop trust; not being forthcoming with financial details breaks
trust and increases uncertainty.
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4.8 Number of Campaigners
Having more campaigners attached to a campaign, correlated with success.
Successes averaged close to 3 individuals per campaigns, while 1-2 individuals ran
failures. More campaigners not only increase a campaign’s DNS but also helps
spread campaign workload, which is widely regarded as a substantial investment of
time and effort. 42
Table 3: Pitch Quality Explanation.
Rating

Attributes

1

Lack of passion demonstrated. Pitch description limited in detail

2

Limited amount of passion evident. Pitch description provides a good
understanding of the project
Pitch description goes into detail about the project. There is evidence of
passion from the project
Pitch description is substantial and coherent and provides the reader with
an understanding of both the project and campaigners. Passion for the
project is demonstrated
There is a high level of detail within the pitch document giving the reader a
clear and coherent understanding of the project and the campaigners. The
campaigner has demonstrated clear evidence of their passion for the
project.

3
4
5

5. Discussion
For potential backers, filmmaking campaigns are often wrapped in ambiguity
and uncertainness; a product specification is easier to imagine than the creative
outcome of a film. Thus the above findings demonstrate internal structures and
drivers of success, which may be applicable to crowdfunding campaigns as a
whole, but are also specifically relevant to filmmaking campaigns studied here.
In order to build the trust necessary to bridge any ambiguity that surrounds a
campaign, Content precedence and Pitch quality may be crucial to demonstrate the
campaigners capabilities and address quality uncertainty, with both passion and
preparedness playing a key role. Depth and quality of rewards enables
campaigners to meet the backer’s range of tastes and budgets, while also enabling
campaigners to differentiate their campaign and provide the opportunity to add
levels of tangibility to an intangible product. Once again the importance of healthy
networks has been emphasised alongside the need for a Number of Campaigners.
As important as having a strong network is an understanding of what can be
achieved in relation to its size. If a campaigner lacks sufficient DNS, they should
consider breaking down their campaign into more manageable goals.
All of these variables, with the addition of Search Results, become increasingly
important when campaigners are seeking significant capital (over $10,000). By
selecting five campaigns seeking over $10,000 from both the successful and
unsuccessful campaigns, we can see the successes notably outperform failures; in
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particular the successes overwhelm failures for DNS and Search Results (Table 4).
This demonstrates the need for a strong foundation network to kick-start a
campaign, but also the need to spread the campaign amongst wider networks when
seeking greater investment. As for content precedence, which is not displayed in
this table, the successes demonstrated higher strength and quality of content
precedence or had established links with famous personalities.
These results mean we can question the ability of crowdfunding to significantly
aid upcoming or unknown filmmaking talent. The ability to provide or establish
each of the above variables requires resources, in terms of time, finances and even
personnel, which individuals and small companies face a continued struggle to
provide. Thus crowdfunding can be argued to succumb to the Matthew Effect, 43
where those who are richer both in terms of identity, resources and social capital
are able to benefit with greater ease than those poor in terms of such resources. As
more people look towards crowdfunding and the platforms become crowded, this
problem is only likely to increase, as those with greater resources have a better
foundation upon which they can differentiate themselves and stand out. As a result,
those with a higher need for such platforms and fundraising practices will suffer as
a result.
Table 4: Variable Comparison for Campaigns Seeking Significant Capital.
Variable
Campaign Goal
Total raised
Average Donation ($)
No. of Rewards
Reward Quality
Goal-Backer %
Network-Backer %
Search Results
Pitch Quality
Fund Explanation
Personnel

Successful Campaigns

Failed Campaigns

$23,000 (average)
$30,905 (average)
$129.6
12.6
4.6
1.9%
9.83%
22382 (average)
4.6
100% of Campaigns
3.4

$23,400 (average)
$9,956 (average)
$243.4
8.6
3.6
0.26%
2.98%
644 (average)
3.2
60% of Campaigns
2.6

6. Conclusion and Recommendations
Whilst crowdfunding is becoming an increasingly popular form of financing as
practitioners seek to circumvent traditional routes to market, this study shows it
should be approached with caution. Crowdfunding requires a greater amount of
time, resources and effort than many realise, with work required not just during,
but arguably more importantly before, a campaign in order to establish many of the
structures and drivers indentified in this research.
The data analysed within this study is relatively small and thus future work
may consider testing the insight presented against a larger number of campaigns,
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which would also allow consideration of the differences that occur between
filmmaking subcategories. Findings relating to reward and pitch quality may also
be deemed subjective, thus further testing may be required to eliminate any
perceived bias. However, to my knowledge this is the first chapter that analyses
campaigns specifically related to filmmaking categories upon reward-based
platforms. With the increasing prominence of crowdfunding this study is
particularly timely in order to provide practitioners insight, so as to avoid what can
be naïve and costly mistakes.
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Abstract
For several years now, the media, the business world, and information technology
(IT) professionals have often used ‘Big Data’ to describe a new society-wide
dynamic. It is characterised not only by the production of massive amounts of data,
but also – and especially – by the huge potential benefits that new statistical dataanalysis tools would confer. The proliferation of data is so extensive that data
capture and analysis are increasingly presented as exceeding human reach, thus
necessitating the use of tools and IT methods for interpretation. Data extraction and
analysis are defined as ‘data mining,’ without presenting data production, access,
and analysis as socially constructed (e.g., with ideological, political, and economic
dimensions). Instead, they constitute a means for deriving ‘natural’ information
(the Real). In this light, Big Data may be seen as a technique that dispenses with
symbolic mediation and thus lies outside the field of politico-ideological debate.
Our presentation deals with the potential consequences of models based on Big
Data. Big Data modelling relies, in part, on the production, diffusion, and use of
individual-specific data (e.g., recommender systems, or data-collection-based
profiling). It is primarily used in contexts where future actions must be forecast
from present behaviours. Yet insofar as this kind of modelling infers social
representations from claims of direct access to the Real (i.e., the non-ideological
and non-political), one must wonder whether it is not helping create a governance
dynamic that links individuals not to a set of views (e.g., a political choice) but
rather – because necessary and inevitable – to the Real itself. In other words, Big
Data could be a way of (re)producing the social by preventing the sudden
emergence of the political – that is, a means for assuring control by arranging for
social representations of the Real.
Key Words: Big Data, governance, technology, social media, political economy,
ideology.
*****
1. Introduction
This chapter comes out of a recently created research group that focuses on
information and surveillance in daily life. 1 The group has begun a research project
on Big Data and governance. Its first phase (problematisation) is what we shall be
presenting.
The emergence of social media has brought with it a significant increase in the
production, circulation and consumption of data. Although this wealth of
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commercial and financial data is not itself new, the proliferation of ‘social’ data
(e.g., values, opinions, judgements) does constitute something different. Taking
both this phenomenon and the law of large numbers into account, some believe that
such massive quantities of data ‘have something to say’ and present a coherent
whole in the image of the social issues themselves.
The necessity of dealing with the Real has given rise to two main philosophical
positions. The hermetic tradition postulates that the Real is not in itself accessible,
that it always represented (i.e., built on a foundation of symbolic mediation). In
contrast, the positivist tradition asserts that experiential data make it possible to
know the Real directly. Big Data, as a collection of computerised techniques for
analysing data, operates on the premise that these practices make it possible to
expose the Real completely. In this light, however, the proliferation of ‘social’ data
poses two major challenges: 1) how to make sense out of data that in essence are
politically and ideologically loaded because socially generated, and 2) how to
make these data meaningful given that they are produced on such a massive scale
that they are considered ‘too big to know.’
Mathematical information theory allows responding to the first challenge. First,
the theory makes it possible to neutralise political and ideological loads by
transforming the symbolic (i.e., information in its primary sense of informing – a
representational process) into data, that is, an ‘objectivised’ and ‘real’ form.
Second, by its very transformation into quantifiable data, information becomes
subject to collection, storage, and management. The second challenge, how vast
quantities of data might be harnessed, is in turn met by the very means of presentday data production: data processing as tool for automating calculation.
This is not without implications for the dynamics of power relationships. With
the symbolic and its political and ideological loads being, as it were, neutralised,
the legitimacy of power actually rests less on the political than on the process
relationships of control and management that result from Technic. 2 To paraphrase
Saint-Simon, who used to refer to the transition from governing people to
administering things, we hypothesise that we are about to move from governing
people to administering people who have become things (i.e., the ‘data double’ as
the digital version of an individual). 3
2. Big Data
Big Data is the ability to link several databases and, using advanced correlation
methodologies, identify patterns of information that would otherwise remain
invisible. 4
From the first supercomputers in the post-war period to business intelligence
systems designed to analyse commercial databases, the idea of analysing data using
data processing is not itself new. Big Data continues this lineage by taking it in
new directions. Where Big Data differs is, first, its explicit design to incorporate all
data (a point we shall return to) since its intention is to add traditional business data
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to its compilations of data from social media. In so doing, Big Data throws its hat
into the ‘social’ arena, with a special debt to ‘sentiment analysis,’ which uses
computer-based linguistic and literary analysis techniques to identify and extract
subjective data. 5 Second, Big Data is part of a proactive approach motivated by the
explicit purpose of finding correlations that suggest future trends (e.g., credit card
fraud, targeted advertising, supply and demand, or swings in financial markets).
Third and last, though once the exclusive domain of business, Big Data sets itself
apart by lending itself to the purposes of the State (e.g., surveillance, national
defence, or territorial integrity).
Sustained by data from the social media, Big Data claims in fact to have
pertinent applications directed at the social commons, thus helping to transform the
vocation of the body politic into governance: the management of operating
procedures for a society that has been converted into data. Not only is Big Data
used more and more often in, for example, political campaigns (e.g., surveys of
voter intentions) and public-interest decision-making (e.g., health, education), but
it may also move directly from the descriptive to the prescriptive when its tools for
forecasting and risk management are applied to the field of ‘security.’
As a model, Big Data has two main features, both arising from its
epistemological position, as noted above. Because Big Data bills itself as neutral
with a direct line to the Real, it aims to represent the totality (i.e., an omnipresent
Real) and vaunts the immediacy (real time) of its knowledge.
Big Data intends to incorporate and analyse all data, whether traditional data
structured in databases, metadata produced by analysing these data, or unstructured
data from social media (e.g., email, text messages, posts on Facebook and Twitter).
The notion of the Real is what sets the whole dynamic in motion, as attests the
well-known American initiative Total Information Awareness. TIA sought to
integrate information technologies in order to aggregate data, analyse links and
develop descriptive and prescriptive models by using data mining. It would then
apply these models to other data sources to identify terrorists and terrorist groups.
Because it was controversial, the programme’s funding was cut in 2003. Later,
however, it was revived thanks to a secret programme of the National Security
Agency that some describe as a veritable modern-day Manhattan Project. This
programme is thought to have established listening posts throughout the country
that intercept and analyse billions of emails and telephone calls to and from the
United States. 6
Presented as according with the Real, Big Data lends itself well to data mining,
as though data were a natural resource or raw material (i.e., without symbolic
mediation) extracted from the Real. If it is true that, from a Heideggerian point of
view, Technic takes part in the unveiling of the Real, the act of desymbolising rests
on what Heidegger called the anthropological-instrumental representation of
Technic and consists in seeing this latter solely as a neutral tool subject to the will
of the user. 7 When measured against Big Data, all instances of technical data
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production are viewed as ‘natural,’ that is, as corresponding to a Real that presents
itself as unveiled in and of itself by Technic.
Although the act of unveiling the world may also signify its completion, the
world is not a common space to be appropriated (oikoumene): it is not a to-be; it
simply is. It is no longer the fruit of praxis as dialectical relationship between
subject and world; it no longer lays down a temporal and dialectical process of
psychic and collective individuation. 8 This is why Big Data is, at heart, a dynamic
whose essence is mostly driven by instantaneity, the time described as real. Indeed,
Big Data insists on obtaining the very latest data. The Big Data ideal is thus to be
continually fed by the now, that is, to be incorporated into the very flows of
production, diffusion and consumption of data: ‘This lifestream – a heterogeneous,
content-searchable, real-time messaging stream – arrived in the form of blog posts
and RSS feeds, Twitter and other chatstreams, and Facebook walls and timelines.’ 9
That this real-time dynamic characterises Big Data is no accident. In fact, it is
in the nature of real time that meaning may appear finalised and exempt from
diachronic symbolic mediation. It is in the nature of real time that preventive action
(as in risk management) may have maximum effectiveness as it moves from
uncertainty to risks that have probabilities, which then become quantifiable.
Finally, it is only in real time that the primacy of processual relationships – the
workings of which themselves become the teleology of the process – may foster a
sustained eclipse of symbolic mediation. In this respect the Big Data phenomenon
conforms to Negri’s characterisation:
Mediation is absorbed within the productive machine. ... This is a
form of legitimation that rests on nothing outside itself and is
reproposed ceaselessly by developing its own language of selfvalidation. 10
Here we are well into Heideggerian territory: Humans use Technic while
believing themselves its absolute masters (the anthropological-instrumental
representation), which misleads them into a state of vulnerability since, as
Heidegger pointed out, modern Technic also embodies the ‘power of power’
(Gestell). 11 As a consequence, the subject/Dasein confuses its own destiny with
that of Technic. In the Big Data universe, symbolic production (e.g., of ideas,
feelings, or values) actually becomes a flow of data produced by Deleuzian
‘dividuals,’ which Horkheimer had indeed anticipated:
Advances in technical facilities for enlightenment is
accompanied by a process of dehumanization. Thus progress
threatens to nullify the very goal it is supposed to realize: the
idea of man. 12
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3. A Non-Ideological Ideology
Grounded as it is in immediacy and totality, Big Data has assumed a role in
(re)producing the System-World: 13 it makes the ontological claims of embodying
the world itself simply by the ‘mediation’ (defined as neutral act) of Technic.
Perfunctory approaches to the Real are not new, as can be seen in traditional
empirical-positivist epistemological positions. Yet such positions were once rooted
in more comprehensive ideological systems (e.g., progress, civilisation). Now, by
contrast, they are self-referential: access to the Real has become the goal itself; the
means have become the ends. The emergence of an ideology (a position adopted to
deal with the Real) presenting itself as non-ideological (i.e., mere technical
mediation) followed, an ideology that Labelle, building on the work of Lefort,
describes as ‘invisible.’ There
the Real no longer refers to anything but itself and is no longer
measured against a higher standard from which it derives
meaning; as a rule, it speaks for, about and by itself. 14
Big Data thus is taking part in the present-day dynamics that obscure the
domains of politics and ideology and their capacities as meaning-generating,
mediating agents linked to the Real.
Yet, and this is a criticism that might be levelled at Heidegger, 15 one must not
overlook the social commons as an essential dimension of being-in-the-world, nor
that readiness-to-hand also implies a praxis as well as collective suitability. As
Lefebvre pointed out, the (supposed) end of history nevertheless remains a
historical phenomenon. So, too, the claim to being non-ideological (Technic)
remains an ideology. The lineage of the epistemological position of Big Data has
come down to us via, among other things, the ideology of cybernetics. Elaborated
around the central idea of homeostasis, cybernetics presupposes what Simondon
called the ‘right shape,’ that is, the shape at the outset, the shape homeostasis must
reproduce. 16 By dispensing with the actual genesis of ‘right shape,’ the
beforehand, the moment when all ‘right shapes’ are possible and thus could have
cleared the way for a political-ideological pluralism appropriate to the symbolic,
cybernetic epistemology manages to raise processual relationships to the rank of
end/purpose. Not only is the Real no longer subject to (political-ideological)
symbolic mediation, but the political and the ideological are also set up as
hindrances to fully operational processual relationships (Technic) that lie at the
root of the Real.
Here we again encounter the ideology of neo-liberalism: once freed from the
bonds of the political (individual freedom having become the only real dimension),
the market will naturally operate at full capacity. Set forward as the world itself,
neo-liberal ideology becomes totalising: the world stops being an oikoumene (a
world to be collectively produced) in order to embody the Real itself. In this sense,
as Foessel maintains, we are living in the post-end-of-the-world:
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The end of the world has become the horizon of the present
because technical objects, instead of humans, now define what
should be done. The image of the end ratifies the considerable
contraction of space for options that arose after the appearance of
a universe of technical instruments that insinuated themselves
between humans and nature. According to this point of view, the
end of the world does not designate so much an event to come
that must be delayed as a way of describing what the present
looks like. It has already taken place. We are living after the
world has ended. 17
In accordance with communicative capitalism, 18 Big Data takes part in
producing totality by transforming the world into data that may be held
simultaneously and that is storable, manageable and as a result ‘commodifiable.’
By advocating risk management by anticipating trends, Big Data brings back the
idea of the Real as machina, an entity having as its goal to deploy maximum and
optimal production. Producing in this sense is subject to the imperatives of a
capitalism that now reifies itself as a category of the Real (the economy). Thus, as
Jamieson observed, it is easier to imagine the end of the world than the end of
capitalism. 19
As discussed above, Big Data is part of a dynamic in which time accelerates,
thus spreading the idea that the Real is essentially a process, and to access it one
must seize it while it is evolving. Counter to what one might think, this primacy of
real time is not a product of our technological times. Marx long ago noted this
propensity as one of capitalism’s significant characteristics:
Capital by its nature drives beyond every spatial barrier. Thus the
creation of the physical conditions of exchange – of the means of
communication and transport – the annihilation of space by time
– becomes an extraordinary necessity for it. ... Capital thus sets
about producing the means of communication and
transportation. 20
The more capital is developed, the vaster the market in which it
circulates; but the greater the spatial trajectory of its circulation,
the more it will tend to expand market space and thus‚ with time‚
to destroy space. 21
4. Big Data and Governance
Ever since Foucault, 22 the idea that socio-historical orders are based on power
relationships in which subjects discipline themselves (as in a panopticon) is more
or less taken for granted. Yet opinions diverge as to whether we are in a discipline
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– or control-oriented society. Can one still really speak of discipline when this
order, to borrow Lefort’s expression, 23 can no longer withstand the ‘trial of its
institution,’ that is, when the order is no longer represented as politicalideological? Are we still discipline-driven when the real-time imperative, what
Edwards called cybernetic behaviourism, 24 works overtly to transform adherence
to ethics into an impulse-based dynamic? Closer to home, Rosa has found the same
thing:
Modern societies are regulated, coordinated and dominated by a
strict and rigorous time system that is not structured in ethical
terms. Modern subjects may therefore be described as being only
minimally restricted by rules and ethical penalties, and therefore
as being free, whereas they are ruled, dominated and repressed
by a time system that is largely invisible, depoliticized,
undisputed, under-theorised and inarticulate. 25
Contrary to the empowerment heralded by the social media that feed Big Data,
a form of coercive power is actually at work: ‘The time most valued is the
perpetual present, which serves as norm and has the distinctive feature of being
coercively imperative for its agents.’ 26
This dynamic is strengthened all the more by its obvious and ‘natural’ harmony
with the Real. In other words, integration with the world now occurs because it is
impossible to be outside the world. Exteriority undermines any ontological
pretension to being the Real or the world itself. This is why any sort of otherness
ultimately not only portends the return of the political and the ideological, but it
also assumes an appearance of Evil since it calls into question the ‘world’ itself. 27
It is thus necessary to keep the subject continuously inside the ‘world.’ The Big
Data dynamic advances this cause by requiring the ceaseless production of
individuals who are continuously ‘connected’ (AOAC: Always On, Always
Connected) via devices that feature the automatic storage of information tracking
usage. Big Data may thus be seen as governance by management of individual user
information.
As a technical tool that may be considered at once an instance of both ontology
and mediation, the Big Data phenomenon becomes a self-actualising dynamic: All
that is necessary is to project itself as Real in order to model behaviours that as a
result find confirmation for themselves in Big Data’s ontological status. This selfreferentiality is what allows Big Data to (appear to) do without symbolic mediation
and to be at once a process of both production and control. As such, the tools for
producing the social (Facebook describes itself as a ‘social utility’) are the same
ones that also deploy as dynamics of surveillance and control, rendered ordinary by
being seen as the very means for joining and participating in the social commons.
With Big Data we have moved from controlling production to producing control.
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Is Political Participation Online Effective? A Case Study of the
Brazilian Federal Chamber of Representatives’
E-Democracy Initiative
Patrícia Gonçalves C. Rossini
Abstract
In Brazil, the Federal Chamber of Representatives conducts an e-democracy
initiative that enables people to participate in political decisions regarding
legislation. There are forums in which people can discuss and propose amendments
to draft bills, vote for surveys to decide on the most important issues and speak
their minds regarding legislative activities. The goal of this chapter is to analyse
the effectiveness of citizens’ engagement in the e-democracy initiative through the
case study of the discussion of the Internet Bill of Rights – a bill to regulate
Internet use in Brazil. After a brief review of literature on e-democracy, I intend to
measure if the platform guaranteed citizens an opportunity to affect decisionmaking by evaluating if the amendments suggested by users through the initiative
were effectively taken into account by the legislative committee.
Key Words: Political participation, online participation, E-democracy, online
citizenship, political communication, Brazilian politics.
*****
1. Introduction
The growing presence of political agents and institutions online has been
motivating scholars to investigate the possible effects of these phenomena in many
political activities, such as political participation, democracy and citizenship.
Because of the Internet’s technical features – non-hierarchical communication,
intentionality, multiple flows of information, one to one and many to many forms
of interpersonal interaction and replicability of contents, the democratic potential
of the Web is constantly addressed and questioned.
But there is a gap between the opportunities that online environments provide
and the effective strengthening of the relationship between the civic and political
spheres, in a sense that online participation depends not only on the citizens’
willingness to participate, but also on the politicians’ and governments’ willingness
to take citizens’ opinions and demands into account when making political
decisions.
In this chapter, I will analyse the effectiveness of political participation online
through a case study of the Brazilian Federal Chamber of Representatives’ edemocracy initiative – a web-based portal in which people can engage and debate
political decisions regarding legislation issues. I investigate one specific case of
collaborative lawmaking regarding a bill that will regulate Internet use in Brazil –
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which concerns issues such as privacy, rights and duties of Internet users, content
providers and service providers on the web, digital crime and so on.
As a subject that concerns everyone who is constantly engaged in online
activities, many citizens were willing to participate in the discussion through the edemocracy platform. I will study the suggestions that participants made on the edemocracy portal and examine to what extent the representatives took them into
account, by comparing the draft bill with the report generated after the discussion
that took place online, through the e-democracy initiative, and offline, in public
audiences, hearings and at the Chamber’s committees. The goal is to observe
whether the discussions maintained within the e-democracy platform were taken
into consideration and effectively affected the discussion of this bill at the Federal
Chamber of Representatives.
2. E-Democracy: The Internet and the Enhancing of Political Participation
The growing presence of technology in our everyday activities is one of the
reasons why it is important to understand the potential of the Web to enhance civic
and political participation. In 2010, 73 million Brazilians were on the Internet,
according to a research conducted by the Internet Steering Committee in Brazil, 1
and 58% of these used the Web on a daily basis. Even though there are social
barriers and inequalities In Internet use, the access to this technology has been
growing in all social substrates and regions. Communications, information and
leisure activities are the main interests of Brazilian Internet users. E-mail (80%),
social network sites (70%) and instant messengers (74%) are the communication
activities preferred by users.
Due to limitations of scope and space, this chapter will neither address the
dichotomy between negative and positive approaches on the democratic potential
of the Web 2 nor provide an extensive literature review. The view explored in this
chapter is neutral and wary: the technology, itself, does not change political habits
and practices. Rather, it is the motivations that the political actor has when using
the Internet that can facilitate or enable a variety of processes regarding political
participation and engagement.
It is undeniable that the Internet has a great potential to strengthen democracy
by providing means for people to deliberate, mobilise and interact with political
decision-making agents. It is easier to get politically involved online due to many
reasons, such as being able to engage while comfortably seated at home, to reach
like-minded people with low costs (through social network sites, bulletin boards, email lists and so on) and to mobilize people to take public action online and offline
(through petitions, protests and other forms of social organisation).
Studies on the Internet’s potential for deliberative communication, political
communication and participation often resort to Habermas’ well-known concept of
the public sphere. In his recent reflections on the subject, Habermas 3 suggests that
society is organised in various institutions which function is to provide a bridge
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between the issues that concern the private spheres and the political public sphere.
Even though the civil society has limited powers for intervention, it mobilises an
alternate knowledge and can influence the political sphere by reverberating public
opinion.
According to the density of communication and organisational complexity of
an environment, there are three types of public sphere – episodic, organised and
abstract: the first refers to casual encounters and reunions of the public life; the
second has well-defined objectives and it is formed by organised meetings and
situations in which people are organised around common interests; the third is the
sphere organised by media.
As we can observe, the notion of the contemporary public sphere is associated
both to the casual interactions that take place in many encounters of the everyday
life and in organised communication spaces with well defined goals and purposes.
Informal communication, as conversations that happen on the episodic public
spheres, should be taken into account as important resources of collective
interpretation on political concerns and formulation of demands to be sent to the
deliberative bodies of the political system. 4
The democratic process is supposed to generate legitimacy through opinion
formation based on group deliberation. To be democratic, these procedures need to
grant ‘(a) publicity and transparency for the deliberative process, (b) inclusion and
equal opportunity for participation, and (c) a justified presumption for reasonable
outcomes.’ 5
According to Dahlberg, Habermas’ deliberative public sphere is constituted by
communicative rationality – ‘action involving the public use of reason aimed at
mutual understanding.’ He states that communicative rationality must respect six
criteria: reasoned critique of problematic validity claims; reflexivity, meaning that
participants critically examine their values, assumptions and interests; ideal role
taking; sincerity, simply stating that deliberation is premised upon honesty;
inclusion and discursive equality; and autonomy from state and economic power. 6
These criteria are generally the starting point for analysing deliberation online
considering the digital public sphere approach. Nevertheless, Chadwick argues that
when e-democracy and political participation online are observed according to the
normative ideal of deliberation (which means that they should fulfill Habermas’
criteria), it is likely that the online spaces will not be seen as having a
transformational influence on citizens. As it is costly, in terms of time and effort, to
engage in sustained, reflective discourse, Chadwick believes that scholars should
further analyse less demanding behaviours that emerge from the Web and can
potentially enhance political participation, even though they may not fulfill the idea
of a genuine deliberative public sphere.
Chadwick believes that the growing of online platforms based on usergenerated content and networks will have a positive impact on political
participation online and suggests seven principles in which the Web 2.0 may affect
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citizens’ engagement with politics: 1) the Internet as a platform for political
discourse; 2) the collective intelligence emergent from political Web use; 3) the
importance of data over software and hardware applications; 4) perpetual
experimentalism in the public domain; 5) the creation of small scale forms of
political engagement through consumerism; 6) the propagation of political content
over multiple applications; and 7) rich user experiences on political websites. 7
The last principle is adequate to the platform I intend to analyse. As we will see
in the next section, formal political institutions are trying to design online
environments that allow rich user experiences as a form to incentive political
participation. Based on social networking sites, e-democracy platforms are
increasingly shifting towards more enclosed environments, adopting mechanisms
that can provide greater trust (as the use of real names, profiles and even pictures)
and represent the citizens’ real identity.
3. The Federal Chamber of Representatives’ E-Democracy Initiative
Online spaces that are designed to enable people to communicate with others
with whom they share interests and concerns, such as forums, bulletin boards and
more sophisticated platforms (i.e. social network sites or e-democracy initiatives),
can provide support for deliberation processes and thus be seen as mechanisms of
enhancing democracy online. They lower costs for participation, dissolve physical
or geographic barriers and connect people who probably would not be able to
communicate with each other if it were not through the Web.
Spaces specifically designed to support political participation, such as websites
developed by formal political institutions, provide a channel for communication
between citizens and their representatives and effectively participate on the
deliberation processes. Governments and the Houses of Representatives from
several countries are increasingly investing on the use of technology to be more
accessible and transparent to the public. As Bingham’s analysis of the US Open
Government Initiative suggests, even though the project hasn’t made much
progress towards the goal of making government more participatory and
collaborative, the gains in transparency are ‘potential game-changers.’ 8
Chadwick and May 9 developed three models of interaction to describe
governments’ efforts to make use of Internet-based communication technologies.
The first one is the Managerial Model, in which the Internet is seen as an
improvement of previously technologies that should be used to renew established
government functions with efficiency – ‘increased speed of delivery combined
with a reduction in costs.’ 10 The flow of information is mainly linear and topdown, from governments to citizens, and the goal is to reduce bureaucracies and
costs to provide relevant information for users, media and companies. 11
The Consultative Model fosters interactive possibilities for democratic
participation with the goal of seeking citizens’ opinions on particular issues to
guide decision-making. Nevertheless, this model is regulated by policy-makers and
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has a top-down approach, meaning that people will only have a say on issues that
were previously defined by governments. 12
Finally, the Participatory Model is the one that supports more complex,
horizontal and multidirectional interactivity between citizens and politicians. The
underlying idea is that knowledge emerges through interaction and deliberative
communication can (and does) happen in online forums, communities and
networks that foster online encounters between people with similar interests. 13
Although it was not the case in Chadwick and May’s analysis – whose case
study may be outdated, since it was conducted before more interactive platforms
became available on the web – I believe that institutional websites can offer higher
levels of interaction and empower citizens to affect decision-making processes. As
we will see, this case study suggests that legislative systems have a lot to benefit
from political participation online, even though there is still much to improve in
terms of effectiveness and openness to users’ perspectives.
The Federal Chamber of Representatives’ e-democracy initiative, named
‘Portal E-Democracia,’ is an online platform that allows people to engage in
discussions that are currently being addressed by their representatives and to
participate in lawmaking – either by making direct suggestions or voting for predefined issues. It is becoming a well-known initiative across the world due to its
structure and functionality.
It is an example of two of Chadwick and May’s models: it is consultative
because the issues in which citizens are able to debate directly with their
representatives are chosen top-down; and it is participatory because it also enables
horizontal interactivity between citizens and representatives inside forums and
communities.
The access is partially closed: one can see content without being logged in, but
needs to register and set up a profile (with personal information) to participate on
the website. Once registered, the user can choose to participate in legislative
communities that are focused on specific bill initiatives that are being discussed at
the House of Representatives. There’s also a ‘free theme space’ in which users can
start discussions, suggest topics and communicate with others as well.
There are many ways in which citizens can participate: they can join the debate
on the forums, suggest amendments to the bills (using a wiki tool named wikilegis),
access a virtual library, and join online chats, with predefined date and time, which
allow real time conversation between representatives and users and function as
Web-based public audiences.
In this study, I will focus on the legislative community of the ‘Marco Civil da
Internet’ (Brazilian Internet Bill of Rights), which is a draft law that gathers several
bills with the intention to regulate Internet use. This topic was chosen for two main
reasons: it was widely discussed online – had more than 8200 members at the
legislative community – and it concerns Internet users’ rights and duties.
Therefore, it will directly affect the daily life Web users.
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While this chapter is being written, the bill is ready to be voted by the House of
Representatives. As the Brazilian legislative system is bi-cameral, the bill also
needs to be approved by the Senate.
4. Citizen’s Contributions to the Brazilian Internet Bill of Rights
It is important to notice that I do not intend to analyse citizens’ participation
through the normative ideal of deliberation. This chapter is coherent with
Chadwick’s perspective, which I find more adequate to the case study. Therefore,
to analyse the effectiveness of citizens’ engagement, I will compare the
suggestions made through the wikilegis tool, which allowed people to make written
contributions for the draft bill’s text, and the final bill that is ready for approval.
There were two possibilities for engagement: suggestions and comments. The
first required that the citizen articulated a written proposal of an amendment on a
clause and justified his suggestion, while the second enabled them to comment on
the text without effectively suggesting changes.
The resulting bill is constituted of 25 clauses divided in five chapters. It
received 52 contributions 14 and 104 comments at the wiki tool. Along with
citizens’ suggestions through the e-democracy initiative, the text also incorporated
contributions from non-governmental organisations, groups of interest, researchers
and professors, service providers and so on, which engaged on the offline
discussions, and also from the congressmen in charge of the bill.
When comparing the bill’s initial text with its final report, I found that
suggestions made through the e-democracy portal resulted in amendments in three
clauses, 15 while contributions from the organised society (i.e. telecommunications
and media companies, research centers, etc.) were accepted in 2 other clauses and
internal modifications made by the congressperson in charge of the review resulted
in eight amendments. It is important to notice that the Internet Civilian Landmark
Special Committee, through the bill of law’s reporter, Federal Congressman
Alessandro Molon (Workers’ Party – State of Rio de Janeiro) also appears as
coauthor on some of the contributions from the e-democracy initiative and the
organised society. However, for the purposes of our study, his participation on the
discussion is only accounted in the cases in which he made amendments himself.
As these numbers suggest, participation through the e-democracy initiative
accounted for 23% of the changes, while the House of Representatives was
responsible for 62% and contributions from the organised society resulted in 15 %
of the modifications made in the draft bill.
E-democracy participants added some important variables to the fundamentals
of the bill: at the second clause, along with preservation of human rights and the
exercise of citizenship, Internet users added the development of personality and the
social means of the network as guiding principles of the bill. Citizens’ suggestions
also excluded the need of further regulation to guarantee the neutrality of the
network, at the third clause.
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At the tenth clause, which concerns the service providers’ rights regarding
keeping connection logs and registers available for juridical processes, a citizen’s
suggestion made the text clearer and technically specific, facilitating the
understanding of what kind of information could be legally required for juridical
purposes.
The last contribution regards a collective of webloggers related to a political
party, which sent their suggestions directly to the House of Representatives after
engaging in forum discussions at the e-democracy initiative. Their proposal states
that whenever a content provider or service makes users’ content unavailable due
to court orders, it must not only notify the user, but also replace the content with
the court order or motivation to explain why the content was removed.
By analysing users’ contributions that were accepted by the Chamber’s
committees and subcommittees and integrated the report of the Brazilian Internet
Bill of Rights, it is clear that Internet users were able to externalise their concerns
regarding the network’s regulation, especially in terms of transparency and
accountability – two variables that directly concern the users. Citizens’ suggestions
demonstrated high engagement, since they needed reason to justify their proposals
to suggest amendments.
5. Discussion
Even though there are many barriers (social, economical and cultural, to cite
some) that need to be transposed to reach a greater level of citizenship and
deliberation on online public spheres, the case study shows that those who were
engaged in the Brazilian Internet Bill of Rights’ discussion were able to reach
decision-makers and to effectively participate in the lawmaking process by making
amendments to this bill. Although the final decision was top-down, as the
representatives had the power to decide on what suggestions they would take into
account, they were clearly open to accept amendments proposed by ordinary
citizens who participated through the e-democracy initiative.
While I believe that e-democracy initiatives such as the Brazilian House of
Representatives’ can be an effective channel to strengthen communication between
citizens and politicians, it is notable that the costs for participation are still high –
as one needs to reason, elaborate and justify his/her points of view when engaging
in these environments – and people may lack the interest to participate (or
knowledge of such tools, since they are not much advertised) because they have a
negative view of politics and mistrust their representatives. This negative
perspective is often related to the feeling of being powerless and misrepresented by
politicians.
It is true that the Internet offers a great potential to strengthen democracy,
especially when it comes to accessibility and transparency of political affairs.
Nevertheless, there’s still a gap between how e-democracy initiatives are supposed
to empower citizens and their real opportunities to affect decision-making
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processes, as a minority of users have sufficient information and opportunities to
effectively interfere on political decisions.
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The Apparatus of Mobility and the Restriction from Cyberspace
Harris Breslow and Ilhem Allagui
Abstract
This chapter discusses the results we have obtained over three years of surveys for
the Emirates Internet project, which examines Internet usage in the United Arab
Emirates. We have found that a persistent percentage of the population is either
excluded from, or chooses not to access, the Internet. We discuss our longitudinal
results in terms of the concepts of flow and network capital. Both Appadurai and
Castells discuss the fact that the imposition of a global network of flow, a network
that functions to move individuals, information, culture, financial instruments and
cargo around the world, is not universal in nature. Castells describes the spaces and
locales that either do not provide these resources or services, or that provide low
value services and resources as hinterlands, locales with very limited access to this
network and its spaces and systems as a result of the spatial, intellectual and
economic barriers that prevent regular entry to the nodes and pathways of networks
of flow. The growing literature on mobility describes this as a lack of network
capital, where mobility and the networks of flow that enable mobility are seen as
fields of contestation that are exclusive of a large percentage of the global
population. We argue that the respondents to our survey who report that they do
not access the Internet do so because they lack one or more of the various
capacities in, and forms of, the network capital required to regularly enter into
networks of flow. In the case of the Internet these respondents lack the network
capital required to access the Internet, and as a result of this they are not able to
engage in the various mobilities required to support the limited corporeal mobility
that they exhibit as guest workers in the UAE.
Key Words: Castells, flow, Internet, mobility, non-access, United Arab Emirates.
*****
1. Introduction
The Emirates Internet Project (EIP) is a longitudinal survey research project of
patterns of Internet usage amongst residents of the United Arab Emirates (UAE).
The EIP is a participating partner in the World Internet Project (WIP), a
consortium of institutions researching Internet usage in 35 countries. Partners
survey a basket of common questions used for comparative analysis, and local
survey questions that are used to gain additional insight into local Internet usage.
While we have published our results with respect to the effect of Internet usage on
the formation and maintenance of various aspects of a national community, 1 as
well as on the relationship between Internet usage and the articulation of an online
habitus amongst diasporic groups in the UAE, 2 one set of results that we have not
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analysed, however, are those that are concerned with the reasons that respondents
give for not accessing the Internet.
In our most recent survey, which is representative of our longitudinal results,
we found that more than one in four (29%) respondents who do not access the
Internet report not doing so because they have no interest in doing so. Slightly
more than one in five respondents (21%) who report not accessing the Internet
report not doing so because they do not know how. Almost one in six respondents
(14%) who report not accessing the Internet report not doing so because they have
no access to the Internet, while a small percentage of respondents (5%) who report
not accessing the Internet report not doing so because of the expense. In our
examination of respondents’ reasons for not accessing the Internet we thus shift
our analysis from an examination of positively enumerated results – those who
report ‘yes’ to a question, those who are able to measure their Internet usage using
one of the scales that we employ in our survey – to an examination of those
responses that are non committal or negative.
2. A Global Apparatus of Flow and Mobility
Following both Castells and Appadurai, we want to describe flow as a global
infrastructural assemblage and coordination of mechanisms that facilitate the
global transportation and distribution of goods and services, financial and
monetary instruments, information, culture objects, meanings and beliefs and
people. 3 The apparatus of flow is enabled, monitored, controlled and maintained
by a series of digital information networks that, in turn, have been integrated into a
global network of networks, namely the Internet. 4 The integration of the Internet
with transportation and distribution networks has enabled the intensification of the
various flows that move through this apparatus through the precise coordination
and enhanced efficiency of the flow of people, monetary and financial instruments,
information of all types and objects being transported or moved through the
various infrastructural components that constitute the apparatus of flow.
A key aspect of the flows within this global apparatus has been the role that
they have played in the increasing necessity and intensity of the mobility of the
subjects who move within it. One can think of mobility in any number of ways,
from the likelihood of one’s movement upward or downward within a social
structure to the fantasies of motility that have fuelled the travel industry, modernist
architects and science fiction writers. We want, however, to think of mobility in
light of the recent trend in both social theory, where both the subject and the nature
of subjectivity are increasingly theorised in fleeting terms 5 and in sociology, where
the ‘mobility paradigm,’ or the ‘mobility turn’ 6 has come to describe the
increasing tendency to research, theorise and describe the movement of people,
goods and services, financial instruments and cultural objects with increasingly
rapidity across increasingly greater distances.
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We need to point out, however, that we do not want to understand mobility
simply as the increasing ability, likelihood or necessity on the part of subjects to
corporeally move from one place to another, although this is without a doubt an
important aspect of mobility. Rather, we want to understand mobility in terms of
‘five interdependent “mobilities” that produce social life organised across distance
and which form (and re-form) its contours.’ 7 Thus, following Büscher, Urry and
Witchger, 8 and in addition to the above-mentioned corporeal mobility of subjects,
we want to understand mobility the following four ways: In terms of a
communicative mobility that is increasingly enabled and facilitated by portable
digital communication devices, what Elliott and Urry 9 refer to as miniaturised
mobilities which enable subjects on the move to maintain both social and workplace relationships through the use of these devices; in terms of a virtual mobility
on the part of mobile subjects who use digital communications devices in order to
establish a virtual co-presence amongst others across distance; in terms of an
imaginative mobility that is increasingly effected through the use of miniaturised
mobilities that both store and stream multiple forms of digital media; and finally in
terms of the physical mobility of objects amongst producers, retailers and
consumers and that serves to guarantee that the mobile subject is able to satisfy his
or her particular consumption needs and desires wherever he or she happens to find
him or herself while on the move.
Taken together, these four non-corporeal forms of mobility intersect at a point
of contact with the mobile subject’s body, the miniature mobilities without which
the mobile subject never moves and that function as appendages to the mobile
subject’s body. The intersection of these four non-corporeal mobilities with one
another at the site of the subject and the miniature mobility, creates what we want
to describe as a spatial envelope of portable place that surrounds and supports the
privileged mobile subject by replicating the structure of relationships and support
systems that the mobile subject has access to when at home. Thus the privileged
mobile subject is able to stay in touch with and active within one’s social and work
milieus through the use of communicative mobilities that enable peer-to-peer
communication. Virtual mobilities reinforce this sense of connection and the
maintenance of one’s social and professional relationships while one is mobile
through their facilitation of one’s co-presence, albeit disembodied, with others
either at home or also on the move while one is mobile, and with those who are
mobile or otherwise at distance when one is at home. The increasing use and
ubiquity of cloud-based storage and computing facilities and the ever-diminishing
cost of digital storage coupled with the increasing storage capacity of miniature
mobilities enables the privileged mobile subject to have constant access to the
various media that one has access to when not on the move. This, in turn, enables
the subject to reproduce the culturally affective states that he or she would
normally experience when at home and thus keeping the privileged mobile subject
emotionally in check, or in balance. Lastly, the physical mobility of objects means
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that, while on the move, the privileged mobile subject can access goods and
services that are not otherwise available via one’s miniature mobilities and arrange
for their delivery regardless of where one is or where one will be in the world.
This point of contact, this immense infrastructural system, enables us to make
good our claims that this apparatus functions as a dispositif. Every dispositif
functions to constrain and thereby produce a specific space that is occupied by a
privileged category of subject and a range of potential subjectivities open to that
subject. In so doing a dispositif privileges a specific category of subjects and range
of subjectivities available to these subjects by delimiting the range of the
behaviours that are available to subjects who inhabit or move through this
constrained space. 10 We claim that the space that is created and constrained by the
dispositif that we have described, above, is that of a spatial envelope of portable
place within which privileged mobile subjects move. We have used the term
‘privileged’ because not all subjects who are mobile have access to this space,
which we discuss below. The enumeration of categories of subjects within the
constrained space of a dispositif is a function of the articulation and diffusion of a
field of power that differentiates subjects with respect to the likelihood that they
will be enfolded by this space. 11 It is important that we address the issue of the
diffusion of a field of power, as it is our belief that the diffusion of a field of power
within the apparatus of flow and the production of mobility is precisely what
informs the results regarding Internet non-usage that we have consistently obtained
over the past three years. We address this in the next section of this chapter.
3. Network Capital and Internet Non-Usage
Urry has argued that the multiple mobilities that we have discussed above have
created a new field of struggle that ‘has spun off from economic, political and
cultural processes and is now self-expanding and gives rise to an emergent form of
capital, network capital….’ 12 Network capital is
the capacity to engender and sustain social relations with those
people who are not necessarily proximate and which generates
emotional, financial and practical benefit (although this will
entail the various objects and technologies or the means of
networking). 13
For our purposes we will describe network capital as being comprised of four
interlocking elements or capacities that are productive of the spatial envelope of
portable place: A minimal level of income or money, with which one can access
the Internet through either a fixed or mobile broadband connection, own either a
miniature mobility more complex than a simple feature phone or a desktop
computer with which to gain access to the Internet, to purchase a broadband access
package if required and to purchase goods and services; technical knowledge,
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which is often the basis of one’s income, and which is required in order to use both
the graphical user interface and the sophisticated array of features found on even
the simplest of smart phones and other complex miniature mobilities, to access
cloud-based information storage and retrieval systems that these devices
increasingly access and employ, to coordinate one’s mobility with the mobility of
others, and to establish one’s virtual co-presence with others; access to cloudbased storage and streaming digital information systems or portable storage
devices in order to experience various types of digital media so that one may
maintain and empower one’s sense of cultural identity and affective activation, and
which requires both money and technical knowledge; and, finally, the capacity to
own and maintain a miniature mobility, through which one can access the Internet,
avail oneself of the purchase and delivery of goods and services, and enjoy cloudbased or locally stored digital media. This device is costly, often has attendant
ongoing network subscription costs, requires a minimal level of technical
knowledge to both use and maintain, and is essential to one’s existence within the
constrained space of the spatial envelope of portable place that is occupied by
privileged subjects of mobility.
4. EIP Data Concerning Internet Non-Usage in the UAE
The UAE, like the rest of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) member
countries, has a somewhat unique political economic structure that relies upon the
large-scale importation of guest workers. This, in turn, leads to a unique
demographic structure: In the case of the UAE, approximately 81% of the
country’s residents are not national residents. 14 In other words, slightly more than
four in five residents of the UAE have already demonstrated a fair degree of
corporeal mobility to the extent that they have moved from another country in
order to work in the UAE. In the current work on mobility this would tend to
indicate a fair degree of network capital, given the resources required to work in
another country, and to maintain relationships amongst others who are not
proximate, not to mention the resources required to become an expatriate worker.
Expatriate labourers obtain employment in the UAE through hiring agents who
recruit from poor urban neighbourhoods and villages in these workers’ countries.
Regardless of the nature of one’s recruitment, part of the compensation that
expatriate labourers receive is a round trip air ticket that enables them to travel to
the UAE for work, and to travel home when their contract has been fulfilled.
Although many of these expatriate workers work in the UAE in jobs that are
somewhat higher on the wage scale than that of basic labourers, these wages still
do not afford the relatively significant amounts of economic capital, or that signal
the forms technical of expertise, that are both required by the other forms of
mobility that we have enumerated, above.
This is reflected in the results of all three years of the EIP, where respondents
reporting the lowest levels of annual household income – less than USD20,000 –
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comprised the highest proportion of respondents who reported not having access to
the Internet. 15 Our results further reflect the demographic weight of these
respondents in the following three ways: First, respondents who report that they do
not have access to the Internet are more likely to live in the Emirate of Fujairah,
which has the largest per capita proportion of labourers living in the Emirate,
owing to the fact that Fujairah is the smallest of the seven Emirates. Second,
although there are respondents from all age groups who report that they have no
Internet access, respondents from the age group 40 years and older, which is also
the largest age group amongst expatriate labourers in the UAE, are more than twice
as likely as respondents from the age group 18-25 to report that they do not access
the Internet. 16 Finally, in both EIP I and EIP II, respondents who reported that they
either have no interest in accessing the Internet, or that they do not know how to
access the Internet were more likely to be aged 40 years and older. 17 Again, this is
the largest age group amongst the expatriate labourers in the UAE. We probe these
results in greater detail, below.
Two other statistics, however, bring these responses into sharper relief. All
three years of the EIP, to date, have clearly indicated that a fairly significant
percentage of respondents who have answered that they do not access the Internet
report that they do not do so as a result of a lack of an Internet connection almost
one in five respondents (18%) in EIP I, slightly more than one in eight respondents
(13%) in EIP II and more than one eight respondents (14%) in EIP III. Here we see
a digital divide, and with it, a differentiation with respect to the ability to move
within a spatial envelope of portable space, and thus a clear distinction regarding
network capital.
Lack of access to the Internet indicates two things: First, it indicates that those
who have responded that they have no access to the Internet have no means with
which to do so at home or at work, and that they do not own a miniature mobility
with which they would be able to do so. Second, it indicates that those who have
responded in this fashion lack the means to participate in two mobilities that we
think are essential for the psychological health and well being of all subjects,
regardless of how mobile they are. Here we refer first to virtual mobility, which
involves mobile subjects’ co-presence with others at-a-distance via the use of
Internet technologies such as video conferencing (Skype, FaceTime, Tango, Viber,
gChat, to name but a few) and in so doing maintain a strong sense of co-presence,
albeit virtual, amongst the social and kinship networks that can offer essential
emotional support for those who are away. We also refer to the imaginative
mobility enabled by Internet access, and which is so essential to the affective
rejuvenation of mobile subjects.
The second response that brings things into sharper relief is the response ‘don’t
know how.’ In all three years of the EIP the reason ‘don’t know how’ on the part
of respondents who had indicated that he or she does not access the Internet has
been consistently greater than one in five of these respondents. One in four
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respondents (25%) who reported that they did not access the Internet had reported
not accessing the Internet because they did not know how to do so in EIP I, more
than one in four respondents (27%) reported this in EIP II and in EIP III more than
one in five respondents (21%) reported this.
Here, then, we see a group of respondents who are similarly disenfranchised by
a lack of network capital from the very resources that their corporeal mobility
would require that they have access to. Unlike a lack of opportunity to access the
Internet, the lack of ability indicates an inability to access the Internet even if the
prospect of Internet access were present. This group has, perhaps, the most meager
amount of network capital available to them: A reported lack of knowledge of
what has become such a fundamental task indicates not only the lack of technical
expertise required to use any form of advanced miniature mobility, such as a
smartphone, tablet or laptop, it also indicates the inability to be virtually mobile
and imaginatively mobile, as both of these forms of mobility require a level of
technical expertise that goes beyond simply accessing the Internet. Again, we note
the state of isolation from one’s social and kinship networks back home once the
initial act of corporeal mobility has been concluded. This is due to the fact that
individuals with such low levels of technical expertise are also those who are
employed in the least skilled and lowest paying jobs, and while these individuals
will almost certainly own a feature phone, they will not have a great deal of surplus
capital with which to use it in order to call friends and family back home, while ata-distance, and thus a high degree of communicative mobility is denied these
respondents as well.
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Cyber-Popular Pressure Can Improve Society
Miquel Rubio Domínguez
Abstract
Throughout August 2012 network pressure and advocacy campaigns’ power were
revealed. In those days I promoted a popular initiative thorough the platform
Change.org, which finally was supported by more than 53,800 people. As a
consequence of this meaningful success and huge impact, Ferrocarrils de la
Generalitat Catalana (FGC) removed a section of its mobile application. Through
it, they encouraged and allowed people to anonymously report beggars in their
facilities. FGC released last 26 July a mobile application designed primarily to
offer information about train schedules. But its utilities included a section for users
to alert railways officials about ‘antisocial behaviour.’ Among these behaviours
they specifically mentioned beggars or street musicians. The application even
allowed specifying the ‘kind of beggar’ to which it was alleged. As a Social
education student in the Catalonian Open University, with a group of fellow mates,
I noticed this possibility in the FGC app and decided to report it by launching a
protest campaign based on the grounds that it is outrageous for a public
administration to compare antisocial acts with poverty or living music. This
campaign was launched on August 6th, reaching a great resonance, especially via
twitter and other social networks. Within a week, more than 9,000 people had
signed the application and the number grew exponentially. This on-line campaign
against the application to report beggars on trains had a big impact, both in the
national media as well as international. Finally, on August 27th, only in twenty
days and with 53,765 signatures collected, FGC yield reverse and withdrew its
application. His spokesman said it was ‘to improve the app.’ For us the answer is
clear: cyber-popular pressure can improve society.
Key Words: Cyber-activism, antisocial behaviour, social education and popular
pressure, app mobile.
*****
1. Introduction
According to the Asociación Estatal de Educación Social of Spain (ASEDES)
brief, social education is a right of citizenship and can be summarised as the
recognition of a pedagogic profession, capable of generating both educational
contexts and mediator and training actions.
This is a field of community worker professional competence and it enables:
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The integration of the subject of education into the existing
social networks, understanding it as the sociability and
social movement development.
The social and cultural promotion, understood as an opening
to new possibilities for the acquisition of cultural goods,
which expand the prospects for education, employment,
leisure and social participation. 1

In this chapter we will focus on the first section, that is to say, the relationship
among social education and information technologies of communication, because
the last ones have become an essential tool for social education development.
Currently no one doubts that social networks have burst into the heart of our
society and they have changed us. According to a study of the independent
advertising ‘publicidad 101’ from January 2011, more than 500 million people
worldwide used Facebook and 20 million of them lived in Spain. A year later,
these quantities have increased considerably, reaching more than 800 million users
worldwide. The previous data are just an example, because in addition to the
previous there are other social networks as Twitter, Myspace, Linkedin and a long
endless of blogospheres. 2
The Internet is undoubtedly a mass phenomenon. The virtual space has become
an extension of our everyday lives. Social education professionals must use all the
tools at our disposal and, among them, the Internet produces the greatest impact.
So, my point is that Social educators must give value to the capacity of interaction
and the possibility of generate knowledge, involvement, etc. that the access to
information provides us. We must also recognise its potential value to improve
relationships between professionals and citizenship. As Belando and Lopez
suggest: ‘is it a beautiful utopia to think that this telematics resources [...] may be,
someday, a truly useful tool for everyday training and educational research, subject
to the responsible exercise of workforce development? Or rather, [...] we must turn
our back to this socio-technological phenomenon [...]?’ 3
The novelty of these social networks, as Castells 4 explained, lies in the
emergence of a new form of social organisation in which the generation,
processing and transmission of information become the fundamental source of
productivity and power due to the new technological conditions emerging in this
historical period. To date, the vast majority of studies about social networks focus
on a discussion between different authors: some declare themselves as supporters
of them as a favouring aspect for the promotion of participation and interaction
between users and other ones as detractors of such social networks, basing on the
potential dangers that may emerge from them.
But regardless these different opinions and the utility given to social networks,
there is no denying that social education is present in them. A sample of this
assertion is the existence of numerous devices and tools designed to improve
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people’s quality of life. These objects have either been created specifically to this
purpose, or have had a different original purpose but its use has led them to be
rethought in a social way. 5
Another key aspect that cannot be forgotten when talking about social networks
is their capacity for empowerment, understood as the ability to empower people.
The word empowerment is showing up in many areas, from the educational to the
business world. It originated in the 1960s, from the popular education developed
by Paulo Freire. 6 Freire himself talked about empowering and giving participation
capacity to those who did not possess it.
A clear example of empowerment as a generator and favouring of individual
autonomy is offered by cyber activism, understood as the set of all the information
technologies that enable quick communication between citizens to disseminate
immediate information to a large number of people in a minimum time.
As Tascón and Quintana 7 state, the present society is creating a new form of
social activism: cyber-activism. Indeed, in recent years we have witnessed the
Arab revolutions, the Wikileaks case or filtration of secrets from U.S. embassies
and governments around the world; different actions launched by the cyber
assailants collective Anonymous, or even election campaigns based on social
networks, such as that of 2008 bringing Obama to the United States presidency. In
Spain, social networks have also been involved in the various movements which
occurred throughout 2012 such as the so-called 15-M, with nationwide
repercussions or the #PrimaveraValenciana campaign, a movement which
mobilised lots of Valencian students in March 2012.
Alongside these phenomena of collective mobilisation, individual activists
emerge. On some occasions they merely encourage people but sometimes they use
digital platforms and networks to publicise a protest or personal request, seek
allies, and deal with antagonists deal with antagonists who would be impossible to
be dealt with without these tools.
Some of these battles have been fought on a daily basis, in aspects that might
be considered as trivial, for example, a complaint for violating consumer rights; but
another has achieved a great impact online, jumping to the media, as the case we
will discuss here: the citizens’ massive refusal to the Catalan Generalitat Railways
(FGC) mobile application.
Finally, other demonstrations have been so powerful that they redefined the
political world map. The Egyptian Alaa Abd El Fattah and Wael Ghonim, the
Syrians hidden under the pseudonyms Rami Nakhe and Alexander Page, or the
Spanish Carolina, one of the pioneers of the global call for protest from 2011,
October 15th, are names already part of the online activism history.
2. Speaking about Cyber-Activism
Cyber-activism refers to the set of techniques and communication technologies
mainly based on the Internet and mobile telephony. Social media, especially
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Twitter and Facebook as well as YouTube, email and the use of podcasts can be
used to generate various forms of activism, as they enable people involved in civic
movements faster communications and help to disseminate local information to a
large audience. Because of its great potential, internet technologies are used for
functions as diverse as fundraising, building communities of interest, organise
specific activities or to create lobbies.
It is commonplace to associate cyber-activism with collective action or civil
disobedience, either in virtual space or in the real plane. Moreover, while it is true
that cyber-activism can be generated by a person or group of people, it can also
occur spontaneously, by messages passing from one person to another. In this case,
the relationship between technology and network erases the division between
mobilising and mobilised people. This is the case of the EDSA II movement in the
Philippines in 2001; spontaneous demonstrations of protest after the attacks of
March 11th in Spain, in 2004; students’ protests against the CPE in France in 2005;
or demonstrations for decent housing in Spain in 2006.
Two websites particularly effective as cyber-activism agents are Avaaz.org and
Change.org. Their campaigns base their strength on people’s support. Each person
who wishes to show support in one of these campaigns must ‘sign up’ to support it.
To do it they only need to possess an active email. These campaigns have such a
great impact that some of them have managed to collect hundreds of thousands or
millions of these signatures in a short time. In other cases they have managed to
generate massive demonstrations to protest about issues of general interest. So, we
can say that internet sites like these empower millions of people, enabling them to
tackle local, national or international pressing issues such as global poverty, the
Middle East conflict or the climate change problem. Their mobilisation model
through the internet allows thousands of individual efforts, however small, to
quickly combine, generating a powerful collective force.
In conclusion, we are living an incredible era, a time when opportunities to
change things are greater than ever throughout history. Until now, bringing
together thousands people for a cause used to be an arduous and difficult task,
requiring a great amount of time, money and complex infrastructures.
Nowadays, technology supplies a unifying bond among people which was
unthinkable just a few years ago. So, today it is possible for anyone to start a
campaign and mobilise hundreds, thousands or even tens of thousands people
around the world immediately, prompting governments and companies to provide
explanations.
3. A Case Study: Appeal to a Railway Company
Our claim is that the distinctive sign of these new ways of mobilisation and
social protest is the fact that, now, every one of us is a potential activist. The
example chosen to support this assertion is the participatory media campaign
generated by an individual proposal and endorsed by a large number of cybernauts.
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This campaign has revealed the strength that pressure campaigns and vindications
launched in the network can achieve.
The case we are going to discuss was a popular initiative to collect signatures
through the platform Change.org and was addressed to the Ferrocarrils de la
Generalitat de Catalunya (FGC) Company (Railways of Catalonian Government).
The history is this: On July 2012, the FGC launched a mobile application
designed primarily to report train schedules. The tool, available for iOS (iPhone)
and Android operating systems also offered a menu of pre-set alerts, allowing users
to report some embarrassing situations such as travellers putting their feet up on
the seats and dirtying them; occupying seats reserved for elderly or pregnant
people; sitting on the floor, scratching windows, making graffiti, listening to music
too loudly, smoking or users without a ticket.
But the application also included one special section encouraging and enabling
users to report anonymously what they called ‘anti-social behaviour.’ It mentioned
as examples of this behaviour the presence of musicians, street peddlers or beggars
asking passengers for money. This application even allowed the user to specify the
kind of beggar he was about to denounce.
Thus, when the user selected an option, the application sent a notice to the
Integrated Command Centre of FGC, which initiated the protocol established for
each type of offence. In most cases, the action was asking the driver to send out a
warning over a loudspeaker or mobilising a security officer to speak directly with
the offender and, assuming he or she persisted, penalise him or her with a fine.
As a Social Education student, along with a group of classmates, we noticed
this application of the FGC app and we decided condemn it by launching a
campaign of protest. Our point was that it was outrageous for a public government
to put anti-social behaviour on the same level as poverty or live music.
On August 6th, a campaign on the Change.org platform was launched, asking
FGC to remove this application. This complain had a great impact, especially via
Twitter and other social networks. In less than a week more than 9,000 people had
joined it and the number had grown exponentially.
At the same time, the campaign’s online petition against the application to
report and alert security officers of the company about the presence of beggars on
trains had a major impact on both national and international media. Finally, on
August 27th, twenty days after launching the campaign and with 53,765 signatures
collected, FGC agreed to withdraw this section of the application. Speaking to the
press, its spokesman said they had removed it only to improve the tool.
We do not know the true reason for removing this section of the application,
but the important fact is that this withdrawal opens a question: can popular
pressure improve society?
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4. Conclusions
Technologies in general emerged in the 20th century. The 21st century has
generated the emergence of cyber technology and, in recent years, it has broken
into the social field. Information and communication technologies have spread in
such a way that our lives nowadays are completely different in many ways from
that of our parents. This fact supposes a great evolution that enables very
significant changes. For example, they allow us to notice and act about everything
that happens around us in a quicker and more complete way than ever.
The ease with which networks make knowledge available has both positive and
negative consequences, leading us to question whether technological tools are good
or bad.
The answer to this question, as in other fields such as science, is that
technology itself is neither good nor bad, but its goodness in the social field is
determined by the use we make of it. In this sense, changes are provided by the
tools that the network offers as it submits as many opportunities as different views.
We cannot forget that every person possesses an ability to improve and is
responsible for maintaining his or her own progress.
Using these technologies, social education can empower people, that is to say,
give voice, importance, options ... but above all, it generates autonomy. As we saw
earlier in this chapter, our profession seeks to promote the active participation of
all the actors of society and, thanks to new technologies, we are also encouraging
direct participation.
Telematics digital activism offers an incredible number of tools, spaces, canals
and experiences that offer people the opportunity to participate actively in the
construction of other possible worlds. These new tools help to enable citizens,
rather than inform, guide, or direct them. Now the subject is not to convey an idea,
but on the contrary, is intended to turn the users into generators of ideas.
We do not know what will happen in the future. But the important thing is not
to fall into fatalism that leads us to believe that the world cannot change and that
there is nothing we can do to improve it. Obviously, Internet activism is not the
magic wand that we need to build a better and fairer world, but it begins to show us
that, along with the uncertainties and challenges that we will sail over in the
coming years, there is also a huge universe of possibilities.
The conclusion of this study is clear. The example shown is just one of many
initiatives that have been carried out. Therefore, to the question posed above we
want answer with an emphatic yes: popular pressure can improve society! Just go
digging on the different platforms of digital citizen activism to see the latest
successes and the campaigns still to be won. Society needs all citizens to
participate, act, and be heard. The voice of each and every one of us is of
paramount importance.
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Filthy Lucre and Test Audiences: Fan Debates about Publishing
Fan Fiction
Jennifer Roth and Monica Flegel
Abstract
The publication of E. L. James’s Fifty Shades of Grey has fanned the flames of a
vigorous and on-going debate within fan fiction communities: the practice of
‘filing off the serial numbers’ of a fanwork in order to publish it as original fiction,
and the effects this practice has on the fan community. Questions about the role
played by fans as ‘test audiences’ for those who wish to publish original fiction;
criticisms about the quality of fan fiction that is not ‘up to the standard’ of
publishable works; and concerns about the possible diminishing of the fan
community’s most loved texts and communities are all tied to and caught up in fan
discussions about the movement from fan fic to ‘pro fic.’ However, the criticisms
of female writers in particular goes beyond a desire to protect the creative
commons of fandom: instead, in our analysis of the kinds of metaphors that
circulate about fans who seek to support themselves from their writing, we identify
a misogynist construction of women ‘on the market’ which links the female writer
who seeks to support herself through what should, in fan eyes, be a ‘labour of
love,’ with the prostitute.
Key Words: Fan fiction, gift economy, publication, feminism, misogyny.
*****
1. Introduction
The publication of E. L. James’s Fifty Shades of Grey has fanned the flames of
a vigorous and on-going debate within fan fiction communities: the practice of
‘filing off the serial numbers’ of a fanwork (that is, changing the names of the
characters so as to erase any identifying marks of its derivative origins) in order to
publish it as original fiction, and the effects this practice has on the fan community.
While the Huffington Post notes that ‘The book’s success has set off a strong
debate online’ with some arguing that ‘it was wrong for readers to pay for a trilogy
originally available for free,’ 1 this complaint on behalf of the fiction’s original
readers only scratches the surface of fan debates on the subject. Questions about
the role played by fans as ‘test audiences’ for those who wish to publish original
fiction; criticisms about the quality of fan fiction that is not ‘up to the standard’ of
publishable works; and concerns about the possible diminishing of the fan
community’s most loved texts and communities are all tied to and caught up in fan
discussions about the practice of P2P, or, pull-to-publish.
At heart, these debates seem to centre on what Karen Hellekson and others
have identified as the ‘gift economy’ of fandom. The many complaints about being
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reduced to a ‘test audience,’ that is, speak to fans’ fears not solely about the
importation of market competition into a space of creative sharing, but also to a
failure to recognise, on the part of writers moving into the mainstream, the role that
community played in producing what is now constructed as a single-authored
work. However, the criticisms of female writers in particular goes beyond a desire
to protect the creative commons of fandom: instead, the kinds of metaphors that
circulate about fans who seek to support themselves from their writing
demonstrates that there is a misogynist construction of women on the market in
fandom which links the female writer who seeks to support herself with the
prostitute. In order to entangle the complicated status of fan fiction as both ‘labour
of love’ in the fandom gift economy and as possible source of income in the
creative economy, we argue that it is crucial to unpack the internalized,
misogynistic constructions of women who work within fans’ own discourse,
because the reluctance to celebrate women writers who publish their work is
explained in large part by gender norms that continue to associate women with the
private sphere, unpaid and invisible labour.
2. Profit and the Gift Economy
The practice of ‘pulling-to-publish’ one’s fan fiction stories from freelyaccessible on-line databases has taken place for some time, but the success of E. L.
James’s 50 Shades of Grey, based upon the author’s Twilight fan fiction, ‘Master
of the Universe,’ has made P2P a profitable endeavour on a scale not previously
seen within fandom communities. While many fan fiction stories are clearly set
within the universe and story-line of the text on which they are based, others create
entire alternate universes for familiar characters to play in, and in these cases,
‘filing off the serial numbers’ allows authors such as E. L. James to present their
texts as what they mostly are: wholly original works. As blogger Aja Romano
points out, James’s success has transformed the Twilight fandom:
… we’re not talking coincidental one-offs in which a few
Twilight fans filed off the serial numbers and published their fics
on the downlow …. We’re talking a steady and systematic pool
of writers within the Twilight fandom that have gotten so good at
churning out easily-convertible fanfiction that no less than three
separate e-book publishers have been created by fans within the
fandom specifically for the purpose of publishing these works of
Twilight fanfic. 2
The success of these presses and of the books they produce suggests that there are
many within fandom who support fan writers’ movement into paid published work,
and have been inspired to explore what such a new market means for them and
their own chance to see their hard work reap some kind of financial reward. As one
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fan explained about her stories, ‘… I feel like I’m being cheated by NOT
publishing them. I want them out there. I want them to have a wider readership and
I’m proud of what both stories became.’ 3 Such a desire on the part of fan fiction
writers might go some way towards addressing the problem Abigail de Kosnick
identifies in her essay, ‘Should Fan Fiction Be Free?’; that ‘the authors of fan
fiction, who are predominantly female, have never, as a group, sought payment for
their labour. 4 For de Kosnick, the movement of fan fiction into the mainstream
means that its monetisation is inevitable, and as such, fan fiction authors need to
‘mobilize to ensure that they earn the lion’s share of any revenues to be made from
the popular genre of writing that they are developing.’ 5 Articles such as The
Guardian’s ‘Fan Fiction Promises to Be a Rich Vein for Publishers’ attest to the
possibility de Kosnick identifies; that is, ‘the moment when an outsider takes up a
subculture’s invention and commodifies it for the mainstream before insiders do.’ 6
By creating their own publishing companies to serve the e-book market and thus
capitalise on their readers’ comfort with digital texts, former Twilight fan fiction
authors ably answer de Kosnick’s call, ensuring that profit for their work and the
genre they helped to create will be enjoyed by those who produce it.
Many within fandom, however, have also expressed dismay at this turn of
events. Certainly, fan responses to E. L. James and other fan fiction writers who
pull their fan fiction from the communities on which they were originally posted
speak to a legitimate fear that the possibility of commercial success for fan writers
will draw the best and most-valued writers from the fan gift economy, and erode
the careful, constantly-negotiated, and (mostly) reciprocal relationship between fan
writers and fan reviewers. When teatotaller says, ‘Pulling everything does give me
a bad aftertaste. As a reader & commenter I feel a little used and I feel bad that
fandom has lost a little bit of itself,’ 7 s/he identifies writing in fandom as
something that relies on a creative commons, in which fans often freely exchange
possible plots for stories, write in response to prompts given by readers, rewrite
each other’s works, play in each other’s created universes, and benefit from
feedback and commentary given to fan writers’ works. And while other forms of
engagement are all important contributions to the fan community, it is fan fiction
that arguably sustains and deepens fan interest in the characters and their universe,
keeping a fan base invested throughout the hiatuses between seasons or book
publications. As one anonymous commenter pointed out in a discussion of
Twilight fandom post-50 Shades of Grey,
It’s pretty much the last dying breath of Twilight fandom,
though. It was already struggling a bit, given the innate suckiness
of Breaking Dawn, but now with everyone pulling their stories
like 5 chapters from the ending to get you to purchase the
paperback, I don’t see it being the fandom it used to be. 8
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What this commenter astutely notes is that fan fiction is often what keeps a fandom
alive, even when the original product itself fails to satisfy; without fan fiction, that
is, Twilight and the following books are not enough to support a thriving, active fan
base.
It is not simply the loss of a fandom community they mourn – after all, fan
communities die off all the time, largely when the original series or books on
which they are based fades out of popular culture. Instead, many of these fans
express a more specific problem with P2P fic; that is, that it damages the fandom
gift economy, and thus threatens fandom in general rather than simply one fandom
in particular: ‘It’s like giving a present then you asking for it back. What are we?
Some kind of market test, just a mean[s] to see that your work [is] gonna be
bestseller?’ 9 For this fan, that is, the P2P movement represents a rejection and
violation of the very ethos of fandom itself; that works are produced within an
economy in which exchange is ‘made up of three elements related to the gift: to
give, to receive, and to reciprocate.’ 10 The gift economy as many fans conceive it
is based upon the concept of writing and reviewing as labours of love; ways that
one both expresses one’s love for the original text on which fan fiction is based,
and one’s love for fellow fans. besame-bj describes the violation she feels when
one fans seeks to profit from her writing:
I love my fandom, so when I hear of an author using that fandom
to get a leg up in the publishing world, I feel like the fandom is
being abused …. In a sense, she used the love her readers had for
the fandom as a testing ground for her writing …. That’s an
abuse of my fandom. 11
The framing the publishing on P2P fic as ‘abuse’ relies on an understanding of fan
fiction writing and circulation as essentially relational, as attested to by besamebj’s declaration ‘I love my fandom,’ and her reference to ‘the love her readers had
for the fandom.’
3. Love, Money and Women’s Work
Loving one’s fandom is an essential part of being a fan, and those fans that seek
payment, who bring love, as it were, into union with commerce, contaminate the
gift economy. One fan commenting on another fan, cousinjean, who sought
payment from other fans to finish her story, makes the relationship between
fandom and love relations completely explicit:
I mean, there’s nothing wrong with contracting for goods and
services, but I think we would all of us be justly shocked if our
spouses started charging us for sex, or if our friends started
charging us for all the therapy that they provide us. 12
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Holding fandom to the same standard as one holds personal relationships, it is not
surprising that fans such as cesperanza see writing-for-profit as an abuse and a
violation, a moment when one discovers that one’s friend or one’s spouse is not
who one thought they were:
… she’s either changing rules on us midstream or suddenly
revealing that she was never playing by our rules anyway, and
both of those things make me feel hurt, angry, and stupid – and I
don’t even know the woman. She’s taking advantage of
fandom’s communal history of sharing, and I think that’s
abusive, QED. 13
cesperanza’s feelings of hurt and violation are understandable if one views fandom
in the way that Hellekson theorises it: that is, as a space in which ‘the femalecentred tasks of maintaining social ties’ is privileged, and in which ‘gifts correlate
to aspects of the self, such as time or talent.’ 14 In such a space, in which labours of
love stand in for the self, and social ties are ensured through the free circulation of
gifts of labour, asking payment for labour represents an untenable and
destabilisingly different economy. Writing some fic that makes money is
allowable, as one fan explains, because ‘Fanfic for charity is not so much
anathema, I think, because it doesn’t conflict with the “do it for love, not for gain”
fandom ethic;’ 15 all other monetary exchanges have to be excluded, though,
because ‘fandom isn’t a market, it’s a community, and treating your community as
a market (by, say, asking to be paid for fanfic) is taboo.’ 16 Because women’s social
role is so often essentialised to procreative labour according to the extant sexgender system, it is unsurprising that women who challenge that role are
discursively connected to women who disrupt their ‘proper’ sexualised role as
wives and mothers. Women writers who publish their work refuse their role as
unpaid producers of ‘gifts of love’ – instead, they enter into the market economy to
‘sully’ themselves in the public sphere.
We can see this in the many fan discussions in which ‘labours of love’ too often
represent labour that is simply ignored or erased as labour. One fan, vinylroad,
opines that ‘I write what I write for myself; getting to share it with other people is a
bonus, but it’s not why I do it.’ 17 Here, writing becomes less a means of social
cohesion, and more a ‘feminist’ act of self-actualisation, one that requires nothing
by way of recompense. Another fan approves this point heartily, stating,
That’s completely how I feel. And that’s what fandom SHOULD
be about. If you’re writing for comments and popularity and
respect on the internets, you’re falling even further from this
ideal of fandom as a feminist academic movement …. 18
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While the gift economy Hellekson highlights is one that is in many ways admirable
and desirable, yet these fans speak to the danger of the ‘labours of love, freely
exchanged’ version of fan fiction: that the purest, best form of fan engagement
becomes that in which gives, and never expects anything in return.
While nutkin and vinylroad might represent an extreme version of the gift
economy within the fan community – after all, most gift economies rely on some
form of exchange, which means that the concept of recompense for one’s labour is
necessary in order for fans to feel that they are valued – yet their rejection of those
who ask for anything in return for their work, and nutkin’s placing of that rejection
as lying well within feminist ideology, suggests that there is something about
women who work, and women who seek to gain payment of any form for their
work, which underlies their assumptions. Too often, fan criticism of those fans that
seek payment for their work relies on troubling constructions of the female writer
as greedy and delusional. One fan, logged in as amaaazed, writes somewhat
measuredly that P2P is ‘an unethical way to get a start,’ 19 while another holds back
much less, exclaiming, ‘It’s manipulative. It’s dishonest. And if you’re a writer
doing this, you’re an asshole.’ 20 While such comments are not necessarily genderspecific, other responses, such as those to Lady Sybilla, a fan who sought to selfpublish a Twilight novel without copyright permission, elicit comments such as
‘Stupid woman’ 21 and questions like ‘Why doesn’t the bimbo just get a job like the
rest of us and stop trying to make money off her wholesale theft of Ms. Meyer’s
work?’ 22 making the ‘stupidity’ of the fan that seeks to be paid for writing very
gender-specific indeed. The description of E. L. James as a ‘greedy whore’ who
‘self pubbed but USED HER FANDOM cred to get reviews on reputable sites’ 23
makes explicit the linkage between women who bring their work to market and
women on the market, suggesting that her own ‘whoring’ of her work leads to a
concomitant exploitation of fandom, a point supported by am3lee’s less explicit
question – ‘in doing what they’re doing, the question is: do they respect their
readers/fan and themselves?’ 24 Clearly, for these fans, self-worth and self-respect
are incompatible with transforming one’s labour of love into one’s paid work; as
one fan sums it up: ‘Trying to hawk your fanfiction to your e-friends is cheap …
and definitely trashy.’ 25
4. Conclusion
At heart, both the critiques and the defences of those who seek to make a living
from their fan fiction reveal the stresses and strains that are wracking fandom at a
time when the possibility of profit is fundamentally changing the rules of
engagement in fandom. One fan, harriet_spy, rightly observes that
There’s an edge of self-fannish-loathing and envy … to some of
the remarks [on writing for profit in fandom] that really troubles
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me … who are we to judge – call it “lazy” or “impure” or
“arrogant?” 26
This ‘fannish-self-loathing,’ arguably, might spring from a place in which fans
themselves, if only obliquely, are beginning to recognise their powerlessness
within a system in which they provide much profit for a few lucky published
authors and producers, but receive nothing for their own work. When one fan
complains about another who seeks payment –
the sense of entitlement Cousin Jean seemed to have, and a
concomitant resentment on the part of the rest of us, who do
work, struggle, lose jobs, barely pay our bills, whatever, and yet
would never dream of asking for someone to pay us something
for our contributions to fandom 27
– we argue that there is perhaps much latent frustration towards a system which
insists one ‘never dream of asking someone to pay us something’ that is instead
being channelled into a critique of those who can and do. Another fan, gwynfyd
gently points out,
I’m thinking the line is drawn just before the point that a fan
fiction writer thinks of herself as a person, and realizes that she’s
spending her time creating and getting nothing in return …. I can
understand why the concept of “writing for love as a gift to
Fandom” could run out of steam after a while. 28
Gwynfyd’s observation that the fan writer might think of herself as a ‘person’ and
therefore might find unremunerated labour a bit of a trial reveals the gendered
construction of labour that underpins the fandom ‘gift economy’ and the fan
policing that supports it. While s/he is probably distinguishing ‘person’ from ‘fan,’
we argue that ‘woman’ is also the implied other term that is at work here. When
women publish, they challenge the social norms that marginalise them, and in so
doing, publicly assert their rights to speech, storytelling, desire, and economic
benefit for their work. And if fan fiction circles, spaces still predominantly made
up of women and comprising a ‘community occupied with theorizing its own
genderedness,’ 29 cannot find the means to understand women who pull to publish
without recourse to tired tropes of whoring and women on the market, then we
might well question just what benefit that theorisation has had for women within
the community.
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Digital Literacy in Arabic Speakers: The Role of Bilingualism in
Effective Use of Web Resources
Susan Dun and Dina Mutassem
Abstract
The digital divide, which separates those with and without access to Web
resources, is a significant concern with the explosion of resources available via the
Web. However research carried out in the US demonstrates that providing access
alone does not eliminate the digital divide; rather, users must be digitally literate to
effectively use Web resources. To what extent and how true this is in other
societies is an open and important question for countries attempting to develop
their Internet technology, such as Qatar. In fact, ictQATAR includes among its
goals to ‘universalize access to social services and to create a knowledge-based
online society.’ 1 Without a concomitant programme to increase digital literacy,
however, this effort will likely face considerable challenges. Accordingly, one
objective of this study is to provide an initial assessment of Internet digital literacy
in monolingual speakers of Arabic and bilingual native speakers of Arabic whose
second language is English in Qatar. We are in the process of data collection and
report our preliminary data. We will measure both the ability of the searchers to
successfully complete the tasks as well their efficiency. We will correlate the
results with demographic variables to determine if there are difference in digital
literacy levels of Arabic vs. English and bilingual vs. monolinguals. This
information will shed light on the ability of mono and bilingual speakers to access
and use Web-based resources, illuminating the ways in which language abilities
intersecting with digital literacy can influence the cyber spaces users can access
and occupy. Some users may be effectively excluded from large amounts of
cyberculture, information, and resources simply because of linguistic and digital
abilities, even though they have Web access. To our knowledge, this is the first
study to evaluate Arabic users’ and bilinguals’ web searching strategies using
observational methods. The results should not only aid local decision makers but
also provide a rich source of information for scholars of the Internet, allowing the
development of more effective educational interventions.
Key Words: Digital literacy, bilingual, Internet, Web-searching, Arabic, Web use.
*****
1. Digital Literacy
With the recent explosion of Internet-based media, concerns about who has
access to the resources available via the Web have arisen. Scholars and others were
concerned there would be digital haves and have-nots, where those with the means
to enter the digital world the Internet would gain ever more access to resources,
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potentially exacerbating already existing societal inequalities. Various ways to
increase access to digital material, especially among less privileged populations,
have been suggested and implemented. But research carried out in the US
demonstrates that access alone does not necessarily eliminate the digital divide;
rather, users must have a reasonably high level of digital literacy to find and make
good use of those resources potentially available to them. 2 Whether the digital
literacy problem is identical in other societies is an open and important question for
countries attempting to develop their Internet technology, as well as to increase
access to and use of that technology. Qatar is one such country. In fact, ictQATAR
(Internet and Communication Technology Qatar), the governmental entity charged
with developing ICT in Qatar, includes among its goals to ‘universalize access to
social services and to create a knowledge-based online society.’ 3 The Qatar
National Development Strategy 2011-2016 4 explicitly tasks ictQATAR with
responsibility for developing access to and use of digital technology in Qatar.
Without an understanding of the specific issues surrounding digital literacy in
Qatar, however (and, potentially, without developing a concomitant programme to
overcome whatever digital literacy issues may exist), this effort will likely face
considerable challenges to success. Accordingly, one goal of this study is to
provide an initial assessment of Internet digital literacy in Qatar.
In researching Web-based digital literacy Hargittai 5 has developed, tested, and
retested survey-based measures. She found that self-reported skill level, a
commonly used tool, is a considerably less reliable predictor of actual skill in
locating Web-based resources than a knowledge-based assessment tool. The
present study aims to replicate this work in Qatar to ascertain if the knowledgebased assessment tool is a reliable predictor of Qatari residents’ digital literacy.
Undoubtedly, having a reliable scale, such as Hargittai’s, to measure Internet
literacy in Qatar would be enormously helpful not only for educators but also for
media researchers, whether they be based in the academy, industry, or government.
Nevertheless, as has been demonstrated in many other areas of social science
research, local conditions frequently make it necessary to modify or even
completely change the tools we use, as the tools themselves often unwittingly
incorporate the particularities of the society in which they were developed. It is
therefore necessary to see whether Hargittai’s instrument, developed for use in the
US, can simply be translated and imported, or whether it requires modification to
be adequate for Qatar, an extremely diverse multi-lingual (primarily but by no
means exclusively English and Arabic speaking) community with a large expatriate
population. Accordingly, we are testing the knowledge-based digital literacy tool
with Arabic speaking monolinguals and bilinguals.
A particular focus on digital literacy skills in bilingual Web users is a unique
feature of our study, predicated on the unusual linguistic diversity present in Qatar.
In previous studies done on digital literacy the issue of language is generally not
problematised. Most measures of digital literacy are self-reported and the question
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of the user’s native language and/or the language they use to search is not asked. If
the respondent uses English or Chinese, the issue can perhaps be reasonably
overlooked, given the enormous wealth of content available in those languages. If
the user is a native speaker of Basque or Welsh, the issue is also not particularly
interesting as the almost total lack of information in those languages ensures that
such users are necessarily working in a second language. There are, however,
many cases in which a fair amount but by no means most content on certain topics
is available on the Web in a given language. As a result, users of languages such as
Arabic, French or Russian could often merely use resources in their native
languages. However, they may be aware that significantly more material is
available if they were to broaden their language searching. Whether and/or when
they do so, however, is an open question. Our study is among the first to assess,
with observational methods, how bilingual Web searchers utilise their linguistic
abilities to search for information and resources on the Web. It is an open question
whether tools such as Google translate will be used or if searches will be conducted
in multiple languages. By observing both monolinguals and bilinguals we will be
able to compare their strategies and assess their relative levels of digital literacy.
Our study will make a number of contributions. To our knowledge, this is the
first study to investigate whether the knowledge-based digital literacy assessment
tool developed by Hargittai is reliable and valid in non-US Anglophone
populations and in Arabic speaking populations and is the first study to investigate
the Web searching strategies of Arabic speaking monolingual and bilingual Web
users with observational methods. Indeed, it is one of the first studies to focus on
the specific Web-searching strategies and digital literacy levels of any bilingual
population. The results of the study should enable easy and reliable assessment of
digital literacy in non-US Anglophone and Arabic speaking populations, which
could lead to educational interventions designed to improve the digital literacy
levels of students and other Web users as well as assist entities such as ictQATAR
to develop strategies for spreading digital literacy in Qatar. As Hargittai notes, the
self-rated scale that is typically used is not a good predictor of actual digital
literacy 6 and observational methods such as the ones proposed in this project are
extremely time consuming. Developing an easy to administer and reliable scale
would be a significant contribution.
2. Method
Data Collection. As noted above, the research utilises observational methods
that were adapted from Hargittai’s digital literacy research (her participants appear
to have been monolingual speakers of American English). Data collection involves
a roughly 90 minute session consisting of three stages. First, we administer a 20minute oral questionnaire where respondents indicate their Internet use habits and
level of Internet skill. The skill item is the standardly used self-rated Internet skill
measure that is widely used to assess digital literacy levels. Second, the
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respondents are seated at a computer where they perform Internet searching tasks
(all participants perform the same tasks, allowing comparison between searchers)
while they are observed by the researcher and voice recorded. The researcher
prompts respondents to explain their searching choices and comment on what they
are doing to elicit as much as possible about their rationale for their searching
behaviour. Their searches are recorded with the HyperCam programme, which
fully captures and records all aspects of a searching session including mouse
movement, clicks, everything typed into search boxes, Web sites visited, etc.
Third, the respondents answer an online post survey that includes the Internet
knowledge items from Hargittai 7 and standard demographic items. After
participants have completed the post survey they are thanked for their participation
and excused. Data collection is on going; we anticipate completion by fall 2013.
Data Processing. The audio recordings from the observational sessions will be
transcribed and translated into English as necessary. The Web searching sessions
will then be coded into categories including success or failure of the task;
efficiency in task completion, searching language changes including the
circumstances under which it was changed, and use of translation tools.
Data Analysis. We will first assess the level of digital literacy in the sample as
a whole as well compare monolinguals to bilinguals. We will then correlate these
data with the respondents’ answers to the knowledge-based tool to determine if the
tool is a good predictor of the digital literacy in our sample or if it requires
modification. We will pay particular attention to any differences between the
linguistic groups in the sample.
We will then evaluate and compare bilingual and monolingual web searching
strategies including the circumstances under which bilingual users switch between
languages and/or when and whether they use translation tools. We will assess if
and when monolingual Arabic Web users utilise translation tools and/or other
searching strategies given that Arabic online content and searching options are
limited. Finally, through observing monolingual users’ Web searching behaviour,
we will study if and, if so, when these users utilise online translating tools such as
Google Translate as well as their reasoning behind using such a tool during their
search.
3. Results and Discussion
As mentioned previously, we are in the process of data collection, thus are
reporting preliminary data here. As noted above, data analysis will consist of two
main parts. First we will correlate digital literacy levels with the self-reported skill
item and the knowledge-based items, to determine how related they are to actual
digital literacy levels. As this will require statistical analysis with a sample size of
at least 60, we are not reporting preliminary analyses as we have insufficient power
at this point to detect differences. However, our observational data has revealed
tantalising initial trends thus far. For our purposes here, we will pay particular
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attention to three main aspects of the Web searching strategies in our corpus thus
far. First, we evaluate which Web sources respondents typically use, especially
ascertaining which browser respondents use and how they evaluate it. Second, we
observe which, if any, translation tools respondents rely on for their searches and
finally what language(s) users search in as well as whether or not they switch
languages and if so, when and why. In doing so we rely on the observational
sessions as well as the responses to follow up questions we asked after the post
survey was conducted. The questions ask the respondent to expand on why they
chose the browser they used, the credibility of that browser, if they had used a
translation tool, why had they made that choice, and why they searched in the
language(s) they used.
In our data so far we have witnessed apparent variation in digital literacy levels.
Some respondents appear to be more digitally literate, taking less time to complete
the tasks although being willing and able to spend more time on some tasks if there
was a question of information accuracy. These respondents tended to fully
complete the tasks rather than giving up due to confusion, frustration etc.
While conducting tasks, the vast majority of our respondents used Google for
their searches and stated that it is the most reliable source of information as it
‘knows all’ (respondent 107) and ‘gives you answers quickly.’ Although the
majority of the respondents preferred Google, one of our respondents, the eldest of
the sample, used and indicated he prefers msn.com. When asked about that choice,
the 60-year-old respondent said he liked reading the news on the homepage and
was accustomed to using msn. These results are in line with Hargittai’s work in the
US, where she found Google to be an extremely trusted site. 8
Linguistic abilities may give bilingual Web users an advantage as they are able
to conduct searches in multiple languages but that advantage will only be realised
if they capitalise on their abilities when searching. We observed if and, if so, how
bilingual respondents used both Arabic and English in their searches. A minority of
respondents changed the language settings with the taskbar on the bottom of the
computer screen and conducted some but not all of the searches in Arabic. We
observed that the language the respondent chose to undergo a specific search was
directly related to that respondent’s perception of whether the content existed in
Arabic or not. We included tasks that could be completed in both English and
Arabic and are roughly equally difficult in both languages so that there would not
be differences based on searching language choice. We found that the perception
of the task strongly influenced the choice of searching language. Most searches
were conducted in English. However, about 25% of our respondents switched to
Arabic to complete the e-government tasks. Historically in Qatar almost all
government paperwork was in Arabic, or the government employees one dealt with
to pay for traffic violations or conduct other business, for example, usually spoke
no or very poor English. This may be part of the reason why respondents assumed
the e-government content does not exist in English and thus they switched to
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Arabic. When we asked about this choice, the respondents were surprised to learn
that the e-government website had an English option.
The respondents provided further evidence of the power of the perception of
available content on the choice of searching language during the follow-up probe
session. We asked the respondents if they could think of any specific tasks that
would encourage searchers to use Arabic. Many had difficulties with this question
because of the common perception that there is very little credible information
available on the Web in Arabic, rather that the best information is typically
available in English only. A few respondents suggested tasks such as looking for
specific song lyrics in Arabic, or poetry. The research team spent considerable
energy ensuring that all of the tasks could be completed in both languages;
however, the perception that the information only exists in one of the languages
resulted in most searchers not capitalising on their linguistic abilities, although a
minority of them did.
Although about 25% of our respondents used different languages for different
tasks, it was extremely rare for respondents to switch languages mid-task.
Respondent 101, a 22-year-old bilingual female, provided one notable exception of
bilingual searching within a task. On five of the eight tasks, all of which are related
to Qatar, she searched in both Arabic and English. The respondent explained that
she often does this to compare the content, have more options and come to a
personal conclusion on which had the best information, or the information she was
seeking. When asked to expand, she explained that although a lot of the official
information can be found in English, many of the Arabic forums have the ‘secrets.’
For example with our first task (finding American food in Qatar) although
QatarLiving.com (also a forum) gave answers, the Arabic forums gave a different
picture. For example, one made a joke about the high prices of these products and
suggesting smaller shops that sold the same products. That is, these sites provided
more localized information. Respondent 101 proved to be a quite interesting
example of the advantage bilingual abilities may afford Web searchers. Although
her methods took longer than searches conducted in one language they gave, in her
opinion, better results.
In our sample thus far the use of Google Translate or indeed any translation
tool has been relatively rare, with roughly 25% of the respondents using a
translation tool at some point. We find this particularly interesting considering our
instructions encouraged the respondents to search as they would normally go about
a search, even if that involved a different language. Google Translate was used in
two ways. The most common was to look up word meanings. The respondents
used Google Translate for specific words to confirm they were using the right
terms. The use of the Google Translate tool for quick checks of specific words is
important to note because it shows that there is some knowledge of these tools and
how to utilise them. The other, less common way was to translate entire pages from
English to Arabic. A different translation tool was also used to help with
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vocabulary issues. Yamli.com, a website that phonetically translate English letters
and numbers into Arabic characters, is used when the user does not know the
Arabic spelling or their keyboard does not support Arabic. The tool allows the user
to write an Arabic word with English letters and the website transliterates the
English letters to Arabic ones. As the respondents so far are bilingual, the fact that
translation tools are used, although relatively rarely, indicates these users have a
distinct advantage of being able to compare information in two languages and
facilitate searches by using available tools. Additionally, unlike a monolinguals, if
the translation was incorrect, they would be more likely to know that as they can
compare words in both languages. The relatively rare use of translation tools by the
bilingual respondents may be due to the fact that they are comfortable with
speaking, writing and reading in both Arabic and English so may not need a
translation service to translate entire websites or entire phrases.
4. Conclusion
The next phase of the study will involve evaluating and then comparing the
searching strategies of monolinguals with the bilinguals. The results so far indicate
that bilinguals do not tend to capitalise on their linguistic abilities as much as they
could, although certain translation tools are used in targeted ways. Among the first
of its kind, our study contributes to the growing body of literature on digital
literacy. By using observational methods we are able to more deeply evaluate and
understand the choices bilingual and monolingual Web users make as they search
for information. Such knowledge will help governmental entities and researchers
alike develop Web sites and content as well as to plan educational interventions to
increase digital literacy levels.
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Section 2.5
New Media Literacies

New Media Documentary: Playing with Documentary Film
within the Database Logic and Culture
Ersan Ocak
Abstract
Today, new media and digital technologies bring out great potential for
filmmakers, especially for ‘non-fiction storytellers,’ i.e. documentary filmmakers.
With the development of new media and digital technologies, new documentary
forms emerged on the Internet. These new forms are labeled such as web
documentary (web-doc), interactive documentary (i-doc), database-filmmaking,
non-linear documentary, etc. Therefore, today, more and more people may engage
with ‘new media documentary.’ New media, with its distinct features, not only
enable documentary filmmakers to think, imagine, design, and develop
documentary projects within new forms, but also force them to make documentary
in different ways. In short, it offers new forms of representation and new modes of
documentary film production. New media documentary also transforms the cultural
form of watching a film. The audience engages with new media documentary by
viewing, navigating, and searching within the surface/space of the film, rather than
just watching. In this chapter, I will elaborate two distinct features of new media
documentary. First, I will discuss its openness to non-linearity in storytelling
through ‘database’ structures. Thus, I will expose how new media documentary
filmmakers think, imagine, design and develop their projects in ‘database logic.’
Secondly, I will explore interactivity in experiencing new media documentary
within ‘database culture.’ Audience interacts with new media documentary by
navigating, searching, and sometimes even participating rather than just viewing.
Hence, as a ‘homo-ludens,’ audience becomes a player in new media documentary.
All these, again, become possible with database structures. But, this time, database
gains significance more in cultural sense.
Key Words: New media documentary, web documentary (web-doc), interactive
documentary (i-doc), database filmmaking, non-linear documentary, database
logic, database culture, interactivity, homo ludens.
*****
1. Expectation of a New Attitude from Audience
A very common statement on new media documentary is that the audience has
changed its character and become ‘user.’ 1 The audience becomes user because she
can only engage with new media documentary by navigating in its surface/space.
During this navigation, she makes selections among options or alternatives and
hence the story unfolds, in a non-linear form, as a consequence of her acts. Thus,
she is no more that passive audience, who has a comfortable seat in a movie theater
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or at home, and is totally subject to the totality of a film on the movie screen or TV
monitor.
However, there is a series of questions waiting to be answered here: Why do (at
least some) people prefer (also) to be user within the interactive surface/space of
new media documentary on the Internet, rather than solely sustaining the joyful
state of just sitting and watching a film in the movie theater or on TV at home? I
mean, why do audience leave sitting on the luxurious seat of the movie theater or
laying on the comfortable couch of the living room and become interactive in new
forms of documentary on the Internet, mostly through their personal mobile
devices (laptop or notebook computers, tablets, smart phones, etc), wherever and
whenever they find access to an Internet connection? Why do some people prefer
also to engage with open-ended, non-linear narratives besides being exposed to the
linear closed form of filmic storytelling? Do these people get some sort of a
different satisfaction, pleasure, or joy by becoming user in new media
documentary?
These questions deserve to design a research on the hypothetical search for a
new type of audience, who has more the characteristic of being user. However,
within the limits of this chapter, I will take it as a priori presumption that, at least
new media documentary audience has gained the characteristic of being user,
rather than solely being a viewer, while engaging with new media documentary on
the Internet. Indeed, they had to because interaction is an essential condition for
new media documentary.
2. New Media Documentary Filmmaker
Following the same critical approach, all these questions above can be
reformulated for new media documentary filmmaker. This time, the questions can
be categorised into two. On one hand, there are questions dealing with the design,
development and production of new media documentary by seeking the harmony
between new media technology and filmmaking techniques. For becoming a new
media documentary filmmaker, one of the basic challenges appears here as to make
a synthesis between new media technology and filmmaking techniques. Therefore,
the filmmaker should learn the technological fundamentals of new media
environment and tools. Then, she may bring together this technological
fundamental knowledge with filmmaking techniques and develop a unique
synthesis between them for her particular new media documentary project. In sum,
for each particular new media documentary, the documentary filmmaker has to
refine the filmic idea within the new media world, then design, imagine and
develop shooting and editing regimes appropriate to new media environment. In
addition to all these, she has to learn to work with the new media designers and
code writers who are specialised on interface design, web site architecture and
construction. Here, the very new thing for the filmmaker is to gain the capacity of
thinking, imagining and designing her storytelling within the new frame of new
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media.
On the other hand, there are questions on the newly establishing relations
between new media and film culture. New media documentary filmmaker has also
to take into account the newly establishing new media culture in general and the
changing watching modalities in new media environment in particular. The above
discussion on the change of the audience into user is so crucial here. Thus, the new
media documentary filmmaker has to refine her filmic idea and develop her film in
a new surface/space within the new media environment, which is equipped with
new media tools, by taking into account this new user in the realm of the new
media culture.
3. Play-Element in New Media Documentary
In his seminal book, The Language of New Media, Lev Manovich takes cinema
as ‘the key cultural form of the twentieth century.’ Hence, his ‘key conceptual
lens’ through which he looks at new media is the theory and history of cinema. 2
Manovich states that,
A hundred years after cinema’s birth, cinematic ways of seeing
the world, of structuring time, of narrating a story, of linking one
experience to the next, have become the basic means by which
computer users access and interact with all cultural data. In this
respect, the computer fulfills the promise of cinema as a visual
Esperanto – a goal that preoccupied many film artists and critics
in the 1920s, from Griffith to Vertov. Indeed, today millions of
computer users communicate with each other through the same
computer interface. And in contrast to cinema, where most
“users” are able to “understand” cinematic language but not
“speak” it (i.e., make films), all computer users can “speak” the
language of the interface. They are active users of the interface,
employing it to perform many tasks: send e-mails, organize files,
run various applications, and so on. 3
Manovich’s conception of cinema as the key cultural form for understanding
new media really opens up a new perspective also for our specific problematisation
on new media documentary, but it is still not sufficient enough. Although cinema
as the key cultural form of the twentieth century brought up the common visual
language to new media with interface (design and use), this framework is not
sufficient enough to explain the reasons and ways of the essential interactive
relation of the audience-user with new media documentary. The audience-user’s
engagement with new media documentary is still very different from the
identification of the cinema audience with the film. Why and how does a new
media documentary audience-user engage with new media documentary? How will
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the documentary filmmaker think, imagine and design her new media documentary
projects for this audience-user? For answering these questions, there is a need for
an additional conceptual framework.
Within the new frame of new media, (one step further than Manovich’s attempt
to understand new media) Johan Huizinga’s ‘play’ conception may be the key
element in understanding new media documentary from the perspectives of both
the new media documentary audience-user and the filmmaker. Today, we can
easily see that, play is everywhere in the new media environment. Here, I have to
underline that; with play I never simply mean only computer games. Huizinga
invents the concept of play in a very wide sense covering many realms of life, and
also including all types of game. At the very beginning of his book, Huizinga
keenly states that, ‘play is older than culture’ and adds that ‘animals play just like
man.’ 4 He defines the framework of play with its basic characteristics as follows:
Summing up the formal characteristics of play we might call it a
free activity standing quite consciously outside “ordinary” life as
being “not serious”, but at the same time absorbing the player
intensely and utterly. It is an activity connected with no material
interest, and no profit can be gained by it. It proceeds within its
own proper boundaries of time and space according to fixed rules
and in an orderly manner. It promotes the formation of social
groupings which tend to surround themselves with secrecy and to
stress their difference from the common world by disguise or
other means. 5
Huizinga’s seminal text may not only assist us to understand the cultural realm
of the new media documentary but may also help us to explore and understand the
social, political and aesthetic realms of new media documentary in theory as well.
4. Database Culture and Logic in New Media Documentary
Interactivity has been one of the leading keywords of new media in general and
new media documentary in particular. According to Kate Nash, interactivity is a
constant in all new media documentary projects. 6 However, in addition to
interactivity, there is another important component that makes the new media
storytelling both possible and playful: database(s).
The majority of the new media documentary projects utilise ‘non-linear
storytelling’ and mostly have ‘open-ended narrative structures.’ This non-linear
storytelling and open-ended narrative structure become possible with different
‘databases,’ which are basic components of computer culture. 7 In other words, we
can say that, playing with new media documentary becomes possible with not only
interactivity but also with the database.
Here, database should not only be understood only as a simple technical term. It
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should also be considered in cultural sense. As a technical term in computer
science, database is simply defined as ‘a structured collection of data’ and ‘the data
stored in a database is organized for fast search and retrieval by a computer,
therefore it is anything but a simple collection of items.’ 8 Hence, the audience-user
views, navigates or searches for different narrative or data/information blocks in a
new media documentary, which are organised in different types of databases
(hierarchical, network, relational, object-oriented, etc).
According to Manovich, new media is based on five basic principles, which are
numerical representation, modularity, automation, variability, and transcoding.
While, the first four principles stem from the digital technological basis of new
media, transcoding establishes the cultural realm of new media. For Manovich,
cultural transcoding is ‘the most substantial consequence of the computerization of
new media.’ 9 New media can be considered consisting of two distinct layers: ‘the
cultural layer’ and ‘the computer layer.’ And every action we make on computers
through HCI (human computer interface) can occur through a transcoding between
these two layers. 10 Hence, a new media documentary can be considered as the
transcoding of narrative blocks through the superimposition of the cultural layer of
cinema and computer layer of new media documentary interfaces. This transcoding
occurs with algorithmic operations on databases. Therefore, both the audienceuser, who plays with new media documentary, and the filmmaker, who thinks,
imagines and designs it move within ‘the database logic’ both in technical and
cultural senses.
5. Conclusion: Playing with New Media Documentary within Database
Thinking, Imagination and Filmmaking
Although database form seems inherent to new media (documentary) of the
twenty first century, two well-known names have already developed and realised
two big database projects in art and theory, in the beginning of the twentieth
century: Dziga Vertov with his renown film Man with a Movie Camera in cinema
and Walter Benjamin with his seminal book(s) Arcades Project in critical theory.
In his avant-garde film, Vertov composes sequences in a pathetic and
harmonious montage on three layers: the story of a cameraman shooting material
for the film (Mikhail Kaufman-kinok) and a woman making the montage of the
film (Elizaveta Svilova-editor); shots of the audience watching the film in a movie
theater; and various footage recorded in Moscow, Kiev, and Riga, arranged
according to the progression of a single day. 11 Thus the film comes out as a nonlinear, multi-layered, open-ended narrative, which is radically different than
mainstream industrial cinema.
Walter Benjamin’s manuscripts in the form of essays and fragments compose
the book Arcades Project. These essays and fragments form the draft of the book
and ‘consist of a long sequence of fragments, albeit interconnected and organised
according to a master plan.’ 12 As Rollason states,
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A large part of Benjamin’s text actually consists of blocks of
quotations from other writers, mostly nineteenth-century, in
either French or German; these quotations, generally brief, are
arranged in sections, and are interspersed throughout with
segments of critical commentary, again for the most part brief,
by Benjamin himself. 13
These two amazing works of the twentieth century are both formulated and
produced within the database logic. While Vertov organises sequences, which are
categorised in three different layers, Benjamin writes down his manuscript as an
amalgam of fragments, quotations, and commentaries. Thus, the search for an
answer to Manovich’s question ‘how database and narrative can work together?’ 14
has already begun in the avant-garde works of Vertov and Benjamin in the
beginning of the twentieth century.
Today, new media documentary projects seem to belong to an avant-garde
search of a new form of storytelling. Both the audience-user and the filmmaker are
playing within this new form within a database thinking and imagination. The
multi-layered designs of the filmmaker are reproduced by the selective acts of
audience-user among the narrative blocks, which are organised according to
database logic. Therefore, as Craig Hight states,
Collectively they (digital documentary or new media
documentary projects) offer the potential to change the nature of
documentary practices, aesthetics, forms of political engagement
and the wider relationship of documentary culture as a whole to
the social-historical world. Such a shift poses a considerable
challenge to documentary theory, which has emerged in
discussion around a canon of cinematic and, to a lesser extent,
television texts produced from a relatively well-understood
collection of audio-visual technologies. 15
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Visit(s) to the Museum: Visitors and Official Information
Available on the Web
Olga Cristina Sousa and Abílio Oliveira
Abstract
The affirmation of the ‘net society and the growing importance of the Internet has
changed the reality of museums. The introduction of the provision of information
as a function, affected the traditional functions of the museums, and the
museological experience also changed. The development of websites and use of
Web 2.0 instruments has proved to be fundamental to the process of integration,
providing context and complementing the information provided by the museum,
allowing the user to participate actively. By providing complementary and
contextual information, communicated by the museum itself, and allowing the
interaction with users, websites and Web 2.0 tools contribute to the relation
traditionally developed between the museum and its users, namely to the formation
of opinions. This study included four Portuguese museums and their Web tools. A
questionnaire was developed to understand how museum visitors use the official
information available on the Web to form an opinion about the services the
museum provides. The data was processed statistically and the findings revealed a
low use of and participation in the Web resources by museum users, establishing a
low connection with the visit. These results contribute to a new way of analysing
the relations between the visitors, Web resources and the museums, in Portugal,
and expose the necessity of new approaches to the subject.
Key Words: Museum, Internet, Web tools, official information, visit in presence.
*****
1. Introduction
The affirmation of the ‘net society,’ 1 technologically based on the Internet and
on the interchange of information allowed by the World Wide Web (WWW),
changed hugely the reality of the museums and the way they communicate and
offer information to their public, in general. 2
The interactivity underlying the Web contact, the centralisation of the
information as a museological function, and the ease of access to information, by
the user, with moments of significant learning, showed to these institutions the
importance of adopting new ways of contact, impelling them to search for new
online instruments. 3 The advantages related to the use of Web instruments to the
museums are immense. Most of them are related with easy transmission of
information and communication, interactivity, diversity of resources, facilitating
the contextualisation of the objects, (through metainformation), centralisation on
the user and their needs – information, communication, leaning, investigation,
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among others, easy access to a global community, multimedia resources and many
more. Initially, websites seemed to be the most effective way to transmit relevant
information from the museums to their users – especially to the virtual users. Most
recently, with the rise of the Web 2.0, affirmation of the social software and the
advent of dynamic information, the museums felt the real need to subscribe to
these resources, evidencing their presence and activities. With these new Web
instruments, the users become producers, generating content (User Generated
Content – UGC), which enables a new communicational dynamic, based on
sharing information. 4 The user gets more involved in the process of making
content and spreading information, and the museums, as holders of vast heritage
collections and rich resources, have the capacity of communicating them virtually,
contributing to the development of processes of participation and sharing.
The museum’s investment in active participation on the Web, including through
the construction of websites, rich in the variety and nature of content presented,
and the increasing participation on the social networks, is causing doubts about the
effect these resources may have on the traditional relationship between museum
and their users, and over the nature of the information propagated. Web 2.0 tools,
in general, tend to decrease the control of the museum over the published content.
Even though this seems to be generally considered by the museums as a problem, it
is also seen as a simple and inexpensive way to disseminate the museological
experience, and of actively involving the visitor in the construction of a significant
museological experience. 5
Portuguese museums, public and private, have revealed since the 1990’s an
effort to mark their presence on the Internet, initially through websites, and more
recently using a wide variety of Web 2.0 tools. We distinguish three forms of Web
presence: autonomous websites, with full identity and content/information about
the museum itself; low autonomy websites, with online information on other
institutions’ websites; or no Web presence at all (the number of museums with no
site is decreasing). 6 Nevertheless, there is an evolution in the presence of
Portuguese museums online that benefited from the rise of Web 2.0 tools, which in
turn allowed them to solve their financial and human resources limitations. The
online instruments are developed mainly to promote their services and elements, to
disclose (official and institutional) information regarding the museum, and to
involve their audiences in the activities promoted by the museum.
2. Main Objectives
The present study 7 aims to: 1) understand how museum visitors use the official
information available in the institution’s Web instruments to form an opinion about
the services they provide in presence; 2) analyse how the use of the information
provided via Web instruments vary according to the age of participants and the
museum visited.
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3. Method
We contacted a group of museums, asking for authorisation to apply a
questionnaire, personally, to their visitors. 8 The elements considered on the
selection of these institutions included that that they had presence on the Internet,
namely a website, and also used at least one other Web 2.0 tool, and a strong
dynamic concerning the influx of visitors.
We received positive answers from several institutions, namely: the Calouste
Gulbenkian Museum, the Ancient Art National Museum, the Communications
Museum and the Fado Museum. 9 All the institutions are very different in many
aspects. For example, concerning guardianship, the Calouste Gulbenkian and the
Communications Museum belong to foundations, the Fado Museum to local
administration and the Ancient Art National Museum to central administration.
Our sample was distributed by the four institutions as follow: Calouste Gulbenkian
Museum – 46.7%; Ancient Art National Museum – 22.5%; Communications
Museum – 16.9% and Fado Museum – 13.9%.
We had a population of 267 visitors, of which 61.4 % were women and 38.6 %
were men. Concerning the distribution of the visitors by age, the dominant age
group was 26-35 years (37%) with the 36-45 age group second (25%). The age
group less represented is that of older people (56 -65 years). The main variables
considered were museum – according to the different museums – and age. The
dependent variables corresponded to the dimensions obtained for the formation of
opinion about museum services, considering the information available on the
museum’s Web resources.
The referred questionnaire was developed based on some previous interviews
with persons interested and oriented to the theme, and in light of the literature
reviewed, especially from similar surveys carried out in the USA and Canada. 10
The instrument is composed of three parts: first, the sociodemographic
characterisation of the visitor; second, a list of questions/items considering the
relation developed between the user, the museum and the Web instruments used by
the institution about its activity (e.g., level of knowledge of the Web instruments;
relevance attributed to the information available); and third, comparative analysis
about the visitors’ opinion about other cultural/leisure activities and the museum,
and the relevance of online information about it.
Even though the questionnaire included questions related to three Web
instruments (website, Facebook and Twitter page), and the possibility of reference
to other, the results showed little or no knowledge about Twitter pages, and a few
references to other Web resources (e.g., newsletter). For this reason, the present
study includes only the data obtained about the museum’s website and its
Facebook page.
Each participant answered the questionnaire anonymously in an individual
protocol. All questions were assessed using ‘Likert’ scales (1-5).
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4. Results
A principal components factor analysis (PCA) was conducted with items
related to services that museums usually offer to their visitors in a wide variety of
areas, including the collection, educational and training services, cultural activities,
and the museum’s store, among other services and elements. We obtained a
solution with two factors (or significant dimensions) that structure the
contributions of the Facebook page and the website to the formation of opinion of
our population (cf. Table 1). 11
Table 1: Component matrix for the - Principal Component Analysis (PCA), with
varimax rotation and KMO = 0.935 (summarised results)
Factor 12
1
Contribution
of Facebook
to the
formation of
opinions

2
Contribution
of website to
the formation
of opinions

Items / Questions 13
Contribution of Facebook page information to the
formation of opinion on the...:
- support documentation
- museum’s store
- opinion on training
- support on investigation
- employees
- educational activities
- cafeteria
- building
- organization of the spaces
- cultural activities
- collection
- temporary exhibitions.
Contribution of website information to the formation of
opinion on the:
- support on investigation
- support documentation
- museum’s store
- building
- educational activities
- collection
- organization of the spaces
- cultural activities
- temporary exhibitions
- employees
- cafeteria

Variance
14

/ α 15
60.4%
0.98

20.8%
0.97
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These factors revealed the visitor’s behaviours concerning the use of the
museum Web instruments to obtain information about it, and that showed division
marked by the Web instrument analysed. We characterise them as follows:
The first factor comprises elements related to the use of the Facebook page,
aggregating the contribution of the information available on the Web instrument to
the formation of the visitor’s opinion as for the services rendered in person. As for
the second factor, it includes the same elements but this time concerning the
information available on the museum’s website, about services and elements as
support documentation, the museum’s store, training, support of investigation, the
employees, educational activities, cafeteria, building, organisation of the spaces,
cultural activities, collection and temporary exhibitions.
Through Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), we searched for effects of the
independent variables on each of the dimensions obtained; 16 we found several
significant effects in almost all dimensions (cf. Table 2).
The variable museum had significant effects especially on the Fado Museum
and the Communications Museum, which had the highest levels of the analysed
dimensions, even though the values are moderate (considering a scale from 1 to 5).
In fact, the Fado Museum visitors are the ones with the higher levels, considering
the contribution of the Facebook page to the formation of opinion. This leads us to
consider that, on one hand, these types of publics correspond to more frequent
users of the museums’ Web resources, than those that usually visit the Calouste
Gulbenkian Museum and the Ancient Art National Museum, and on the other hand,
that the resources are built in a more efficient way.
Considering the variable age (grouped in three groups), we noticed no
significant effects concerning the Facebook page (this finding probably result from
the nature of the Web resource), and some significant effects relative to the
formation of opinion considering the information available through the website:
younger visitors present higher levels (which tend to lower with the increasing of
age).
We also found significant effects when the variables age and museum
interacted. In this situation, the levels affected were the ones related to the
importance of information available on the Facebook page in the formation of
opinion about in presence services. Younger visitors (15-30 and 31-45) from the
Fado Museum are the ones who presented higher levels.
In general, we verified that the visitors of the museums show a low level of use
of the institutions’ Web instruments to obtain information about specific aspects of
the museums – in terms of their actions or events.
Even though younger visitors use the online instruments more frequently, 17 in
general information about specific aspects of the museums is not considered as
important (or it is not seen), resulting a low effect of the official online information
over the visitors’ opinion. 18
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Table 2: Effects of museum, age and museum x age in the dimensions of online
opinion formation (summarised results from Univariate Analysis of Variance –
ANOVA). 19

Contribution of Facebook to
the formation of opinions
Contribution of website to
the formation of opinions

MCG
1.27

Museum
MNAA
1.33

MC
1.30

MF
2.13

1.95

1.78

2.53

2.60

Museum
Contribution of Facebook to the formation of
F (3.267)
opinions
8,.7***
Contribution of website to the formation of
F (3.267)
opinions
6.27**
Notes: * p < 0.050; ** p < 0,010 ; *** p < 0.001

Contribution of website to the
formation of opinions

15-30
2.18

Age
31-45
2.08

46-65
1.93

Age
Contribution of website to the formation of
F (3.267)
opinions
8.27***
Notes: * p < 0.050; ** p < 0.010 ; *** p < 0.001
Contribution
of Facebook
to
the
formation of
opinions

MCG
124
1.39
1.10

MNAA

MC
15-30 years
1.13
1.33
31-45 years
1.52
1.40
46-65 years
1.46
1.08

Contribution of Facebook to the formation of
opinions

MF
2.53
2.14
1.38
Age/Museum
F (6.267)
2.03
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5. Conclusions
Museums, and in particular, Portuguese museums, have been making a large
effort to establish their presence on the Internet. This effort highlights a clear
attempt to promote their purposes, as also, of course, their collections, getting
closer to their users, but also potentiating the fulfilment of their functions, namely
at the informational, communicational and educational level.
The Web offers a group of tools and instruments that modify the interactions
between the museums and their users, especially if we consider social software and
Web 2.0. The UGC phenomenon brings a duality to the museological community,
with the subversion of the museum as the content generator by excellence, to a
reality where all content is valid, independently of the producer, as long as they are
significant to the museum users.
It becomes very difficult to these institutions to articulate the relation between
the necessities and expectations of the visitors – as active participants – the
investments in a virtual presence, and the effects of the virtual presence on the
image of the real museum. Museums should define behavioural standards and
diagnose needs and motivations as elements of success to the adoption of Web
instruments that answer both to virtual needs and potential visits in presence.
Considering the growing adoption of Web instruments by Portuguese
museums, we would expect that these are where the general difficulties are felt, as
for museums in general. However, we verified a certain level of detachment
between the visitors and the use of the Web resources offered by the museums.
Effectively, there is a low adhesion to these resources, concerning its use,
participation or interests for their content, not associating this information to the
visits in presence.
This leaves the museums with a group of problems, which should be studied
and analysed, trying to find ways of understanding and solving it, which include
understanding the origin of the problem and the motive (or motives) of this
detachment, in face of the results that were obtained with this study.
It would be very positive if the museums invested more in sharing their
activities and services, connecting the image of the physical museum with its
presence on the Internet, and investing also in the disclosure of their Web
resources, promoting their use by their visitors in presence and other groups of
potential users.
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2010), accessed 10 June 2012,
www.museumsandtheweb.com/mw2010/papers/francioli/francioli.html.
11
The factors included items with loadings superior or equal to 0,50.
12
Factors derived from the Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
13
Items (or questions from the questionnaire) that constitute each factor (derived
from the PCA); the items are ordered by importance (or significance) in a factor,
from the most significant to the least important (taking into account their loadings
– or ‘eigenvalues’ – in the matrix solution).
14
Explained variance (for each factor derived from the PCA).
15
Cronbach’s Alpha (coefficient) based on the standardised items (for each factor).
16
Dependent variables.
17
International studies in this area refer the influence of age over the use of
museum online resources: John Falk and Lynn Dierking, ‘Understanding FreeChoice Learning: A Review of the Research and Its Application to Museum Web
Sites’ (Toronto: Archives & Museum Informatics, 1998), accessed 4 July 2012,
http://www.museumsandtheweb.com/mw98/papers/dierking/dierking_paper.html;
John Vergo, ‘Results from the User-Centered Design of a Multi-Institutional Web
Site for Art and Culture’ (Toronto: Archives and Museum Informatics, 2001),
accessed 10 July 2012, www.museumsandtheweb.com/mw2001/papers/vergo/
vergo.html; Wendy Thomas and Sheila Carey, ‘Actual/Virtual Visits: What Are
The Links?’ (Toronto: Archives and Museum Informatics, 2005), accessed 10 July
2012, http://www.museumsandtheweb.com/mw2005/papers/thomas/thomas.html;
Marty, ‘Museum Websites and Museum Visitors: Before and After the Museum
Visit’, 337-360; Lynda Kelly and Angelina Russo, ‘From Ladders of Participation
to Networks of Participation: Social Networks and Museum Audiences’ (Toronto:
Archives & Museum Informatics, 2008), accessed 30 July 2011,
http://www.archimuse.com/mw2008/papers/kelly_l/kelly_l.html.
18
The elements related to logistic (localisation, timetable, public transportation
availability, prices) are the main subjects searched on museum websites: Gail
Durbin, ‘Using the Web for Participation and Interactivity’ (Toronto: Archives
& Museum Informatics, 2003), accessed 15 May 2012, http://www.museumsandth
eweb.com/mw2003/papers/durbin/durbin.html; John Chadwick and Patricia
Boverie, ‘A Survey of Characteristics and Patterns of Behavior in Visitors to a
Museum Website’ (Toronto: Archives & Museum Informatics, 1999), accessed 20
June 2012,
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http://www.museumsandtheweb.com/mw99/papers/chadwick/chadwick.html-ixzz1
oZ0AwyzE.
19
For reasons of space and simplicity, we do not present here the values referring
to the average observed by the variable sex/genre (that as only one main effect, on
the first dimension).
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